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A. C. Ellingwood, aged 21
years, 10 months
and 15 days. He was the
youngest son of
the late Patrick and Joanna
Haney. When a
youth he worked as clerk in the store of I.
V. Miller in this city, and afterwards went
to Boston, where he was
learning the machinist’s trade when he was obliged to give
up ou account of ill health. He leaves oue
brother, Edward, and three sisters, Mrs.
Nellie llain of Boston; Mrs. Sarah Ellingwood and Miss Josephine Haney of Belfast.
Funeral services were held at the St.
Francis Catholic church yesterday, Wed-
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\\ aldo District Lodge met in annual session with Brooks lodge, No. S4, in Brooks
Saturday, Feb. 8th. It was a largely attended and enthusiastic meeting. The credential committee reported one hundred deleThe session
gates and visitors present.
was opened at 11 a. m., Dist Templar, Chas
K. Lane presiding. The following officers
responded to the roll:
Dist. Templar. Chas. E. Lane.
Dist. Counselor, Fred H. Brown.
Dist. Secretary, Elizabeth L. Brackett.
Dist. Guard, Affie Godding.
The District Templar made these appoint-
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Meeting of Waldo County Veterans.
Waldo County Veteran Association
it the grange hall in North Searsport
'•th
The attendance was not as large
i*ual
The towns represented were
terport. Frankfurt, Searsport, SwanMonroe and North Searsport.
The
.'••lout was absent, and Hon. A. E.
•kerson of Swanville was called upon to
-ide over the meeting.
The secretary
was absent, and
11
R. Dawson of

j

o
was appointed
secretary pro tern.
records of tlie last meeting were read
approved. The committee on the time
: place of the next meeting—Comrades
Mild <>f North >earsport, Merithew of

:

spurt and Knowlton of Swanville—
rted as follows Time, June 5th : place,
Fn*eman McGilvery Fust, Searsport.
juestion at the next meeting will be:
we meet four times a year ur
keep on
>Jr. Dawson gave his reasons
are
:a<

iiig

the question before the veterans,

as they
may interest tlie members
present we give them in part. He said :
twinging this question before the
iation I do it for what 1 think will be
good of the greatest number of our
ber>, and to enable us to think the
ever, t<* be decided by the majority
.* xt meeting.
About eight years ago
"1 the old soldiers of Waldo County
by invitation of M. c Dilworth of
i-! at
Swan Lake to talk over the
*f organizing a Veteran Association.
.■I
seemed to be a good one and the
:
County V*-t*:an Association was
with A I. Nickerson as President
M.
Hilworth as secretary.
The
was to have
no
by-laws, no
initiation, tm 'lur>. pass words or
4
Waldo County to
Lora '-omnc
a
membu it w .i- only necessary to
i. om
n
honoi■
the
w hether be belonged
Males sci \ «•
Ciai.-i Army <n tin Republic or
it.-- tiiigs at once became a great
i .m ati'-ndance oi two to thre»>
i>
:iot unusual
1 he meetings
: 'iionthA in the different towns of
a1, and the
veterans and their
s
Decani*- better acquainted.
The
the \> ar w a> told and re-told, and
tig people w ••! e invited to help us t»y
oi.s. etc.
There was no doubt in our
ac. that tb«
Waldo 1 ounty Veteran
n w;t
a
\ s time rolls
success.
a:* gett.ii’-' older and the veterans
’.■.-restcl in attending tlie meetings
:11,• I now comes the
question :
h* *iing too many meetings:
Will
-'tings a y ear be of more benefit to
as a* present
The committee on
-ai
place appointed the meeting for
I Juin- for the simple reason that
gave us an invitation for March,
arks on the question were made by
"f tlie comrades and by the ladies
Belief Coips. Some were for and
tgainst the proposed change.
K. N ickerson gave tlie address of
cand H. R. Dawson the response;
r the program, which consisted of
.';:*■ speeches,the meeting closed with
'uni vote of thanks to the people of
Sear sport and all joined in singing
rica
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Postal Notes.

route service has been
nued: “BMk
West Winterwort t >
swood’s Corner. Mail for West Winstar

L

Winterport.”
Burleigh has referred to the Postejiartment, with a request for examiand report, a petition of citizens of
to

■

Waldo county, for the establishment
ural free delivery route out of that
The petition has about 40 signers,
; ng G. K.
McCauslin, O. Gerrey, F. A.
•k, Hon..I. R. Taber and others. The
■ved route, as suggested by the petiyvould proceed north by the rail'at ion to Chase’s Corner, thence east
Corner,;then east by F. Ii. Cornto Palmer’s Corner.
announced at the Postolfice departDavid II. Smith has been instructkeep the postoffice at Dark Harbor,
t-cn tlie year round.
Gov. Burleigh
matter up with Fourth Assistant
ot«*r Gen. Bristow sometime ago, in
to an earnest petition from several
;' there,
who declared that their
for getting mail in the w inter time
-‘idedly unsatisfactory. Mr. Bristow
ii a letter to Gov. Burleigh stating
on to have the
office maintained
y ear instead of during the months
inner visitors are on the island, as
hat

--

■■

••

Pitcher

Pond

Cottage Colony.

tli** western shore
•■cages of several

of Pitcher p nd
well-known BelV. II. (juimbv, Janies II. and
11 Howe*, A.
Burgess, W. M. Ran11 Walden, rred T. ( base and Hex
;
nine cottages in all, including
in process of construction.
It is
that several more will be built in
at
future. W. II. Quimb.v is now
a
new cottage .‘15x55 feet,
with
improvements, including bath and
d 1>\ acelylene gas.
H. and R. II.
are building an addition to their
<
\V. Wescott is building a fine
W M. Randall owns the lot next
< M‘
and
has plans for a cottage 25
ruby
cure.
A never failing spring furnan abundance of tine water for all the
n with a fall of about 150 feet.
Mr.
f’
has laid nine hundred feet of two
pipe from the spring to the main road
feet of smaller pipe to his cottage.
,k
also planned to blow out the
ledge
"iCmg the spring and build a rock
tnent reservoir six by twelve feet and
.' f deep.- Belfast Correspondence Ban>huly News.
1

■

s\'' ( C. Hutchinson of Portland, aged
•ars, and
Mrs. Mary II. Weirs of
"ai^us, aged 70 years, are visiting their
Aaron Howes, Knox street, Rock11
I heseare all the children now
living
cWanus and Mary Howes. Harrison
i)
■'ues, another son, died at Winterport
87
'and Star mt>er* aged nearly year8 —Rock1

I

of sewer tax assessed on real estate of the
defendant company, located on
Spring
street, and was heard at the January term,
1902. Joseph Williamson, Esq., appeared
for the city, and N. F. Uouston, agent,
appeared for the defendant company. The
case was referred to the presiding justice.
The case of City of Belfast vs. Ella F.
Harriman, defending upon the same facts,
ments :
was continued, to abide by this
decision.
l’ast Dist. Templar, SI. J. Dow.
Dist. Vice Templar, Mabel Hose.
Following is the rescript :
Dist. Treas., James McTaggart.
The act of 1889, ch. 283, in relation to
Dist. Chap., Rev. F. W. Barker.
public sewers, was accepted by the city of
Dist. Supt., Geneva Jewett.
Belfast and has been declared by the Court
Dist Marshal. E. A. Carpenter.
to be constitutional and operative. Auburn
The forenoon was wholly occupied by re- vs. I’aul 84 Me. 212.
Under this act, when the city has comports of officers, initiation of candidates
pleted a public sewer, the municipal officers
and regular routine business. During the are to determine w hat lots
and parcels of
noon recess, a bountiful dinner was served
land in the city are benefitted by the sewer,
and
assess
each
of
such
lots or parcels
upon
by the local lodge.
such sum as they deem just and equitable
At the opening of the afternoon session towards
the
cost
of
the sewer
defraying
the delegates were very cordially welcomed The whole sum thus assessed must not exin a tine address by Fast Grand Chief Tem- ceed- one-half the cost of the sewer. The
sum assessed upon each lot or
parcel must
plar M. J. Dow. The response was by not exceed the benefit of the sewer
to that
Dist. Sec. Mrs. E. L. Brackett. The com- lot or parcel.
The
officers
are
then
to
mittee on resolutions reported the following,
file with
municipal
the clerk the location and description of the
w hich were unanimously
adopted :
sewer, and a list of the lots or parcels of
Resolved, That m the death of Bro. Joseph lands assessed by them towards defraving
II. Mears, our order and the cause of tem- the cost w ith the amount assessed
upon
perance have lost a valuable friend and each. Then the ow ner or occupant of the
worker. For many years he was prominent lot or parcel assesseil is to be notified of
a
as a Good Templar and was always
ready in time and place when and where he can apliis own town and whenever opportunity
pear and be heard before the municipal
offered to sustain its principles.
officers upon the matter of such assessResolved, That as a District Lodge w e ex- ment. Upon such hearing the municipal
tend our deepest sympathy to the family officers have power to
revise, increase or
and friends of the deceased in this their diminish the assessment. In case the
owner
severe affliction.
or occupant of the lot or parcel is not satisResolved, That a copy of these resolutions lied w ith the result of such hearing, he may
be spread upon our record, and published within ten
days appeal from the municipal
in The Republican Journal.
officers to a board of arbitration which
board
shall
Resolutions were also adopted thanking
finally determine the matter.
If the assessments as finally fixed are not
the M. C. R. R. for reduced rates, and the
paid, the city may sue for the same and reentertaining lodge for its hospitality, and cover the amount of the assessment with
recommending some new methods of work. twelve per cent, interest from the date of
The question uf taking action on the the assessment.
In this case the city- did construct a public
matter of plans for creating a stronger
sewer or sewers.
The municipal officers
temperance sentiment in Waldo county was proceeded to assess upon such lots as they
very earnestly discussed by all the promi- deemed benefitted by the sewer such sums
each as they deemed just and equitnent workers present and a committee con- upon
able and not exceeding the benefit accruing,
sisting of E. L. Bartlett of Geo. E. Brackett and not exceeding in the aggregate one-lialf
Lodge, Rev. F. W. Barker of Brooks Lodge, of the w hole cost of the sewer. They filed
and Mrs. E. L. Brackett of Belfast lodge, with the clerk the location and description
of the sewer and also a list of the lots and
were appointed to confer with the lodges as
parcels assessed and the amount of the
assessment
to ways and means.
upon each as provided byThe following officers were elected and statute. Notice of all this, and of the time
and place fixed for the hearing upon the
installed by P. G. (’. T. >1. J. Dow, assisted matter, was
given the defendant according
by Bro. .1. B. McTaggart as Grand Marshal: to the statute. The defendant company,
it
thus
had notice its land was thus
though
Dist. Templar, Chas. E. Lane, Brooks;
assessed and had notice of the time and
Dist. Counselor. Fred H. Brown, Jackson;
for
place
hearing, did not appear before the
Dist. Vice Templar, Mrs. Emma Iluxford,
officers, nor did it claim any
oni their decision.
ar^^Vn
Dist.
Mrs.
Elizabeth L.
Brooks;
Secretary.
The assessment thus made was not paid
Brackett, Belfast: Dist. Treasurer, Miss within the
statutory time and the city electEmily Brown, Jackson; Dist. Supt. J. T., ed to bring this suit therefor.
The defendant contended and introduced
Mrs. E. P. Alexander, Belfast ; Dist. Mar| evidence tending to show : 1st, that
its land
shal, Sidney Tibbetts, Brooks; Dist. Deputy assessed for
this sewer had no need of the
Marshal, Mabel Rose, Brooks; Dist. Guard 1 sewer since it was sufficiently served by anAmy Lancaster. Brooks; Dist. Sentinel, othei sewer or by natural drainage; 2d,"that
lots or parcels belonging toother ownGuy Prime, Brooks. Bro. M. J. Dow'was other
ers were as much or more benefitted by the
recommended for appointment as District sewer as its own
lots, but were either assessed not at all or at a much lower rate. The
Deputy.
city introduced no evidence in reDelegates to the Grand Lodge were elected ! plaintiff'
buttal, but contended that the questions
as follows;
Rtpresentulr.es, M. J. Dow raised by the defendant are to be determinJ:»mes Ik McTaggart, Ernest L. Bartlett;! ed by the municipal officers in the first inAlternates, Ezra A. Carpenter, Elizabeth L. ; stance and b\ the board of arbitration if
an appeal be taken.
The plaintiff also conBrackett, Rev. F. \V Barker.
tends that the defendant c nnot in any
After the regular business the meeting' event call upon the Court to
pass upon these !
was opened to the public and the following
questions until it has exhausted its remedies given by the statute, viz:
An appeal j
literary program given by members of to the
municipal officers themselves, and j
Brooks Lodge, with Miss May Huxtord as ; then, if still
dissatisfied, to the statutoiv
organist; Singing by quartette, Mrs. Abbie board of arbitration; neither of which lias I
11. Dow, Muriel Barker, Will Emmons 1 the defendant essayed to do.
i think the
contention must be |
ar.d Rev. E. W. Barker; recitation, Sidney sustained in plaintiff’s
this case. Ido not rind from
Tibbetts, solo, Will Emmons: recitation, the evidence that it is physically impossible 1
Willie Austin; duet,' Will and Addle Em-! for the defendant’s assessed lots to be benefit! <d by the sewer. They can be connected
mens; recitation, Carl Jenkins; singing by , with the sewer, however
unlikely it is that
quartette.
t-hej, will be. The sewer thus becomes an
additional
The next session will be held with Geo. ;
opportunity for the drainage of
them.
This additional opportunity for
E. Brackett Lodge at Jackson, in May.
drainage may be a benefit to the lots.
W hether it really is or not is a question left
THE GANNETT GENEALOGY.
by the statute to the municipal officers. .So
also is left to them the question of the
amount of the benefit.
The defendant’s
To the Editor of The Joi rnal: In
remedy is by appeal to them, and then by
the item giving an account of the deatli of appeal to the appellate board of arbitra1
It is settled law in this State that
Luther Gannett, which appeared in your tion.
the fact that the property of others is assessissue of Jan. 30th, it was stated that he ed much
lower, or not assessed at all, is no
was a brother of the late Rev. Ezra Stiles defence to a suit for taxes assessed
by a
Gannett. This is an error. His brother tribunal having jurisdiction.
The owner
of property taxed has other remedies by
was probably Rev. George Gannett of Bosj way of appeal to an appellate tribunal, or
ton.
The writer of that item somehow got by certiorari. If he does not make use of
the two confounded, which is quite natural any of these he must abide by the judgment of the original tribunal.
Rockland
since they were both clergymen and both vs.
Rockland Water Co. 28 Me. 188. Emory
being I). P.’s ami living in Boston so long. vs. Sanford 92 Me. 525.
It may be that a sewer was not needed by
Geo. Gannett was for many \ears a well
known teacher in Boston, and the Gannett \ the defendant’s lots and is of no practical
benefit to them.
It
be also that the
School, or Institute, was at one time one amount assessed uponmay
the defendant's lots
of the leading institutions for girls in New is really in excess of what this Court might
jI think just and
equitable. It may be that
England.
the municipal officers have erred in both
In the Gannett Genealogy book these j
respects, but 1 do not find that the law gives
entries may be found :
any right to appeal to this Court upon
Though the
Capt. Luther Gannett, born at East ( either of those questions.
judgment of the
officers may be
Bridgewater, Mass., 1784. Settled at Bel- erroneous it was municipal
upon a matter committed
fast, Me., 1820.
by the legislature to them r.nd not to the
Court. Effect must therefore be given to
His children were
their judgment. The clerk is accordingly
Luther, born Jan. 26, 1814.
instructed to enter.
George, born Oct. 19, 1819.
Judgment for the plaintiff for ninety dolstated
in
the lars with
Luther, Jr., married, as
interest at twelve per cert, per
item referred to, in 1839, Martha J. Fames
annum from January 9th, A. D. 1900, the
of Jackson, Me.
date of the assessment.
Their children were
Edwin Augustus, born 1840, died 1859.
Belfast Weather Report
Mary Jane, born 1847, died 1849.
Following is a summary of the weather
Rev. Ezra Stiles Gannett, D. I)., was a
record of the Belfast station jf the U. S.
cousin of Luther, but quite remote.
The parents of E. S. Gannett were Caleb Weather Bureau for the week ending Feb.
1902:
ami Kutli,
of Ezra
Presi- 11,

pgH^ipal

1

Waldo

Judge Emery, who presided at the January term of the Supreme Court in Waldo
county has rendered his decision in the case
City of Belfast vs. Real Estate Co. The
action was brought to recover the amount

I

j
j
;

j

daughter

Stiles,

dent of Yale College.
This young Gannett was born May 4,1801,
graduated from Harvard in 1821, and was
ordained and installed as colleague of Rev.
William Ellery ('banning, 1). J)., pastor of
the Federal street church in Boston June
BO, 1824. Eighteen years after, viz., in October, 1842, Dr. Channing died, when Mr.
Gannett became full paster.
In March, 1859, the venerable church in
Federal street was abandoned, and lor
nearly three years the society led a sort of
tabernacle life while it waited the completion of the new and graceful building, since
known as the Arlington street church, one
of the most conspicuous and beautiful in
Boston. In this noble church he continued
his able and useful ministrations until near
the close of the summer of 1871, a noble and
consecrated service of nearly fifty years.
And what prolific and historical years they
were.

His death, like that of his kinsman here,
tragic in the extreme. Saturday evening near the last of August he took the late
train for Lynn, where he was to preach the
Six miles out from Boston
following day.
an express train from behiud dashed into it.
No friend knew of it—no one recognized the
poor disfigured face until the afternoon of
the next day.
He left two children: Mrs. Kate Gannett
Wells of Boston and Rev. William Channing Gannett of Rochester, N. Y., to the
latter of whom the writer is under oblige
tion for some of the facts here given.
B.
was
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Wind, Sky, etc.

(t

W.

Clear.

N.w.
••

Cloudy. Snow, .5 in ill;
cipitation, .3 of an ini li.
Part cloudy.
Clear.

pre-

strange cloud effect was not iced Sunday
morning. The sky was covered with dull
heavy clouds, and at about 8 o’clock there
appeared in the east a strata of bluish-black
clouds with a light strata below and the
A

usual dull clouds above. An hour later the
sky was clear, with oni y here ard there a
light fleecy cloud.
MOJiltOE.

Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Webber of Belfast
visited their aunt, Mrs. Lora Chase, last
Sunday... Frank Batchelder is moving out
of the village....The Kebekahs are taking
in new members at nearly every meeting.
Mrs. Nellie Cooper visited Miss Anna
L. Wildes in Belfast last week.Some
member of nearly every family is afflicted
with a cold, which is very prevalent_
Mr. Lyman Clarke, who came home from
Bangor Hospital last week, died Monday,
Feb. 10th.
An obituary will appear later.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
D. A. Nye Feb. 21st.
Francis Willard’s
birthday will be observed. ...Monroe grange
is having fine entertainments during the
contest. New members are coming in every
—

—

meeting.

K.

Woodcock ended his life by

drowning in a stream near his home in
Searsmont Sunday night. For several years
past he had been mentally unbalanced, but
this winter appeared better than usual.
Since the thunder shower of the night of
Feb. 1st his friends have found it necessary
to watch him, and had two men with him

Sunday night.

During

an

apparently lucid

interval, when the three were talking
quietly, he managed to get between his
guards and the door and made a bolt into
■the darkness outside. He was followed as
quickly as possible, but his followers were
not able to overtake him in time. His body
was found in a little open pool in the stream
a
short distance from the house.
Mr.
Woodcock was born in Searsmont, a son of
the late Horatio X. and the late Patience T.
(Moody) Woodcock. He was a carriage

ficiating.

Daniel Hamblen of Stoniugtou died very
suddenly of heart failure, on board the
steamer Merryconeag, last Thursday night.
He had just boarded her, coming off from
Mark Island, when he was stricken and
died before the steamer reached the
Stonington wharf. Mr. Hamblen leaves a
w ife and a son, E. E. Hamblen, and two
daughters, Mrs. S. W. Barbour and Mrs. J.
A. P. Turner.—Deer Isle
Messenger.

painter by trade and worked several years
in the Barker factory in Searsmont. He
worked a few years in Belfast, and was
clerk a few months in the Crosby Inn. lie
served as money order clerk in the Belfast

ness troubles first affected his mind.
He
had invested money for friends and when
losses ensued blamed himself, and the
matter so preyed upon him that he became

thing

correct.

C'apt. John A. Partridge died at his home
in Pratt City, Ala., Feb. 2d, in the (JO year of
his age.
lie was born in Prospect, the
youngest of nine children of Thomas and
Judith Partridge. Iu early life he followed
the sea and was master of square rigged
vessels in the West Indies and foreign
trade.
He subsequently retired
from
the sea and .lived some years on a farm
in
North
Searsport, which he sold
twelve y ears ago and moved to Fort Payne,
Ala.
He served during the Rebellion
in the navy, where he rose by promotion to
the rank of lieutenant. He was twice mar-

were

ried. His first wife was Hannah Liitlefield
of Prospect, and the second, who survives

Chas.

M.G.Norton has been confined to the 1 ouse
to busi-

by mumps, but is again attending
ness.

Miss Mariedna Snell is stopping w ith her
aunt, Mrs. Margaret Sibley, in Rux: ury,
Mass.
I\ N. Bird, superintendent of the Belfast
a business trip to Bos*on

Water Co., made
last week.

Teachers' meeting

at 8.15 p. m
services will be as follows: Sermon by the
pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, at
10.45 A. m. ; subject, “The Sin of Social Ir-

Mrs. F. J. Biather of Koxbury, Mas-*.,
visited her mother, Mrs. Mary E. .HaugU,
last week.

responsibility.”
Sunday- school at 12 m
The V. P. S. C. E. will have a
missionarymeeting at 0.30 p. M. The pastor will continue his series of talks on (lid Testament
Characters in the vestry at 7.30 p. m.

Francis II. Welch went to Brewer Monda\.
and from there was to go to Massachusetts
on

D. B. South worth, who lias been con lined
to the house by illness, is again able to
attend to business.

“The Water of Life.” Sunday school at
Men’s meeting at 3.30 p. m ; Y. P. s.
C. E. and ladies’ mission circle at 0.30 p. m.
;
gospel praise and preaching service at 7.30
p. m.
It is expected that a company of

Carroll H. Thompson is taking a short
vacation as letter carrier.
Clias. W.
Perkins is on the route.

noon.

W. K. Sanderson, general freight agent of
the M. C. K. R., was in Belfast on business
last Thursday and Friday.

young
belonging to the Brotherhood of
Andrew and Philip will go to Hall’s Corner
men

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Haskell of'Union
returned home Tuesday after a short visit
with Mrs Hannah Whitten.

gospel service

Tuesday eveuing

the
young peoples' society will have a sociable
in the church vestries. Young people fourteen years of age, and older, are invited.

Concerning

Mrs. E. R. Thomas returned February
5th from Boston, where she visited her
daughter, Mrs. Clias. Ludwiek.

Local Industries.

Edw. A. Dyer, who has been visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. David W. Dyer, left
Monday for his home in Chi.ago.

The basswood lumber for Cooper Bros,
lias beguu to come along, several carloads

George E. Harriman of Portland came to
Belfast Monday with the remains of his
mother, Mrs. Susan Beckett Howard.

having arrived in the yard at Newport during the last few days. The firm expects to
cut about one million feet the coming sea-

adopted.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Young were in
Belfast a few days tin* past week from
Camden, where Mr. Young has work as a

son.

Questions

j

What
ask the Seniors:
Hobbema means? How to send a message
by wireless telegraphy; or if they have
heard the latest from Mars? How a certain member’s “poor head” is? What made
the Literature class jump Monday? How
many have a bad cough once in a while.
to

Geo.

Mrs. Susan Beckett Howard died at the
home of her son, George E. Uarriman, No. |
7S Park street, Portland, Feb. 7th, at the I
advanced age of !>g years.
Her parents
came to Maine from Salem, Mass., and she
was born in Thomaston, now Rockland, or
Camden.
Her maiden name was Beckett.
She was thrice married. Her first husband
was Joel Uarriman of Belfast, by w hom she
had two sons, William, now deceased,
and George E. After his death she was
married in 1852, to Nathan Brooks of Searsniont and lived there until his death iu 1874.
She afterwards married Daniel Howard of
South Hope, and alter his death went to
Portland to live with her son George.
She
leaves two sisters and three brothers—Mrs.
Eliza B. llunnewell and Mrs. Sophia M.
Lothrop of Belfast: John R. Beckett of
Haverhill, Mass.; James M. Beckett of
Nortliport, and George A. Beckett of Boston. In early life she joined the Methodist
church in Belfast, and on her removal
to Portland, w hen nearly SO years of age,
joined a church iu that city by letter.
Throughout a long and useful life she has
stood firm for her faith and lived as a faithful and consistent Christian.
The interment will be in the family lot in Grove

|
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|

Cemetery.
George \V. Havener died in Medtield,
Mass., Feb. 8tli, after a long illness, at the
age of h! years, 5 months and lli days. He
was born in Belfast, a son of Almatia S.
(Kuss) and the late Frank 0. Havener. He
attended the public schools in Belfast and
in early life went to Boston, where he was
employed in the lumber business. He
married Miss Annie I. Dudley of Revere,
Mass., who survives him. They have no
children. His mother was called to him a
short time ago and was with him when he
passed away, lie leaves two brothers, J.
A. Havener of Rockport, Me., and F. 0.
Havener, of Parkersburg, West Virginia.
His mother and elder brother came to Belfast with the body Tuesday. The younger
brother, Frank, was unable to come on account of the critical illness of his wife. The
funeral was held at the home of his mother,
at the residence of W. E. Marsh on Market

kind and generous nature and made
many friends, lie was very sympathetic
and ever ready to extend a helping hand in
time of trouble.
a

In the gale of February 2d the barge Belle
of Oregon, (.’apt. Frank E. Harding of Prospect, with two other coal-laden barges, broke
One of the barges
away from the tug.
made a harbor, but file Belie of Oregon was
wrecked and the body of Capt. Harding
was washed on to Hampstead Beach.
The
body was brought to Bucksport by the early
train Monday and taken to Prospect for the
funeral services and burial. Capt. Harding
was a native of Prospect, where he
had
always lived while ashore. IIo leaves a wife
and four children, and was 56 years of age.
He sailed for many years in the employ of
the Boston Towboat Co., and had been master of the Belle of Oregon for some time.
He was a man most highly esteemed by all
who knew him and his loss will be deeply
felt. He was one of the first members of
the local lodge A. 0. U. W., and his heirs
will receive $2,000.
Charles Haney died of consumption Monday morning at the home of his sister, Mrs.

A.

Gilchrest has about half the
frames set for the dredging steamer. The
timber is nearly all in the yard and work is
progressing rapidly. A bolt-cutter has
been set up and attached to the power, and
a band saw will be added to the
machinery
this week. A large four-masted schooner
will be built this season by Mr. Gilchrest,
and it is thought her keel will be stretched
as soon as the steamer is launched.

|

mason.

Miss Gerty Rowe of Frankfort is dangerously ill with typhoid fever. Her relatives
and many friends

The

Dickey, Exp, of Northport was
Monday, his second visit to Rehax
since the carriage accident in w hich he was
He is sti1 sutf* ring
so seriously injured.
F. A.

town

from its etTccts.
( has. E. Crawford, formerly of Bellas!,
lias been re-elected clerk of the .E Milh.ir.

Sons, corporation, of is; Broadway. V w
The company does a '.:irg«York City.
drug business, importing, exporting a:. I
retail.

Megunti-j

At

the

7th

annual

convention

of

the

Knights of Columbus in Portland Feb. 4th,
it was voted to hold the next State convention at Bath on the first Tuesday in May,
1903. The following officers were elected:
George E. Thompson, Orono, State deputy;
Janies F. State, Portland, Sec.; Joseph P.
Grenier, Livermore Falls, Treas.; Benedict
F. Waller, Augusta, advocate; J. II. Fahey,
Bangor, warden. George E. Thompson and
James II. Cain, national delegates; R. J.
McGonigle and James F. State, alternates.
The Shriners of Kora Temple, Lewiston,
had their annual ladies’ night, Wednesday
evening, Feb. 5th. J. II. Ilowes of Belfast
and F. S. Walls of Vinalhaven were members of the reception committee, hut Mr.
Howes wras not able to be present and Belfast was represented by Dr. W. C. Libby.
The Portland Advertiser said of the happy
event:

For weeks the preparations have been
Every setting sun saw scores of
burdened camels, sacred gnus, perfumed
silver-horned
ibixes and feathered
oxen,
fillyloos on the Great High Trail to Lewiston, and the tents of the mighty Sheikh
have been spread upon the well-watered
plain. There is a sign of a Red Fez in the
sky. There is nitric acid on the moon, and
scarlet in the solar spectrum. The Shriners
are out and ancient Kora smiles benignly'

making.

The

The following Belfast people a;::v«-t
home the past week from Auburn, whenthey have been at w ork in the shoe faetorms
William Sylvester, Francis X. PendU-toa
Asa Sholes, Miss Mary Coombs, Thomas

Berry. John Patk*r, Kate ltobinson.
At the annual meeting of the Maine lime
Proprietors Association in llallowell, beb
7th, M. R. Kimwiton of the Windsor Hotel.
Belfast, was elected a director, and SV !•.
(Irinnell of tin* Searsport House, Sear>port
was elected vice president for ^ aide county
Charles Clement KJwell, superintendent
the Norwich division of the New Iftf. o
and Hartford R. R., was born in Belfast in
1S.V>, graduated from the Fniversity of
Maine in 187s, and received a full degive a>
civil engineer in isso. He lias been very
successful in his profession.
of

stitching

Shoe Situation.

Transfers

in

Real

following transfers in leal estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Feb. 12, 1902:
Leonora R. Elder, Morrill, to Alfred W.
Clark, Freedom; land and buildings in
Freedom. Alfred W. Clark to Claude L.
West, Freedom; land and buiidings in
Freedom. Franklin II. Black, Belfast, to
Caroline F. Black, do.; land and buildings
in Belfast. Joanna Brewster, Belfast, to
Eldora M. Morrill, Belmont; land in Belfast. Augusta B. Richards, Belfast, to
Orra E. Richards, do.; land and buildings
in Belfast. Arthur T. Snow, Frankfort, to
Frances W. Peirce, do.; land and buildings
in Frankfort. Eugene Rust, Kansas City,
Mo., to Maria A. Pierce, Belfast; land and
buildings in Belfast. Lemuel Greer, Morrill, to Levi Greer, do.; land in Searsmont.
L. A. Knight, Lincolnville, t< Rodney
The

were

boro.

Fields C. Pendleton to Alice Lavinia

Pendleton, Islesboro; land and buildings in
Islesboro.

Delmont (i.

Thompson,

Winter-

port, to Everett llockham, Prospect; land
in Prospect. Herbert W. Blaisdell et al.,
is
at
shoe shops, particugeneral
Activity
Dexter, to 0. A. Blaisdell, Burnham; land
larly at the West, and New England fac- in Burnham.
tories are shipping at the rate of !l per cent,
than last year. No concessions are
made from the recent advance, but there
are still buyers who prefer to accept a
poorer quality at old prices. Retailers report large stocks, though not more than will
be required for the customary spring trade.
Local jobbing is especially good in rubber
overshoes and warm goods. Hemlock sole
is still the best supported leather, and light
weights are in short supply. Tanners are
curtailing the production of goat skins and
glazed kid owing to accumulations. 'Whtle
some hides at Chicago are again easier in
price, there is evidence of some improvement in the situation.—Dun’s Review, Feb.
8th.

Hon. Parker SpotTord of Bucksport ami
lion. Benjamin F. Chad bourne, members
of the State board of railroad commission
ers, left on Saturday night for Charleston,
S. C., to attend the annual convention of
Raihoad
Association of
the National
Mr. Spotl’ord was accom
( oinmissioners.
panied by Mrs. Spofford.

Estate.

Witherspoon, Hope; land and buildings in
Lincolnville. Geo. H. Cummings, Portland,
to Florence M. Cummings, Bangor; land in
Islesboro.
Florence M. Cummings to
Clarence L Cummings, Vanceboro; land in
Islesboro.
Charles >'
Lord, Brooks, to
Ivory K. (irant, Frankfort; land in Monroe.
Jefferson Nealley, Monroe, to Freeman
lfitchie, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
Fields C. Pendleton, Islesboro, to (Iraee N.
Pendleton, do.; land and buildings in Isles-

more

The Rival of Maine Ice.
The census bureau has made public a
preliminary report regarding the manufacture of artificial ice, which shows 780 establishments in operation in the United States
in 1900 as compared with 222 in 1890, an in-

of 504, or 254.1 per cent.
The, capital invested in 1900 was $38,159,324, as compared with $9,840,408 in 1890, an
increase of $27,312,850, or 287.6 per cent.
The value of the products in 1900 was $13,839,554, as compared with $4,900,983 ill 1890,
an increase of $9,938,071, or 182.4 per cent.

crease

very anxious for hei

Everett L. Gray of Prospect and Ge :go
E. Weld of Wintciport are among those <-u
tered at the University of Maine for the
six week s course in agriculture, which
gan .lan. *Jsth.

Foster-Estabrooks Co. is making
and improvements in the clothing
on
Front street.
An additional
j factoryof stairs ha- been
llight
put up in the north
letters.
end of the building, making a saving of
The electrical apparatus is m demand at: time ingoing from one floor to another, as
recess, and a good many people are “shock- well as providing ample exits in case of
tire.
Some changes in the arrangements
ed.”
will be made to facilitate the work. The
Camden High school pupils are publish-1 new corporation will
occupy the entire
ing a monthly paper called “The
building except that part of the lower story
cook.”
occupied by the creamery. The officers of
the new corporation are: A. \V. B. Foster,
THOSE ESSAYS.
president and manager: K. ,J. II. K-taWith bated breath the Seniors waited
brooks, vice president; Edward R. EstaFor their essay subjects to be stated.
The teacher opened tier lips and spoke—
brooks, treasurer,
Not the faintest sound an echo woke,
The creamery established at Pittsfield
A wireless message ran ’round the class,
The edict was given, and it must pass.
about two years ago and managed since that
came
the
oh!
stars!"
exclamation, time
“Hut,
my
by the liathoru Farm Company, has
“It's twice as bad as examination!’’
been sold, plant and buildings, to Messrs.
\\ hite tfc Gilman of Boston. The new conThere is a telegraph line in the school
cern will be known as the Somerset Creamroom.
ery Company, and instead of manufacturSecret Societies.
ing butter, as has heretofore been the custom, will handle only sweet cream, and unThe installation of the officers of Aurora der the new management new' machinery
Rebekah Lodge is postponed to Tuesday I will be introduced for the work of pasteurizOdd Fellows and ing the cream, and coolers will be used for
evening, Feb. 25th.
the proper shipment of the cream to Bostheir families are invited.
ton.
1 hey will furnish a part of the cream
Friday evening Waldo Lodge, No. 12,
handled by Joseph White & Son of Boston,
I. 0. 0. F., welcomed Past Grand E. F. Litone of the largest retail concerns in that
tlefield of Middleboro, Mass., who will be
city handling cream, butter and eggs.
of the
room in
the

superintendent

are

recovery

| changes

the shoe factory. A pleasant evening was
spent and steamed clams were served, after
the lodge was closed. Mr. Littlefield and
family will move to Belfast and occupy the
Burkett cottage on Main street.

business.

S. A. Parker and Miss Georgia T. Bur
rows w ent to Rockland Monday and returned the next day.

Next Sunday morning at 10.45, at the
Baptist Church, the pastor, Rev. E. S.
Philbrook,
will speak ou the subject, “Our Treasures
in Iieaveu,” and in the evening at 7.30 on

a

visited

A. J. Condon, who has been in Massachusetts a few months, has returned home.

Sunday

hold

Liberty

James and William Roberts of Reading,
Mass., visited friends in Belfast last week.

“The Lord Our Guide” will be the
topic
of the mid-week prayer
meeting at the Congregational church at 7.15, this, Thursday,

to

of

Edward Sibley is in Minneapolis this
week. He is expected home about the 22nd.

About He!!.”

in the school house.

ns

James W. Knowlton returned Saturda>
from Boston, where he has been at w ork

p. m., Toung Peoples’ meeting; topic,
“Every Day Patriotism;” at 7.30 p. m.,
second in series of lectures by the
pastor;
subject, “What a Universalist Has to Say

Sunday afternoon

Perk

Mr. and Mrs. E. VV. Berry of Lock land
visited friends in Belfast the past week.

0.15

The

W.

friends in Belfast the first of the week.

regular service, preaching by* the pastor
from the text,
Romans, 12:18; subject,
Peace and War; at 12 m., Sunday
school; at

School Notes.

took an active part in the enforcement of [
The program for the next meeting of the
the prohibitory law, holding the position of
Literature Club will be given next week.
State constable one term.
He was a member of Mariners Lodge of Masons of
Sears-j The Seniors have ordered their class
The inter- j
port, and of the Grand Army.
rings of II. J. Locke A Sun. They are oval
ment was at Pratt City.
bands, bearing the numerals ’0? in raised

had

Miss Lena French of Thomaston is visit-

ing her aunt, Miss Sarah R. Gardner.

Tlie services at the Universalist church
will be as follows: At 10.45 a.
m.,

Longfellow’s well known poems, “The
Slave's Dream.” He was followed by Miss
Darby, who gave “Good-bye, Lobster,” in
a very pleasing manner.
Mr. Donald Clement read a very interesting paper on “F’atnous Maine Authors,” mentioning
three
from our own city. Miss Ethel Wood gave
a selection from Longfellow, the greatest of
all our poets. Miss Helen Dil worth had an
extremely interesting essay on “Maine
People in the Musical World,” and Miss
Katherine C. Quimby followed her with J.
W. Wheeler's song, “The Old Town Clock,”
and repeated the chorus in response to the
continued applause.
Miss Pilsbury read
two poems from Holman Day, with a short
introduction, and Mr. Gould brought down
the house with a selection from Laura E.
Richards, The program closed with a piano
solo by Miss Evelyn P. Morison, w hich was
executed with much skill. Mr. Dunton
made a few remarks, and Mr. Howard followed his example. At a short business
session before the program the minutes of
the last meeting wrere read, and two by-laws
relative to a quorum and order of business

of a pleasant disposition, very devoted to
his relatives and friends. He took great
interest in Freemasonry; was a Past Master
of Quantabaeook Lodge and served one
term as District Deputy Grand Master, lie
was also a member of Waldo Lodge of Odd
Fellows.
He leaves one half-brother,
Horatio X'. Woodcock of Searsmont. His
age was 51 years. The funeral was held
yesterday, Wednesday, at his late home.

Charles Logan, who has been quite ill
with the mumps, is gaining.

Sunday

A very interesting program was given at
the meeting of the ii. II. S. Literary Club
last Friday. As it was to be a “Maine”
evening, Mr. Frank Condon recited one of

his accounts showed everyMr. Woodcock was naturally

him, was Myrta Morgan of Fort Payne.
Two daughters and one son by the second
marriage remain. Of his father’s family
but one sister remains, Mrs. Eieetia Clough,
of Belfast,
('apt. Partridge was a man of
the highest integrity, a total abstainer, and

Elijah Howard visited relatives in New
burgh the past w.eek.

evening.

High

insane, llis chief hallucination was that
he had misapplied the post office funds and
he lived in constant fear of arrest, but

investigation of

PERSONAL.

The average attendance at the
Baptist
Sunday school in January was 129. Febwhich
was
a
2d,
ruary
very stormy day, the
attendance was 64.

Testament Literature.

Capt. Charles Miller, who lost his life in
the wreck of the barge Antelope off the
Long Island shore during the recent gale,
and whose body has just been recovered,
was the oldest son of lion. James Miller of
Rockport, Me. He leaves an only brother,
Ephraim Miller of Bangor, a wife and an
adopted daughter, and an aunt, Mrs. Charles
Cary of Bath.

post office during postmaster Kilgore’s first
term. lie made some unfortunate investments in Fort Payne, Ala., and Sioux Falls,
S. 1)., and his friends think that his busi-

THE CHURCHES.

There will be the regular morning services next Sunday at 10.45 o’clock at the
Unitarian church: preaching by the
pastor;
subject, “The Story of Eden.”
The Sunday school meets at 12 o’clock. Mr. Lutz
w'ill conduct a class, to which all are invited.
The Bible class and teachers of the
Sundayschool will meet at the parsonage
Saturdayevening at 7 o’clock, to w-hich all are invited.
The subject of a course of
study- is The Old

nesday, forenoon, Rev. Fr. J. E. Kealy of-

street, yesterday, Wednesday, afternoon,
Rev. Geo. S. Mills officiating. Mr. Havener

4

lo

John

7~

NL'XBEB

Camilla A. Ilazeltine and .son
returned to Boston Saturday
Mr.
from a visit of a week in Belfast.
Ilazeltine had a week’s vacation from the
Institute of Technology
Massachusetts
He was accompanied by his schoolmate,
George Magee of Wenham, Mass.
Mrs.

Reginald

The marriage of Mr. Clarence C Brooks
and Miss Louise Bicknell of Belfast, which,
took place in that city last Monday, is of
Brooks
interest to Portland people. Mr
formerly resided on North street in this
city and was well known here, he having
sung frequently while here, his line ban
Portland.
tone voice being much praised.
Sunday Times.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robinson <>i Norfolk, Ya., were burned out January .'.1st.
Mrs
losing all their household effects.
Robinson's mother, Mrs. I ti. lladley, and
aunt, Mrs. Amy Clinch, were living with
j them. Mrs. Hadley’s household goods,
which have been stored in
; be sent to her at Norfolk.

I

I

Belfast,

are

to

Tlie friends of llarrx Rice, a frequent
visitor to Relfast in years past, v\ ill be
pleased to learn of his marriage, Feb. 1th.
in Norfolk, Va., to Miss Mary Cohn of that
city. It was a church wedding, and after
the eeremon.x a reception xvas held at the
home of the bride. Mr. Rice xvas formerly
of Lawrence, Mass., but has resided in
Norfolk for several years.
He is general
manager of the City (las Company.
After a month’s leave of absence, ( apt.
E. E. Hatch, 18th C. S. Infantry, has left
Liberty for his station at Salt Lake City*
Utah, accompanied by his w ife. ( apt. and
Mrs. Hatch xvill stop at Roston, San Antonio, Tex., and Washington, I). C.,en route.
( apt. Hatch has traveled a great deal, has
been in every State of tfie Union except
three, and circumnavigated the globe, and in
doing so was on five different government
transports, and he states that four of them
had sailing masters xvho hailed from Maine,
which speaks well for the Maine captains.
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Rheumatism

Capital.

urrespontlenee of The Journal, j
Feb. 10, 1902.
TVa<hington, D.
You '-nie advised last week of the

granite

aw;ud,t'C of the contract for

Baltimore custom-house to the
d linn: and here are some

for

Ma

v

particulars:

furtlit-r

aic'.itects wrote the Treasury
I a p. :■ n.en that "the Mount Waldo
and ti e Guilford granite are suitable
for ti e construction of the customI

l:i

specifications,” they con-!

Our

>.

J. "called for alternate bids for
coi.cicte and for terra cotta tioor construction. The terra cotta construction
seems to us more economical, as it does
:

nut

ii(>t involve additional

ceiling

construc-

tion.
"Our

specifications requested bidders

,i divisions between third and fourth
story windows be made of stone. It
seems desirable to us to adopt this form
of construction. Adopting these two

following result:
John Pet-ce, £759,000; add for

have the

■t< ins we

•Bid of

I
The liniment bottle and flannel strip are
familiar objects in nearly every household.
They are the weapons that have been used for
generations to fight old Rheumatism, and are
about as effective in the battle with this giant
^*
disease as the blunderbuss of our forefathers
would be in modern warfare.
Rheumatism is caused by an acid, sour
condition of the blood.
It is filled with acrid, irritating matter that settles
in the joints, muscles and nerves, and liniments and oils nor nothing
else applied externally can dislodge these gritty, corroding particles. They
Were deposited there bv the blood and can be reached only through the blood.
Rubbing with liniments sometimes relieve temporarily the aches and
pains, but these are only symptoms which are liable to return with every
change of the weather; tiie real disease lies deeper, the blood and system
are infected.
Rheumatism cannot be radically and permanently cured
until the blood has been purified, and no remedy does this so thoroughly
and promptly as S. S. S. It neutralizes the acids and sends a stream
rich, strong blood to the affected parts, which
dissolves and washes out all foreign materials, and the
sufferer obtains happy relief from the torturing pains.
S. S. S. contains no potash or other mineral, but
is a perfect vegetable blood purifier and most
exhilarating tonic. Our physicians will advise, without charge, all who
write about their case, and we will send free our special book on Rheumatism
and its treatment.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, 6a.

cotta floor construction, sl8,41ii:

teira
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‘•apitol.

j sixteen years of age, because it is thought
aiding in the formation of that when they have "ached that age the
In ;111ii>ii iii the census committee— majority of girls will be, in a measure, able
the)" has been much of it, cover- to care for themselves.
si"
The Girls' Home, as it is locally termed,
i:
entile organization of the buing
is not a “home” in theory or name only, but
as
it now stands, which gave the
reau.
in the inliuence and atmosphere of the
c.-Hi:) the best census it lias ever had—
place, tli" motherly solicitude and care for
Go-.. limU-igh has been able to look out the welfare of her
charges, the spirit of
fin -i number of Maine people in the companionship and harmony between the
la .•■au.
A large portion of these will matron and her girls, and between the girls
• v
he aide to get permanent places themselves, are marked and characteristic
;
-he government, provided the hill features seen during a recent visit.
The Children's Aid Society is non-sectaa lav
as is probable.
One of
u
cutest improvements expected rian, and children of all faiths and creeds
tl •
j are received. The only requirements,—be::
1 -■ new order of tilings is more
sides tin* age limits already mentioned,—
,-tatenients
the
;

.-s.'Hs

|
I

l.

regarding
agricountry, 't he

:

i.i.t

he

country over

the necessary and reasonable ones of
sound mind, good health and a teachable

want accurate

spirit.
Reports received from the various homes
in which the girls have been placed, often
ed men to secure this information it as adopted daughters, show that in the
majority of cases the girls have proved
was by no means all that could be deworthy and appreciative of what has been
si oil under the last census.
done for them by the Girls’ Home, and by
timing the prominent Maine
and ) unapt information about agriculturn! u.fitters, but for the lack of train-

j

people;

arrive in town last week was lion.
IP. mi' Boyd of Augusta, Secretary of
Mate of Maine, lie and Mrs. Boyd
visited her parents. Gov. and Airs. Burleigh,at the Richmond. They have many
friends in Washington, including Maine
people and otiiers. and have been extensively entertained. Senator and Airs,
to

flaie

.ad Air. and Airs.

Boyd

at their

house for lunch.
The petitions fur rural free

delivery

continue

routes

to

pour in from the

Congressional district. A.
!!. hevereux, a prominent citizen of
Mast I.amoine, Ale., and numerous other
third Maine

residents there, have asked that a rural
delivery route he established out
of th'-ir town, and the petition has been
tiled with tiie Postotiice hepartment by
tin". Burleigh, with a request that it he
given attention at the earliest moment
free

possible, special Inspector Ed. BouBangor will probably go over
the proposed route soon. It is 22 miles
long, and would touch at Ellsworth, l.araoine Point, North Lamoine, Lamoine
telie of

and East Lamoine.
There are numerous individual requests coming in from the third district for the

livery

advantages

of

rural de-

service.

Often persons are located some distance from a route, who
want the service. These requests have
all to be referred to the Postofliee De-

partment and then referred again to

special inspector,
as soon as

ties in

who will

a

investigate

he is able to get to the locali-

question.
Saved Him From Torture.

There is no more agonizing trouble than
piles. The constant itching and burning
make life intolerable. No position is comThe torture is unceasing.
fortable.
DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve cures piles at
once. For skin diseases, cuts, burns, bruises,
all kinds of wounds it is unequalled. J. S.
derail, St. Paul, Ark., says: “From l»t)5 I
suffered witli the protruding, bleeding piles
and could find nothing to help me until I
used DeWitt’.s Witch Hazel Salve. A few
boxes completely cured me.” Beware of
counterfeits.

!

to

ings

or a
Sunday school. There never was
Canaan in politics and never will be: and
but very little to incline peoples' hearts to
righteousness, or declare a risen Saviour, in
nil the political pulls. Christian people I
should write what pertains to Christianity,
but as there are no writers here I will give j
some of my sentiments:
Words tend to i
form character, and have an influence for
good or evil; and there would be little mistake in saying that a man who swears is not
religious. Nor is there much religion in a

those who have taken them into their households as members of it and sharers of its
happiness and privileges.
Hon. Setli L. Milliken, in his speech at the
dedication of the Home, September, 1895,
uttered the true reason and purpose for the
founding and maintaining of this and kinMISS DOROTHEA KLUMPKE.
!
dred institutions: “The good mothers of the
Miss Dorothea Klumpke, the famous
next generation depend upon the good girls
astronomer, has been appointed chief
of to-day.” It is, then, to make the good
assistant to Professor Isaac Roberts at
mothers, the noble and true women of the
the Leiund Stanford, Jr., university.
next generation out of the poor and friendless girls of the town and cities of our
State, that the. sympathy and support of the
Oak Hill Granite Quarry.
good and generous people of the State of
Maine is asked for by the officials and
The Belfast correspondent of the Bangor
and friends of this society.
the following interesting
The quarterly paper, called The Girls’ Daily News gives
of tile Oak Hill
Home is published by the Aid Society, and history and description
in Swanville:
ably edited by an old new spaper man. Sub- granite quarry
It was opened and for many years owned
scriptions twenty-live cents per year.
and operated by a company composed of tlie
All letters of inquiry and information of
following members: Samuel Otis, Kbenezer
girls who need the care and help of the Newell, George B. Ferguson, Albert GamHome, should be addressed to the Secretary, mans and Kben Littlefield, all' of Belfast.
Mrs. M. J. Gam mans, No. <> Church street, The quarry is five miles from Belfast and
three miles from the wharves at City Point.
Relfast, Maine.
It is less than half a mile from the Maine
Central railroad. The granite is loaded on
the cars at what is known as Sargent’s
Letter to Dr. A. C. Lllingwood.
Crossing, and good driving roads lead down
both sides of the hill. A railroad has bee»
in operation to the base of the quarry but
Belfast, Maine.
has been discontinued. The supply of stone
Dear Sir: For your house, no matter is said to be inexhaustible. It is of extra
what’s the matter with it—it isn't a human fine quality, of a clear blue gray color, and
has been and still is, in great demand for
you know—a prescription:
the finest monumental work. It is a hard
Devoe lead and zinc. Apply with a brush, stone to cut, but its hardness gives it addifrom one to three coats—get a painter to do tional value for hammered and sculptured
it.
work, it being one of the very few granites
Your State chemist knows all about in which the human features can be sucDevoe; has analyzed it; reports it pure; cessfully chiselled. It ranks second to the
will analyze it occasionally.
He buys it famous Westerly granite of Rhode Island,
wherever he likes—it is generally in the which it so closely resembles that many of
best paint-store in town.
the Westerly orders have been filled from
You knuw what the color and dryer are it. The New England Granite Co. of Westdo
know
what
the
lead
and
zinc
for;
you
erly built sheds at City Point in 1883, and
and oil are for’?
Not being a painter, you for some time finished monuments there.
This company wished to buy the quarry,
may not choose to know ; but we’ll tell you.
Lead and zinc and oil combine to form a or lease it for a term of 99 years at §3,000
rubbery waterproof coat to keep out damp- per year, but the offers were refused. The
ness.
That’s the whole business.
Oak Hill Granite Co. continued to work the
The oil would do it alone; lead and oil quarry until the failing health and death of
would do it, without zinc; zinc and oil with- the active members cheeked operations, and
out the lead; but the three together are the quarry was leased to several different
best, because they wear best.
parties for short periods of time. Now only
We say to you, “get a painter,” as we’d one member of the old company survives.
to
him
a
The quarry is practically idle.
man
to
his
John
“get doctor”—every
say
trade. Can’t all be painters and doctors; Petyrey, with a small crew, supplies the dedon’t want to.
mand of the local dealers, and ships a few
You will be more successful in a prosper- New York paving blocks. Many a passenous looking house: and he in good health.
ger on the passing trains remarks upon the
Take good care of one another.
splendid mountain of stone and the idle
Yours truly,
derricks. This quarry certainly offers a
K. w. Devoe & Co.
good field to a man of experience and capiF. S. J. W. Jones sells our paint.
tal.

TONIKO-TEA

restores

health.

a

who is always harping and picking up
past mistakes to proclaim before the young
and recalling the misdoing of a person who
has started to try to live a professed Christian life. There is not much Christianity in
a man who lives on doctrine with the practical left out. nor in one win* speaks against
the Bible and its teachings. It is a great mistake to know so little about the .Scriptures.
I have my doubts about many of the influential ones in a community. They should
know more and do more to proclaim a risen
Saviour. He came to a world that did not
want him, to a lace f it hated him, and to
his own who received i: :: not. and came off
more than comuieror, as the Prophets forttold. Now in the rural districts tin professed Christians arc inly a very few, and
some are not over zealous, but somehow the
man

noth year. She descended from Deacon
counsel for the defendant and their wit- her
James Weed of Brunswick, who was one of
nesses were as follows: Mr Augurhole
B. Thomaston's earl} settlers
After her
Irvine
Mr. McCarty (A. L. Leathers
marriage to ('apt. (Tie they resided for
in
where
(Tie was
Mr.
>ome}ears
Unity,
Mrs. McCarty (Josie Sipprelle;, Mr. Long, j
engaged in the tailoring business. Remov(B. L. Bragg). Mrs. Long (Karl Higgins), ing to this
(
Crie
city apt.
disposed of his
Mr. llosette
C. J). Miller;, Lucy Long stock in the old Kimball store at the Brook,
j and
subsequently became clerk for his
L\dia Staples;, Mr. Hearboy R. C. Rage),
brother, II. IF Crie. ( apt. and Mrs. Crie
Mr. Griggs (C. MeCready;, Mrs. Cullen
occupied a portion of the McLain residence
(Mary Sails;. The jurors, who were select- on Mechanic street after moving to Rocked from the audience, brought in a verdict land, and some time afterward bought tlie
Green house on Broadway, where
of not guilty. While the jury were out the Elijah
they have since resided. Mrs. (d ie was a
Seminar} Glee Club made its first appear- member of the Methodist church for many
ance in
public and sung a number of ; years previous to her death and was active
in charitable and religious work. Her deselections which were enjoyed by all.
votiou to her husband, and their long and
married life, renders this unlooked
j happy
for separation particularly sad.
Mrs. (d ie
is survived by lier husband and one daughFamous ‘IV rutin a Astronomer.
Mrs.
ter, Mrs. Annie Besse of Chicago.
I Crie is also survived 1>\ a step-son, John L.
Crie of Searsmout.—Rockland Courier-Ga-

are

measure

When we ail the simThere is every inducement for us to preserve our health.
our well-being rather than the powerful drug, if it secures
is
best
for
medicine
plest
results naturally.
TONIKO-TEA is nature’s remedy; is simple and effective; and always secures
proper results where its use is indicated.

!

1060 Washington Ave., New York.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
Gentlemen.—I have taken two packages of your
Toniko-Tea and I beg to inform you that it is the
I have been
best medicine I have ever taken.
troubled with Indigestion and other Stomach
troubles but since using your Tea I feel like a new
I ant pleased
man, and have gained nine pounds.
to recommend Toniko-Tea.
JAS. II. RUSSELL.
Very respectfully,

Curryvillf, Ga.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Me.
Gentlemen,—For eight years I suffered from Liver,
Lung and Kidney troubles and used a great deal of
I have taken four
doctor’s medicine without relief.
packages of your remedy and tod.iv I am well and able
I never want to be without a
to do any kind of work.
few packages of Toniko-Tea in my house.
Yours truly. Rev. NATHANIEL MAN.
205 Elm St.. Ithaca, N. Y.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
GentlemenI have been greatly relieved of Neuralgia and Liver Complaint by the use of your remedy.
H. PALMER.
Yours truly,

light shines ami statistics slum a gain outLawyers, Mr. Popinjay j side of tiic rural disti i,-ts somewhere. The
little
cliurchi s are about all
now, anil
(Ralph Kendall) ami Mr. Scooter (d. A. j many of tile new doctrines, goneto live by,
easy
Lai sen acted for the State and summoned are liked by the people.
F. P.
the following witnesses: Mr. Fattedcalf (L. i
II. Farnham), Mrs.
oTlafierty (W. R. I
OBITUARY.
i
Iilmudes., Mr. < ider Barrel W. R. R*»ix
C*.
M.
Mr.
Outhouse
Mr
wife
of
Jane,
Wiggin),
Capt> John Crie. died at her
."mgeimpiel 11. Norton). Mrs. Abrahams : home on Broadway. Rockland, .Monday
morning, Feb. Jrd. She was stricken with
Sue Hinek>). Mr. Jones (L. Hinckley), Mr.
pneumonia Friday and the ravages of that
Snufflnx
i;. Fuller). Mr. Smart < A. L. dread disease brought a speedy end. Mrs.
11a!.l- ami M r Hop (A. Thompson) were (die was a native of Burnham, and was in

■

wind interests of the

graded schools, good roads,

full

to the full

group town supervisors, and to introduce
-kindergarten and agricultural teaching;and
some of these reformers object to the use of
the sehoolhouse for holding religious meet-

Seminary, Bucksport.

1

..

want

of this world’s happiness. Given perfect health and we can
around us; we are equipped to fight successfully life’s
everything
enjoy
battle.
Perfect health is possible by temperate, regular habits, by paying proper
attention to sanitary rules and by using the simplest remedies when a little ailment
demands a medicine. The strong man is the happy man.
means a

Has Done Wonders fet

L. 1L Farnham).

■

its census returns

Perfect Health

hear it spoken. Somehow religious interest
is on the wane in the rural districts.
One
reason is that the interested are too widelyscattered. Then there is a class who claim
to be good
enough without saying any thing
about Bible teachings publicly, and few religious papers are taken or read in the
rural districts.
The most searching and
fluent talk is political, and there are some
champions of reforms that seem almost wonderful with the small resources to do with.

■

girls have had before, and its influence and
la-ipiillness, its domestic training in household duties, such as cooking, cleaning, sewing and the like, with the educational, moral
and religious training.—that commends itself to the att'-i fro!, interest and benevolence of
the ).i
of Maine.
Churches,
charitable instu c ns. Lpworth Leagues,
Christian Knde:\-<s and Young Peoples*
Christian Union societies are interested in
looking up homeless, friendless and destitute children, to receive tli&uid and beneiit
ot this Home. The\ also contribute money
or other aid, all of which is needed and
w elcomed.
When it is remembered that these unfortunate elti!dren come from places of
poverty, and often from degraded domestic
conditions, it will be seen how worthy and
commendable an iu.'titution the Children’s
Aid Society is lor the welfare of its'wards.
Children received into this Home must be
girl’s live \ears of age, because there are as
yet no kindergarten facilities or infant

Districts.

Chase and Mr. Edward Barrett, an evangelist singer, both of Canaan. Quite a number rose for
was
prayers and much interest
manifested. The meetings were held at the
Roberts sehoolhouse near the town line and
the attendance was
good from both towns.
Rev. 0. M. Chase is known as an able
speaker and evangelical worker all over
New England, with nearly 30 years service,
liis principal talk is about practical religion, without isms or creeds, anil he has a
gift to speak the truth as it ought to be
spoken, in a manner to influence those who

a:
iiuirth -toiy windows, $26,oOO, makOverlooking Penobscot Bay and its isMrs. L. R. Fuller, teacher of elocution at
lands, within one half mile of Belfast, the
t
i* total of the bid.
$*$£910.
tlie seminary, gave a party to the members
«»f
for
on
beautiful
Homes,
situation,
City
Mnitli
A
*771.1
•Bid of Henry
Sons,
her classes Monday evening. There were
one
of the broadest avenues and most of
7_. a'ld for terra cotta floor construcabout twenty pre.>eut, who enjoyed the
is
the
seaside
drives,
capacious
popular
a;.. add for stone divisions
w hich made up the.1
home-like building of the Children's Aid games and candy pull
hi uu ei. Gild and fourtli story wiufor the evening.
>oc;ety of Maine. A recent visit to this program
*;•
making the total of the Girls' Home was iliicd with much of interRev. T. F. Jones of Thomaston, presiding
est to the writer. Girls between the ages elder of Rockland district, spent several
.-1
ei;eiiin-tances the contract of :i\e and sixteen year> are received into days at the seminary last week. As he is
t* ;;•• Maryland company. The this Home, and umbu the competent care one of the special committee appointed by
■_
to investigate the condi(,.
Mid Granite t’onipany, mentioned and training of a matron and assistant are the last conference
tion of the school his report will be watch*
etti-r of the architects, had a taught the simple, uvr sweet lessons and
d for with interest by those connected with
precepts of true womanhood. In the few
ut it was for pink granite.
u.
years since the incorporation of the Society, the seminar}.
n Li,
r'
the
tiun
between
quarries
j
in
a large
number of children, from
The Athletic Association extends the
it- \: :i: cm "tales and of the over
;
thirty-live cities and towns of the state weather clerk a vote of thanks for the clear
-in Mutes has grown very keen
o. Maine, have been received, trained and
sky last Friday evening. The good attendThe Southern quarry cared for by this Home, and a. opp< rtunity ance at the mock ti ial resulted in a net
.mis yea is.
gain
aibuded have been placed in some of the of >i7.o7. This will
: tides, n.any of whom have securput the association out
nai.aaeis from Maine, have been best homes of the State under the highest
of debt and leave something in the treasury.
mental and moral inliuence.
A gymnastic exhibition is being planned
,,,.me tlie ii arkets ill this vicinity,
The grounds, consisting »»f several acres for the last week in the term, which
v
-i- tl ey e-u:test tiie contracts veiy
the buildings and the old will
probably attract considerable interest.
It is often Yankee against surrounding
k--- ; v.
orchard m ar the house, make a large and The court was called to order in the
i.-v.use theseMainemamigeis.
y
convenient play-ground for the children.
\e-try of the Franklin St. Church, at 7.:’»0 p.
a-p anti 1 to "outhem soil, possess They also have the privileges of the city
Prof. F. A. Cooper acting as judge. ;
m.,
h
i~i.ii -s and knew ledge of the
it
schools, and the advantages of the various The prisoner at the bar. Moses Long < B. L.
1..
i.iiha them to bid often suc- cMurcht s. Sunday schools and public library
Bragg) was charged with stealing articles
of the city of Belfast. It is a Home,—with
of clothing from Mrs. OTlatTerty (W. L. j
>
d an important part ail these advantages, stub as none of the Rhoades*, washerwoman for Mr. Fattedcalf
Bm

f ian: og a measure for a permanent
-us bureau, v. 1 Vi- was subsequently
Iinii.se of IlepresentaI. —; It 11
The most eminent statisticians
t -.vs.

in the Rural

Our Prospect correspondent writes: About
the most
interesting event here this winter
the series of meetings by Rev. O. M.

Sof

state amount to be added to contract

to

Meetings

Hon.

Bar Mills, Maine.
Toniko Remedy Co., Waterville, Maine.
Gentlemen.-- -I have been taking your Toniko-Tea
ior stomach trouble anc^ft js’t it has done wonders for
me after paying out huifffreds of dollars to physicians
Mrs. B. B. KLEPHEN.
and receiving no help.
tJO Dents at all Druggists.
TONIKO REMEDY GO.,

Waterville, Maine.
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Benjamin F. Stevens,

i
1

Do You (jo

1

for

vour

;

drug

,
Jill .ftHT*'-

|

i

-»•

If 1 Child is restless ill tile night, starting suddenly from
sleep, tossing about the bed. grinding t!ie teeth growing
thin and listless, apparently from !• >ss of rest— the trouble is
wot ins.
A few doses of that famous old reniedv,

well known resident of the Southend, died at his home on j
Main street, Rockland, Saturday morning,
WORM
Feb. 1st, aged nearly 71 years. Deceased I
was a native of Northport, being the son of
I will expel the worms, and cure the diseased conditions, causBenjamin and Hannah Kastman Stevens.
He came to this city when a young man and
ing the child to sleep well at night, and. natu allv. give it a
after serving in tin* trucking business en- j
bright and cheerful disposition throughout the day. Dr.True's
tered the grocery business.
I le conducted
Pin Worm Elixir is a purely vegetable remedy that would not
a store at the Southend and also dealt oxj
harm the most delicate child even if it had no worms.
In
He was a
tensively in lia} and produce.
use 50 years.
Sold at stores generally. 55 cents. Booklet on
thrifty merchant and as tin* result of many 1
Children
and
Their
Diseases
free.
Write
us
for it.
years of toil became the owner of con.>iderable property.
He D survived by his wife,
Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
Lucia, and one daughter, Mabel Stevens. 1
Special treatment for Tape Worms. Send for pamphlet.
Two sisters, Mrs. Freeman and Mrs. How- j
aid Murphy of Belfast, and two half-brothers, Mason I. Stevens of Newport, and ( has.
F. Stevens of Ellsworth, also survive. The
took place
funeral
Monday afternoon,
Rev. L. L. Hanscom officiating.
The pall
Talk About Apples.
bearers were James F. Hull. William Brewer, Charles Haskell and Henry B. Webber.
The
apple contains a larger percentBy relatives Mr. Stevens will ever be remembered as a loving husband and a kind age, of phosphorus than any other fruit
Home life presented tlie strongest; or vegetable. Tliis phosphorus is adparent.
Attraction for him, and in the midst of a j mirably adapted for renewing the esbusy mercantile career his family always ! sential'nervous matter, lethecin of the
received the first attention.—Rockland
brain and spinal cord. The old ScandiCourier-Gazette.
navian traditions represent the apple as
You can make your har- jm
I ness as soft as a glove
J. Bliss Long died suddenly at his home the food of the gods, who, when they
jm
and as tough as wire by M
felt themselves to he growing old and
an High street, Camden, Tuesday afternoon,
using EIJKKKA Har- ■
Feb. 4tli, aged about 45 years. During the feeble and intirm, resorted to this fruit
I ness Olil. You can [■
afternoon a surgical operation was perform- for renewing their powers of mind and
Its life—make it M
|I lengthen
last twice as long as 11 M
The
ed, from which he never rallied.
The acids of the apple are also
I ordinarily would.
£
deceased was born in Tenant's Harbor, but body.
of signal use for men of sedentary
spent most of his life in Camden, where by
in
aclivers
are
whose
habits
sluggish
his genial manners and kind disposition he
tion. These acids serve to eliminate
won a host of friends whose hearts were
saddened to learn of his sudden death. He from the body noxious matter, which,
is survived by a wife, one daughter, Edith, if retained, would make the brain heavy
and a son, Millard. Mrs. Long is the only and dull or bring about jaundice or skin
daughter of JL 31. Bean, the well known eruptions and other allied troubles.
makes a poor looking harshipbuilder.
The ancient practice of taking apple
ness like new.
Made of
pure, heavy bodied oil. es- \
sauce with roast pork, rich goose and
LIFE.
pecially prepared to withlike dishes is based on scientific reasons.
il
Btapd the weather.
The malic acid of ripe apples, either
We are each of us making patchwork—
Sold everywhere
V
exneutralize
will
raw
or
in
cans—all
\
sizes.
any
cooked,
All of us old and young;
cess of chalky matter engendered byAnd the pieces are all provided,
Made by STANDARD OIL CO
And sent to us one by one.
eating too much meat. Fresh fruits,
And when they come to us folded
such as the apple, the pear and the
And we don’t know liow to turn,
and
without
plum, when taken ripe
We must just give up our puzzling
sugar, diminish acidity in the. stomach
And look to heaven and learn.
rather than provoke it. Their vegeSometimes our work seems useless
table salts and juices are converted into
And with sighs of discontent,
to
alkaline carbonates, which tend
We wish that something greater
counteract acidity. A good, ripe,raw apFor our life work had been sent,
ple is one of the easiest vegetable sublint there’s one who watches our labor
stances for the stomach to deal with,
With earnest, tender care,
the whole process of its digestion being
And when we are trying to please him
lie makes it wondrous fair.
completed in eighty-live minutes, liesides these medical qualities of (he
He will examine our stitches
apple, it has great virtue for local apWhen the hour of trial shall come,
And he will look to the motive
plications. The paring of an apple cut
That helped us to take each one;
somewhat thick is an ancient remedy
And he judges us very kindly
for inllamed eyes, being tied on at night
And allows for the falling tear
when tire patient goes to bed. In
That kept us at times from, seeing
France a common remedy for inflamed
How to thread our needles clear.
eyes is an apple poultice, the apple beYou will see that all your pieces
ing roasted and its pulp applied over
Were cut and prepared for you.
the eyes without any intervening subThe light and the dark together,
stance.—Chicago Becord-Herald.
With judgment unerring and true.
And tie work that looked the darkest
Now seems the brightest and best;
Through the otlice of Gen. J. P. GilThat your eyes are no more weary
ley, an original pension has been grantAnd have entered the heavenly rest.
ed to Mary E. Wardwell of Camden, at
The schooner yacht Puritan, which $15 a month, dating from Feb. 1, 1002.
defeated the Genesta in the America Mrs. Wardwell is the widow of llev.
P. Watdwell, formerly of this
cup races, is at the south marine rail- Virgil
who served in Co. E, (ith Maine
city,
at
Rockland
and
way
receiving repairs
Gazette.
improvements, which will cost in the Regiment.—Rockland Courier
neighborhood of $5,U00. Chief among
these improvements will be a new deck
Favorite Nearly Everywhere.
made of selected pine. Relic-seekers
means dullness, depression,
Constipation
flock about the famous craft and the
The estate of the late Charles
at 146
headache, generally disordered health. Deold rail is rapidly disappearing. The Witt’s Little Early Risers stimul ite the Cedar street, will be sold reasonableMoore,
and on easy
Puritan will go into commission again liver, open the bowels and relieve this con- terms. If not sold will let the lower tenement.
T. B. DIN8MORE.
about May 1, and as usual will cruise dition. Safe, speedy and thorough. They Apply to
or on the premises.
never gripe. Favorite pills.
from Marblehead to Bar Harbor.
Belfast, January 23,1902.—3w4«
a
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medicine and other

articles ?

store

would like to have
for them.

here

drug stores
tha
We

\ou come

Perhaps all
alike

seem

individuals
are

working

are

>

you.
more

alilw

for the

est results in the

ingot

t

alike, any

f he \ are'’not

We

medicines

high
compound

prescribed

as

bv

phvsicians. We try hare
to put up everv prescription
j.ist as skillfully as it can b
No detail is
put up.
rushed over or slighted.

medicine has

to be

eve

1 lie

right

will not let it go out ot
We invite you b
our store.
we

come to

with your pre

us

scr.ptions.

Poor & Son,

Johnson’s Block.
...THK...

Swan l Sibley Co
IOBitKltS OK

GRAIN,
FEED,
SEEDS and
GROCERIES
Importers
dealers in the finest

quality

Anthracite and

ol

Salt.

of

^

.

COcllSt

Blacksmith

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

33, 35. 37 Front St.♦ Belfast. Mf
TELEPHONE 4-2.

For Sale at

1 tf

a

Bargain

That desirable and well located real estate >*
the foot of Main street, known as the DamLane wharf property, will be sold low to clme
the e state. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Executor
Belfast, December 19,1900.—6lt
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Ox*sli*(lge I>o\vu Paved
Way to Santa Ana.

an

mi

-t'ny;
l.

IN MADEIRA.

JAUNT
ilie

On

Om's|io!>«u‘i!ce of Tin* Journa •]

CASTORU

Beautiful as it is

I'.ii'l1.

nary

iflial. it is liv no means the best
ideira. hut nrTely the gateway to

;

things.
Having established
piarters at the capital, one may
delightful excursions to points
n easy reach—a jaunt for every

"The square peg in the round hole”
expresses the use of means
unsuited to the desired end. A great
many people who have been cured of
dyspepsia and other diseases of the stomach and its allied organs of digestion and
nutrition by the use of Dr. Pierce’sGolden
Medical Discovery say: " We tried many
medicines with only temporary benefit.
It was not until we began the use of
Golden Medical Discovery
that we
found a complete and lasting cure.”
It is undoubtedly true that Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery holds the record for the perfect and permanent cure
of indigestion and other diseases of the
stomach and associated organs of digestion and nutrition. It is not a palliative,
It cures the cause of disease and builds
up the body with solid healthy flesh, not
flabby fat.

figuratively

tin year and never go amiss of
tul scenery. Nowhere in the
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are so many charming views
>,ed into so narrow a compass as

island,

small
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by
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whose two
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square miles of area are
Wherever one
edge.

on

neighborhood of Funchal,
steeply up hill or down,
sceneiy is continually changing,
the
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ith leads
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a

hitherto undiscovered niounits bald head to the clouds:

cliff is disclosed, falling

new

beyond,
darkly

some

ail

d-capped mountains with their
te gradations of light and shade
Tcstoons of ii 11st trading from
always, far below, I
Miingsea stretch.ng to the hori- I
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Always Bought

j

a

nsia.

and

crag:

1

n It is with
pleasure that I tell you what Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and Pellets'
have done for me.’’ writes Mrs. T M. Palmer, of
Peede. Kaufman Co Texas. "Two years ago I
was ’.aken
with stomach aud bowel trouble.
Everything I ate w »uld put me in distress. I
lived tw weeks
milk and even that gave me
pain. 1 felt as though I would starve to death.
Three doctors attended me—one said I had dystwo said catarrh of the stomach and
els. They attended me (one at a time) for
or.e year.
I stopped taking their medicine aud
tried other patent medicim got no better, and
I grew so weak and nerv is nn heart would
Vow
flutter
I could not do any kind of work.
I can do my house work v v will: ant ganrng
in
V and strength, aud van «...t anything I

The Kind You Have

1

at y nr feet.
Hut always
tnre of violet-tinted hills and
Jorges is dominated by a group

.i

I

thousands of
unsuspected ravine

the sea

to

j

cn:p\ their own estates retire to
for a season ol full enjoyment of

1

want."

Accept no substitute for Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery.
Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Medical
.Adviser is sent free on receipt of stamps
*,to pay expense of mailing only. Send
21 one cent
stamps for the paper covered
book, or 31 stamps for the cloth bound
volume. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

living
It steer it
safely around street-corners;
excessive heat which drives them
and lie lias his hands full to do it. Now
a: the city, for m Madeira, even at
he thrusts his goad under the runner;
a vel, the theimometer never rises
now braces his shoulder against the
j

11■ Hii

:in

y

exelis've

way

ot

Portuguese gentry affect.

7*1

degrees. Of course the cooibody of the carni; and anon he runs
I
the atmosphere increases in
ahead and throws down under the runcoition to the altitude reached, and
ners a great hag of grease, to make the
n. iy regulate the temperature to
passage easier.
I mself by merely going a little
A distinctive feature of Madeira are
vt

Hut a great
up or lower down.
.11y of the best quintas are leased
n
year to wealthy foreigners who
or

these

sledge-drivers, striding through
the streets and hurling good-natured
yells at their teams. Naturally they
to pass the winter in the islands,
are without coats, but the surprising
t the
majority of them are English- thing about their costume is that
they
may be inferred from the fact that
always wear disfiguring vests above
.isli
is as
as the
money
coin and

••

>f

<

current here

decidedly

more

the native money

course

iguese. the same as in

i;g

of

is

as

depression

riages between a barouche and an open
buggy, so there are sledges and sledges.
One variety, which holds two people, is

failure of the grape crop a few
ago, the Madeirans subsisted al-

s

like

entirelv upon the gains from temv sitors.
without which many
have been reduced to absolute

;

•>.

many well-to-do people rent their
strati liaiis" during the season,

■

placards

at

imiincing

the fact are

carlo

body

on

of a

chair,

cut

in

halves—a wicker

low runners, like the rockers
which project a little at

both ends and are rounded at the points
to prevent accidents.
Two men guide

it has come about that a

>o

a

I
j1

each sled by stout ropes extending
from the point of each runner to the
hand ot the

guide

on

either side.

It

j
11■ i:■<’ii oi
aouse-fronts as in Wash- one of those
ropes should break on a [
;
I'. (
’out will this great differ- ; swift
I
descent, with a precipice perilousat w I in- Wiishiiigtou rents are
near, the coaster would probably ar- I
ly
1
0
> high, those are absurdly low. rive at Glory by the shortest of routes. !
!
.. jet a furuislu il house here Mother Goose’s
so dear to
..

FRED ATWOOD,
Insurance and

IN A

fabrics.

WEAK SPOT.

SHIRT

comes oc-

among American tourists.
As there are various kinds of car-

caused

CASTORU

has not yet

casionally

paper-

infinitesimal value.

the liiiancial

Needless to

reached Madeira—unless lie

Brazil, with

pieces, heavy

copper
ts. hut

their clean white shirts.

plenti- say, the “shirt-waist-man”

stingless and there are no snakes or |
Flies Like a Bird.
NEW YORK FASHIONS.
| ■I
an) dangerous animals in the
! J Gustave Whitehead, a Bavarian,
archipelago. The only creature to be dreaded Spring Fabrics. Veilings. Eolian*. Foultwenty-seven years old. has invented a
Materials.
machine that he claims will fly like a
Muslins.
is the small tarantula5 but he is
not lard t Silks. Cotton
Snirt Waists. Skirts. Millinery.
common, and his bite, though sometimes painful, is never
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
deadly. There
is an enormous spotted
for spring tailor suits inMaterials
spider, called
“zebraz,” which looks frightful enough clude very narrow stripes on a mixed
to throw a nervous person into
or Kerseys, most
j
spasms, surface, soft Cheviots
Forlnfants and Children.
but it is quite harmless.
It confines of which are in fox gray, or broaditself exclusively to the
the
latter
I
being
prickly pear, cloths of various hues,
where it weaves thick, strong
a really handsome
ropes the first choice fur
from thorn to thorn, like
suspension suit. Fine quality black goods will be
bridges, and on the middle of each rope preferred by many who dislike colors
suspends a cocoon. The latter is shap- for the streets, and besides black is aled like a kettle-drum, and the
spider ways less conspicuous and therefore
AV'gelable Preparation for As
OF AIRSHIP
T<>P
sits on the flat side of it while incubat- more useful than colors. Crepes or
similating ttie Food and Regulaing.
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of
veilings of all kinds are leading lightAll the way up hill and down
dale, weight fabrics: the novelty in this line,
past quintas and barren lands and however, is panne crepe with the
through the ravines, a rapid, noisy peculiar satin finish which renders
Promotes Digestion.Cheerfii!stream of ice-cold water dances
along that class ol goods so remarkably atness and Rest.Contains neither
one side of the road, often on both
tractive.
KOI,IANS
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
sides, through artificial channels a foot
Not Marc otic.
wide. The channels are levadas, a part (the sheerest possible poplins) show
lace stripes on delicate
of Madeiras fine system of
irrigation, lovely white
by which the town, fields and gardens grounds, and another Eolian has fine
Mrtpr ofOldnrSWCELPtTCimft
are all supplied with water.
Seed’
Cultiva- silk cords woven in undulating lines.
x
Mx.Sennet
1
is
sheer and soft
tion is largely dependent on irrigation, Any material that
Rochelle SiJls
xttiLse Seed
for while there are plenty of streams will hold good for the coming season.
f
Jtv/jenrwit
)
Bt CarbonaleScda
I
running at all seasons, their sources Foulard silks illustrate ail colors, and
1
Jform feed
are high up in the mountains, and the black and white combinations are quite
Clanked. Sitgar
I
Jtiitten/,'je/i Flavor.
/
water, falling from great heights into as prominent as colors in every departdeep ravines, cannot be made available ment of fashion. Printed silks will
A perfect Remedy
I |
forConslipa| GUSTAVE WHITJEHEAD
for watering the arable lands, except by have their votaries, and fancy taffetas
tion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
will
claim their share of patronage.
WHITEHEAD AND HIS FLYING MACHINE.
Worms .Convulsions.Feverishengineering skill. So the streams are
I
ness and Loss of Slei'j».
iTTON HOODS
bird, sail on the water and travel on
stopped near their elevated sources and
land. He recently made a trial trip of
diverted into narrow channels, mean- are advancing in popularity, and certainFacsimile Signature of
over a mile that was a complete sucdering along the vertical sides of stu- ly no one can spend a few hours more
cess.
Mr. Whitehead's machine soars
than
in
the
imlooking over
penduous precipices, then coursing by agreeably
through the air without the aid of gas.
MEAT* YORK.
easy gradations along the garden and mense variety displayed by Lord A Tayterraces of the islands. Or springs are lor, many of which are exclusive novelInsurance in Maine.
First come the lovely colored or
collected into great tanks, tar up on ties.
the heights, from which several main white Swiss muslins, and it is easy to
There is both bitter and sweet in the
conduits take the water down to the imagine how charming the young girls insurance totals as
given by Insurance
EXACT copy OF WRAPPER.
lower tablelands, whence many branches will look this summer in dresses of Commissioner S. W. Carr. The life
these
have
iiad
a
are directed down the
oftentimes
fabrics,
wonderfully good
showing deli- companies
steep streets of
TMC CENTAUR COMPANY, NEW TORN CITY.
but the fire and marine companies
the city and into the fountains and cate inter-mixtures of black among year,
have been hard hit. The life companies
court yards. The law allows eacli land- colors; and the wonderful variety of never did so
good a business in their
holder to use the current which dashes fancy stripes is a study as well as a history, and not since 1886 have the lire
past his grounds for a lengtli of time recreation. Middle-aged ladies are also companies had such a heavy percentage
of losses paid to premiums received. In
equivalent to sixteen hours in every well provided for, as pure white or that year the conHagations in
Farmingforty days, hut not a minute more. He other varieties are equally appropriate ton and Eastport sent this percentage
WINTERPRT, nAINE,
to
1.02,
For
1901
it
was .7035 per
must be ready to avail himself of the for persons beyond the first bloom of up
cent. But as an offset to this the life
privilege whenever notified that his youth. Dotted or plain mercerized macompanies show an increase of insurturn lias come, or his field will go water- terials, silk and cotton batiste
showing ance written in Maine, over that of
colored silken stripes, bordered cotton 1900, of $1,716,193.84, and a decrease in REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION
less another forty days.
ASSETS.
Fannie il. Ward.
bereges, or cotton grenadines, illustrate losses and claims paid over 1900 of $53
Fire, Lire, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
833.31.
the great ascendancy attained
Insurance and Inspection.
by cotton
Story of an Attack and It» Kepulse. A
Thrilling Account as Told hy a Veteran of
the One Hundred and Fifty-fourth Indiana
Volunteers.

T. Keller of Girard, Kans., is a
who saw long mid liurd service in
llie civil win with the One Hundred and
Fifty-fourth Indiana Volunteers and he
tells many a story of bivouac and battle.
He was recounting some of his adventures
to a reporter the other day.
"i if all
my experiences in the war and
out of it," lie said, "one is
most often
uppermost in my thoughts. 1 had strained
mj hip in some manner but I thought i had
got over it all right. About two years after
that, however, when I was plowing for
w heat 1 gave out again m that
spot. Kheumat ism set in and 1 had to quit work.
I
tried one tiling after the other to get some
relief from the pain but nothing that 1
took helped me at all and l became dis-

veteran

point
|

We proclaim our offer to the
people
that we sell \ INfOL on a positive
guarantee.
If it does not succeed in benefiting you we will refund the entireamount
*
of purchase money.
If you are troubled with any of the
following ailments we know thatVIXOI.
will help you. Anyway you should
givo
yourself the chance to be benefited' by
it, particularly as you take no risk in
losing money if it does not help you.

Down,
No Appetite,
All Tired Out, Debilitated,
Gain Flesh,
Get Strong,
Indigestion,
Dyspepsia,
Weak People, Old People,
Pale Woman,
Bronchitis, Pale Children,
Sore Lungs,

front, with giit or gun
metal clasps, give a desirable contrast.
TIIE

opintight-

melody,

■

ELDERLYJEBPLE FOR SALE.
Who Use Minard’s Liniment

•" Tn close ttie cst„ti- of the

A. C

Have Few Aches and Pains.

the

,.

j

! A. A. HOWE & CO.
; Kitchen

Furnishings.

■

....

NICKEL

WARE

Chimneys,

Oil and Gas Stoves

1

A Full Line of

I

Cutlery.

■

mtchell <Sc T russell

III.

H. Coombs & Co. j

Second-Hand Goods i

®®®®®*®®®®®®®«S)®®®®«®®®®®^

SIBLEY.

real estate is offered for sale

One Of the

’.. -t
plaees m Belfast. The buildings
Lie a large two
story brick residence with n.' :l
n<‘w and commodious stable an.

;uid

1 carnage house
'nialler stable; all modern ronvrmrm-es

a

grounds extend lrom High to Emon
••"•le: T- Hill' eo .I

I I:-:,,t‘

oi. li.im,
"
11
|,,r

>tre,
t. \

is'
ie.’

Uiiliin a tew rods of Belfast B
of
eotnmauds a line jr\\. E,, :|1.
hon.. fashion.il.!,- l.'oardin.r
'!in|i,1l,‘i'
house. -s|\ thousa-.d dol'ars l.uvs
it Hush'
|7
ui.> be worth mere ;a the
spring. \ port,on of
tin- pun-hase mom
ran remain on mi-ag.
if
desired.

i‘‘l

If every old person, man or v m m.
who suffers with aches and pain.- -P'Viness. soreness a ml lameness.
nients that frequently come wiiii
declining years.- should use .*• ime-.iV
Liniment freely every morning. !. tc
would ho iii• >r
happiness and » 'a: a”
in the world. Tics ills are character
istic of elderly people: they are not
often fatal. ■ • very aggravating, end
th »y hang «>u from lay to day, making
life a bunion.
If you are an aged person, or even
a young p *rson. and you have any such
troubles, just get a bottle of Minnrd s
Liniment, and use it as directed. -It
It
will stop a pain almost instantly.
will cure a lame back, a stiff joint, a
muscl *. or an aching ligament,
sore
Jt
almost thi second it is applied.
makes the muscles so supple that old
childhood.
seems
age
replaced by
Canyon doubt the real true merits
of an article when your fellow countrymen volunteer such statements as
those which were all received during
January 11)02.
—

<1

..

Liniment on my sprained foot,
and it* took ad the pain away after two apWm. Clegg,
plications.
So. Manchester, Conn.”
I use Mieard’s Liniment for headaohw
and chilblain* with excellent results. It is a
grand family medicine.
Mrs. Norris K. True.
Mercer, Me."
Minard’s Linimen* ha■» been in my house
for } ears, :.u 1 believ it has «•* equal.
It. L. UoTTLKK,
Newton Centre, Mass.”
I us*

voir

\ rough sliver had been driven underlay
fluger-nail the whole length; it was awfully
I applied «mr Liniment, and the
painful.
soreness all went away after lir-t application.

Mrs. .1. K. < 'uagin,
\V Kiiehburg, Mass.”

No

disappointed in his
bottle of Minard’s Lini

one was ever

purchase
meat.
(t-’t
e-

i

of

at
e

o

a

anv

druggist’s

for twentv-

bottle.

COOLER MOL .1, HIQM STREET
l-’iu- thousand s.|u;ir- t.-.-t of himi
i-iiln cnitut twirk h'iii-il-'iirn]i-ri\ uwr,...! rf.!
durum !
M-sHlciu- in ivii.ii! : v .i„.
"• :l!‘
M■."|..
-11"* ,'m Iii
I-- i,ito moot
II.,

i,?i,"iUl!."n

Bank.

..Miij,

MAIN. AM) I LDERAL STREi lS.
(’orm.
lot in :!-.- I.iisim
t.l."»:i feet. i.r\.
;mi good
be worth SI.ihhi ms.d*- <,. u\--

ss

h,rt
budding

?tl

;IV

years

Price $300

FARM ON

MILLER

STREET.

Nine acres und.-i good
ultivafion.
Miilei Street ami l.ineolnvdle avenue.
from post office.
<

of
ouemile

corner

Price, $675.
PLEASANT STREET.
ndivided liaii

v

n

common

of

houses and lot owned
h. swan
wn
iwiv-

two

with Hon. W

rent.

Price, $1500
BAY
About

VIEW

STREET.

half

imp

am- .if l.-v.-l lamt
a.liim.inu
.-' iehtll mile hclm\
s|''ainhiia’t
wh
-Suitable n.r I-Iiftaa,-. The hast ..
tot cl \\liarf south ol
Commercial street.

'irV1 u'-'l ’V',11

l™

';

Price, $250.
north
IVWS \o. 311 ami

church.
Price, «-.<> cacl,.

-Hi.

BROOKS
One toui th
&

grist mill, etc.. occupied I,.. s.un

Sibley Company.
Price, $250.

PERSONAL

PROP! RT\

Ten shares stock Maine Condensed Milk Co.
Price, $1.50 per share.
Seven one hundred and
I
twenty-eighths of
schooner Charlotte T. Sibley. Price, with earnmgs from date of sale only.
One top carriage, price ?ir..
For further

■

■■

following

Ijtte

HOMESTEAD Or\ riKih SJ KtET.

All Run

aged.
"The cords of my left leg were draw n so
badly that 1 could not straighten it out at fitting, flaring skirt, or one with much
ar to;
less noney than would : childish hearts, about "three children : all, nor could I sit down. _M\ hip and knee fulness laid in
plaits, will come into
pained me and 1 suffered horribly. At
iii.doii fo. a month in our N tfavor; but whichever carries the day,
sliding on ice. all on a summer’s day” is i times also I had nervous headache.
After
1
apua..
I.veiytlong else is cor- I quite outdone in Madeira, where gen- trying a number ol things, m\ daughter, the S. 11. A- M. bias velveteen and corMrs. Fry. who had been cured of rheumashingly caeap- provisions, ser- tlemen coast down the mountain-sides tism
by Hr. Williams' l’ink Pills for Pale duroy skirt-binding will be in strong
ire. etc.: and merely as a mat- 1
from
villas
in
the
their
high- People, induced me to try that remedy. My demand, both from its acknowledged
eveiy day.
case was a very stubborn one and 1 took
economy i wonder why more lands to their places of business in the
superiority and its special adaptability Irritability, Nervousness,
live boxes of tile pills before I could see
■■ms do not
Chronic Colds,
spend their winters city- -making t uo or three miles in from much change, lint 1 kept on and they cer- to curves, belonging to either skirt.
tor me.
ts paradise, to which "the
'The cords in my W
glorious five to ten minutes. Tobogganing in 1.niily del wonders
dresses will be an inch and a
alkiug
Hacking Gough,
leg began to slacken and before long it lini■
California” cannot hold a Montreal is not to be compared to it.
! bored so that. I could use it again and be half from the pavement, but the stylish
Nursing
Mothers,
As we rode out of town on our way to able to sit down. ,M\ kidneys had been tailor suit will drag at the back as
Weak Mothers.
soon made them
! bad and the
better,
have been making a visit to Sant' Ana in the warm, dry air which too. Hr. Wi pills
liams' Pink Pills for Pale Peo- heretofore. A moderate blouse front,
Come in and get a book which tells all
are a grand, good medicine and 1 recomAna. on the north side of the gives one an unaccustomed
ple
either
with
or
of
without
small
feeling
levers, ;%bout VIN’OL.
mend them to all who suffer as 1 did."
■ I.
The road thereto by the eel- bouvaney and exhilaration, we were
'I lie real cause of rheumatism is the seems at present to be the only two
hed Torrinhus gorge, is consider- followed
up the steep street by the presence of acid in the blood, which irri- models for the first street suits.
tates tlie sensitive
good one in Madeira, hut any- usual concourse of begging gamin. In joints nuu coier tiletissues that unite the
STRIXci MILLINERY
muscles, til us causing
rise most 01
it would lie thought
DRUGGISTS.
lazy Madeira even the beggars do not tliose indescribable tortures which rheuma- indicates that neither roses, poppies,
tic sufferers endure. Years ago those afflictnor chrysanthemums have decreased in
issnble. As to the method of transit, exert themselves.
They are never ed were bled ; as if taking
some
of
the
away
•molded in favor of the familiar importunate, like their kind in Spanish : impure blood could remedy 'the balance. size, and together with
orchids, sweet
j
This folly has been abandoned, and
v. hut
today peas, geraniums, tinted or white velvet
wisely took in towacouple cities, nor lay hold of your garments, as ! physicians
prescribe and druggists recom■tininocks and their bearers for use in Africa, but are more like an hilarious mend the use of Dr. Williams' Dink
leaves will, in combination with maline
Pills
>s<‘ of
Most travelers escort than anything else. To get rid for Pale People, as these marvelous vege- or other soft tissues, continue to charm
emergency.
I
table pills go directly to the seat of
trouble, the wearer and the onlooker
■*■•
all their island jaunts in ham- of the shouting company, whose clamor exerting a
as well.
powerful influence in purifying
j and
the
blood bv eliminating Combinations of black and white are
Ks. for the novelty of the thing; arouses innumerable dogs to a deafening
enriching
poisonous elements and renewing healtliwhile that vehicle—if one may ap- chorus of barks and yelps, you toss a giving
force, thus making a potent remedy also very fashionable, and straw braids
the word—borne on the shoulders handfull of yeis among them, (the for curing this disease.
(both narrow and wide) will be used as
!
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
n n, is
People
or trimmings, the latter often
very well for a short excur- smallest Portuguese coin, of which a are an
We have them in all lines
unfailing speciflc for all diseases ruchings
it is the most back-aching coutri- pocketful is worth less than an Ameri- arising from impoverished blood or shatter- : bound with velvet. The first
\ ed
walking
and at the lowest possible
nerves.
cure
not
*■
i
They
rheumatism
for an all-day’s trip, unless you can dime), and leave them scrambling
only
bats for young people are rather large,
but locomotor ataxia, partial
l
St.
prices
paralysis,
at on your hack and miss the nragThe way to Sant' Ana leads through \ it us dance, sciatica, neuralgia, nervous and many have cap crowns, with a
* lit views.
Then there is the carro, a region of many quintas.
Coffee trees headache, after-effects of grip, of fevers simple velvet band or fold around the TIN
and of other acute diseases, palpitation of
bullock sledge, which the natives till the spaces between the houses, and tile
heart, amentia, pale and sallow com- crown, with a rosette and kid feather
rally use. It is the oddest looking every door-yard is fragrant with plexions, and all forms of weakress. At at the side.
Verona Clarke,
all druggists, or direct from Dr. Williams’
age imaginable, like two clumsy camella-japonica
i_
and hedged with ; Medicine Co., Schenectady, N.
Y., fifty
■'fills, made of
basket-work and fuscias, heliotrope and geranium. Plane- cents per box ; six boxes for two dollars and
WOODEN
ROOFOLOGY AND ATTIC SALT.
a half.
"1 at their dasher ends.
There is a trees and gigantic willows droop overHow Yon M;ty lie Happy, Even
You
Though
c black wooden door on either
Own a Hou*e.
side, head, and the splendid coral tree
•«
Mrs. Maria Ross Gets $25
Damages.
hi the door the number of the earwith
and
scarlet
hibiscus
the
A large portion of roof
mingles
learning, com- I A uno ah srsiEs
painted in great yellow figures. snowy bells of the tulip tree. PresentAuburn, Me., Feb. 5. In the su- pounded with a liberal quantity of common
i and pmces.
has served to make a most interest- LMilrO
awkward body is mounted on low ly the far-famed trellises begin, arched preme court, today, was tried the sec- | sense,
; ing book on house coverings, lately issued
ond case ever brought in
Androscoggin by the American Tin Plate Company, for
'den runners, witli rounded ends, big from wall to wall above the
roadway, county under the special statute
which free distribution.
The cushions making a leafy bower under which you I allows a wife who lias suff ered
rudely fashioned.
If you live under your own roof you know
damage
overed with turkey-red cotton, and ride for many miles.
Some of the through her husband’s drinking to re- how happiness is blasted by a leak.
If you live under some other man’s roof
cover
Shades,
from
the
ion frame work
damages
persons selling
supports the top, trellises are covered with great masses
know liow he is blasted for not stopping
the liquor or the lessor of the
icli is of black enamelled cloth of bougainville in full bloom; others
building I you
the
leak.
in which the liquor was sold. The suit !
Burners and
11 some other man is
tains of white cotton drape the with
living under your t
squash vines, the enormous was brought by Mrs. Maria N. Ross,
are blasted—
roof—well,
you
t. hack and sides of the
basket, and squashes upheld by straps; but most of wife ol Herbert L. Ross, against RobUntil you “fix” the leak,
Wicks.
ert J. and Geo. A. Wiseman of Lewisbe tied together with
The only way to make a roof good for all
tapes, or them support grape vines, the huge ton for
j
to her husband, it time—anyhow, for half a long lifetime, is
selling
liquor
in-die
as
the occu- clusters of purple and white fruit
ilap
breeze,
being alleged that Robert ,I. sold the 1 taught in this free book. It is a simple
desires. Sometimes tlie top isdisdangling within easy reach. Some- liquor find that Geo. A. was the owner thing, when you know how.
! All of the trouble about leaks center
c'd wit'i altogether; but, strange to times the
of the building where the
liquor was ! around selection of the
tinkling of a guitar is heard
tin.
'on have to pay nearly double for
Damages were claimed to right sort of tin \> the whole (Jetting the
overhead; and looking up you see a dispensed.
thing—M F j
j
the extent of $2,000.
Tin is the best.
urn without a
Kcofing
roof made
I
top—whether because dark-eyed senorita seated in a little
Every
J he defence claimed that Ross was a oi M r
Tin
has
done its duty nobly.
Roofing
'■ery" is at a premium here, or be- rustic house which is elevated on stilts common drunkard, and it was shown It is almost
sate to say positively—when
the lazy drivers demand reconi- close behind the
that lie had drank liquor since a
high wall, so that the find
hoy i you see a tin roof that never leaked it’s
had been arrested ao times for made of AI F Roofing Tin.
-for their trouble in removing the
M F Roofing Tin was first made in
family, screened within its vine-cover- drunkenness and had
Wales,
spent most of his more than
iramework, I cannot say. In either ed lattice, may at all times see what is time in the
The Welsh inyears ago.
After several vented tin fifty
county
jail.
plating and know about all there
there is neither front nor back to
hours
deliberation
on
the
the highway; and, nine
happening
jury brought in is to know about it
They regard M F
vehicle; and the team—a pair of yel- times out of ten, if the senorita he of a verdict of $20 for the plaintiff.
Roofing Tin the best made—so does nearly
else
everyone
sh bullocks—may be hitched to the
acquainted with tin.
peasant class, her small brother or
There is a good ileal about M F Roofing
The State Finances.
ier end.
The yoke, apparently hevv- a servant will rush out of the
in
in
the
free book, and no matter in which • • • • • .• • •••••• .• • i
^
quainta
of the three above-named classes you
I out of a tree
with a dull axe, is the gate and solicit a few
may
yeis from the
be,
to have the book.
Ih©
you
annual
ought
of
State
I
report
"st conspicuous feature of the
Write to-day to W. C. Cronemeyer, Agent,
outfit, passer-by, with which the young wo- Smith shows the amount of cashTreasurer
on hand
d the tongue of the
1211 Carnegie Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
at the commencement of the fiscal
sledge is fastened man buys her modest finery.
year 1901
as $198,879.01.
Receipts for 1901 were $2,primitive thongs of ox-hide with the
Anon we fared between tall
«*>
hedges 392,022.86, making a total of $2,590,901.87.
The Last Heard Of It.
c»
■dr on. A man with a
DEALERS IN
(•
m)
were
of
Expenditures
heavy goad
agave Americana, (century plant),
$2,293,064.70, leaving a
“My little hoy took the croup one night
balance Dec. 31, 1901, of $297,837.17. The
dks alongside, and a boy with a liorse- whose
j
blue-green bayonets bristle on bonded indebtedness of the State Jan. 1, and soon grew so had you could hear him ||>>r switch runs ahead to
keep the either side of the path; or eucalyptus 1902, was $2,053,000, a reduction of $50,000 breathe all over the house,” says F. D. Rey- •>
"s off the
during the fiscal year. A temporary loan nolds, Mansfield, O. “We feared he would
-<•
cattle, (not so much for hu. trees, trembling above banks sprawled i of
but a few doses of One Minute Cough
$250,000 is
as against $350,- die,
®-g
"unity’s sake as to prevent the animals over by snaky cacti, known to us as 000 Jan. 1, 1901.outstanding
Of the outstanding tempo- Cure quickly relieved him and he went to
OF AL1 KINDS.
That’s the last we heard of the (•
II
•)
rary loan, $200,000 bears three
cent, in- sleep
oming wild and unmanageable under “prickly pear.” Millions of
(%
honey-bees terest and $50,000 3i per cent.perAll taxes croup. Now isn’t a cough cure like that (• Parties
•)
having FURNITURr
(•
stinging pests); and also to guide and golden-winged insects rejoice in against cities, towns and organized planta- valuable?” One Minute Cough Cure is
*)
CARPETS,
diem with the butt eud of the switch the
safe and acts immediately. For J
tions have been paid in full with the
single absolutely
sun, but the traveler may console
coughs, colds, croup, grip, bronchitis and all •I
STOVES, orjanythlng to sell %
exception of the town of West Bath.
a"d his incessant cries of
other throat and lung troubles it is a certain (g by sending ns a card will receive a
ca, ca, ca, himself if a bee now and then
prompt (•
drops
’"u, ca para mi boa! The business of
(g
If some preacher was only smart cure. Very pleasant to take. The little j® call. Antique Furniture ■ specialty.
down his back or goes on a
of I
ones like it.
voyage
man is to keep the
sledge from exploration where angels fear to tread, enough to put a side door in his church
33
Main
he would have it filled with men who
ig
Street, Belfast, Me.
luling wrong on the steep hills, and to by the
The man who doesn’t love a
knowledge that the bees are would go in from force of habit.
dog
doesn’t know how to love a woman.
<?>
corn

for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and
Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

A PROCLAMATION!

at the

VIXATKHS qillsTIOX
of skirts is again before us, and
ions differ as to whether the

Estate,

Security Bonds

WAISTS

indicate that the blouse front is in renewed favor, and for young people
waists button at the back and have
elbow sleeves, others remaining about
the same. Yokes are a matter of individual taste. Mercerized cottons and
ginghams, linen, plain, embroidered or
silken, white or colored Madras striped
or plain have the
preference, not omitting (lowered or figured Madras. White
basket weave cloth is very pretty, and
black velvet belts, with or without a

The

Real

particulars call

on

EDWARD SIBLEY, Belfast, Maine
or

On and after Oct. 8, 1901, trains connecting
at Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland am,

Boston, will

run as

lollows:

FROM

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
Administrator, Augusta, Maine.

WHY DO YOU

BELFAST.
AM

PM

Belfast, depart. 7 15
City Point.17 20

Waldo- .+7 30
Brooks. 7 42
Knox .+7 54
8 00
Thorndike.
Unity. 8lo
Burnham, arrive. 8 36
1 1 35
Bangor.
....

A

25
30
40
62
04
10

18

2 40

4 35

F.V

3 3C
13 315
+3 55
4 20
14 38
5 15
5 60
0.25
—

M

Waterville. 908
F

1
tl
+1
1
+2
2
2

3 08

7 20

6 35

1 26

M

A M

Portland.12 15
D. 400
Boston JK
Boston,
yv. L). 4 10

SUFFER ?
*J* -J-

-j-

♦

♦

-J-

-j.

•!.

«N

“QUICK RELIEF”

•!*.•

•'-J- ♦J-

.•

j

IS

A

SURE CURE

FOR

TO BELFAST.

Boston
Boston,

I Eyv. D.
D.

j

I* M

AM

7 00

** 00
8 30

HEADACHE.

F M

Portland.....

.11(0

7 00

^1 06

7 10

4 16
1 35

A M

Waterville.

Bangor.

9 62
7 15

Perfectly harmless.
Xtver fails.

P M

Burnham, depart. 8 60 10 20
Unity. 9 08 10 76
Thorndike. 9 17
11 20
Knox. +9 26 fll 36
9 40
Brooks.
12 12
Waldo. t9 60 112 30
City Point. 110 00 +12 60
10 05
1 05
Belfast, arrive

4
6
6
+6
6
15
+0
6

67
05
16
24
40
50
00
06

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

are

now

sold

at

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Nortq
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. George
GEO. F. HVAN8.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Boothby, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, October 10,1901.

15c.

t^JKs

POOR & SON,

15c.

Druggists.

Ashes for Sale

,

leached hard-wood
Canada ashes for fertilizer.
Price 912
per ton In ton lots.
I have

4w5

a

lot of

nn

WM. H. WIGHT.

IN

thk mm JOURNAL.

possible.
Notes of

BELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1902.
Every Thursday Morning by

Published

made the admission of sightseers imThe view from the Hall
must be glorious. On one side is the
river Dee, flowing between its pictur-

KING EDWARD'S DOMAIN.

Six Weeks*

a

Trip to England and

Scotland.

the

esque banks, and on the other, a long,
unbroken vista down the avenue, seem-

XV.

Republican tournal Pub. Co.

Returning to Leamington about foulto end in the blue hills of North
o'clock, two of us invested in some ing
Down this
Wales in the distance.
penny buns and repaired to an adjacent
CHARLES A. FILSBURY, j
avenue our horses heads were turned,
stream
which
crossed
the
Bust^,S,ager
principal
over a small part of
stre jt and formed one boundary for the and as we rode along
S' r.srmrTi.'N Terms:
In advance, $2.00 a
the twenty-two miles of perfect roads
year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three extremely attractive little park near-by.
months.
within the borders of this magnificent
Ai> \ kR’i isin>. Terms: For one square, one Here we fed the solitary swan until he
Hich length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
estate we saw hundreds of pheasants
refused
to
swallow
another
and
morsel,
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
as well as
the half dozen spectators who had been strutting about in the grass,
rabbit and
The Rockland Democrats have nom- regarding us with as much curiosity as an occasional squirrel and
numerous herds of deer, all apparently
inated ('apt. Lucius R. Keene as their they had the bird gave one last curious
We’ve a line of goods here to suit every taste, and to stimulate you into a decision if you have
not already formed one it will be pretty well worth your while to see our spring styles when
look at the two Americans who had oblivious to our presence. In one place
candidate for mayor.
the stock is in the height of its elegance. Spend a little of your time looking round our store.
You’ll save money by doing so. Twenty-five pieces best quality shirt waist ginghams to retail
been casting their bread upon the we crossed some rails, hardly more than
at
Mrs. "Jack” Gardner now occupies
the
12jc per yard.
waters in the most approved style.
On two feet apart, and resembling
the space in the Boston dailies formerOur driver
our return to the hotel we were attract- tracks of a toy railroad.
We have in stock a good line of colors n both plain and checked Sofa Pillow Ginghams also
i
plain yellow mercerized sateen.
ly devoted to John L. Sullivan.
ed by a large window full of candies, informed us that these were the tracks
We have just received five pieces, very choice patterns, seventeen cent figured organdies, it will
of the private railroad used to bring
in
real
We
American
displayed
style.
The reader of Henry Loomis Nelpay you to see them.
coal from the Duke’s Welsh estate to IM Cl I VT fiivir.H A H/I'C we're showing a very choice line, in fact the best we’ve
son's articles can but come to the stopped to read the placards and the
■ in OlLIV
ever had, everything is new and.up-to-date, you won’t regret
must
it
that
and
we
Eaton
Hall,
agreed
conclusion that “Me and Roosevelt” alluring nature of Spa and Invalid
seeing them.
to own a pribe
convenient
decidedly
where
we
are the only statesmen in this country toffee drew us into the shop,
vate coal mine, as does this boy-millionwere waited on by a rosy-cheeked EngT case figured organdies worth 8 cents per yard, only Sc
today.
lish lassie with a delightful manner. aire.
There is a possibility that the crown
On the return drive we passed Chesmirsclves fortunate In being able to place before you so
in to see them.
iiu.omJn,
We added to our purchases a pipe of
stl0"'?- fn! "e WHITE
COTTON WASH GOODS and the prudent shopper
Spring wash goods arriving daily, come
trilll"e,of
ter castle, the barracks where a squad
prince of Japan may visit the United briar-wood,—or rather a
s,'u 1 a "Idendid stuck to select from; in
imitaevery Instance tile qualities
candy
iron fe'fuJ,av
posslbl** values for the money. You eairt look over this
to be
states soon. Royalty seems
bad
also
of
soldiers
were
and
iiUenill
snVi.n*,.
f‘"s
"'■,brst
drilling,
an
amber
tion—silver trimmed, with
mer<‘ 1111,1 ISI‘ wit|iout the conviction that it
BLACK DRESS GOODS.
pays to buy your
\VHITE GODDs^mre-am^NOW’
lie i.b-d in this dire tion. Well, we can
mouth piece, which was presented with a view of the famous Chester race
that’s
we
like
to
hear.
You
te
sure
at
what
can
all
arCustomers’ comments
At luncheon we bid a regretful
GOOD QUALITY INDIA LINON, 10,
complimentary,
gin them all a royal time.
due ceremony to the youngest smoker. track.
122 and 15 cents.
•"ST all times of getting the best possible values for the money—that’s not a guess—not a surmise
to the first member of our
we know, we’re sure of it.
It was found, upon examination, how- goodbye
OTHERS
AT
17
t ic is daily evidence that
2
1, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 50;OE.NTS.
Congressto “break ranks.” and who was to Black Figured Jacquards, 83 inches wide. ..,35c per yard
ever, that this magnificent bargain (for party
man Bui eigii is looking well after the
*"
wliieli wa- wish to rail special attention, is our THIKTY-KIVB cent
conduct” himself cm a Black Wool Cheviots, good value sixty-two cents, only.HOc
,V,','nu,;;""tbnr
pHRiilar
“personally
i:M 'i'11- '"tending to retail it at forty-eight cents
in
rests of bis constituents, particular- it only cost a penny) was slightly stale,
< heviot, forty-two Inches wide,worth eighty-seven
per
vani
Vh'e
'n/i"i' a.n'‘ 111wa'
a,M*|,la.,-,Ml
,llrn‘
Ih 1 t pieces in all, Wf’ve ttxed the price at
short continental trip. With a hand- Splendid quality Black Wool
oJ
thirty
cents per yard, now... .<;»c
ly iii pension and postal matters. There and it was not used to any great extent. shake and
a piece'
,iE
SURE TO see aaiis si'-Ka iA'i.'aa'r i. v,
“goodbye" ail around, lie left Forty-five inch Black Storm Serge, heavy weight, extra good value.75c
yii ^i'l !"is'.ua"1'..'Vnon.
We
another cozy evening by the
is
no
more untiring worker in
inches wide, value $1.35 per
Gon-j openspent
lire, realizing with regret that it to catch his train, followed by the best ONK PIECE ONLY—Black India Twill, forty-eight
Stress than Gov. Burleigh.
..05c
LONG CLOTHS AND PLAIN
yard, as long as it lasts
would he the last,and rose next morning wishes of the party, and the parting
NAINSOOK,
lack Prunellas and Lutenas.
to
“a
The
lie
I
\
i
to
boy.”
of
the
Antiinjunction
good
bid
a
reluctant
to
our
“famingWinslow,Secretary
goodbye
50c
and
$1.00
Black Henriettas..*
the
afternoon
was
in
12i, 15. 20 and 30 cents per yd.
fascinating
spent
im|..-riahsti« league, says the league ily sitting room.” Before leaving the
L'»> fully appreciate a good value you
IT W c.
ill kinds of
will never rest until the Filipinos are hotel a few of the gentlemen who had shops, which contained
D01
1
D
SW
L^S
must see our line of
MULLS,
25c and 50c per y ard.
BROADwLO I n
Broadclotlis
in
L :s safe to say, they will get taken an early walk presented one of souvenirs most templing to visitors j
34 INc H PLAIN SWISS
MULLS,
42c"
and which are also very deterimental
WHIPCORDS.
i‘
:;red.
Secretary Winslow is the participants in the Sunday evening
*.to
their
Here
of
books.
some
pocket
ti
ai-s.imitdercl now
j
from carrying discussion on the subject of matrimony
Look everywhere—but don't decide until
you see this splendid line of Whipcords we
•18
t
all; irs of the universe.
“
with a. book entitled, "How to be the last purchases were made; for on
“
60c
“
■*
are now showing for FIFTY CENTS per
the morrow we were to be “homeward
Its one of tin* best dress goods values
yard.
5H
Married”—a
which
WHITE ORGANDIE, extra
though
Happy
gift
|-2c
all
we’ve
ever
the’re
offered,
wool,
quality,
|S7
rcvn-w
of
thirty''didder’s life of:
bound” to the “Flower-embroidered
was greatly appreciated.
eight inches wide, and would not he high at
VERY FINE PERSIAN LAWN,
25c
and 50c
’>
re Atlantic
black
cents—most
color,
every
of
seventy-five
Monthly speaks
of
green, fair shores
\\ e walked to the station where the ocean-girdled,
included, only.
«' HITE
I
'■■') the chief obstacle to civil
LANSDOWNE, 42 INCH,
Maine!”
$|.50
I
derisive cry of a group of urchins,
WM. E. HEAD LANSIlOWN r and
-•ii
reform
It is the same BoutWe had not yet visited the cathedral,
™s.j.s theisfamous
perforat d on the selvage
st n age.
Thirty-six inch all wool Blue Cheviot, 50c per yd
■'Here coups the Yankees,” had greeted
genuine unless so marked*
^•Nolie
I ", bay iim fed
and
Blue
inch
Storm
Eortv-four
Serge
SI’LCl
AL DlSCOr N I' tor graduation
at
the
dui
long
public on our return from Stratford the
and when told by one of the “shopday
Cheviot, splendid value.75c
hcyy
agin tlie government,” j
that
vd
“Evensong” was daily j
I.
before, and boarded a train for Chester, men”
WHITE PIQ ES AN., DUCK,
lt d
rmii'hg with the so-called antiI2I .2c, 2Sc and s()e per
!
observed there at four o'clock we
yapJ
8 PCS. NOVELTY GOODS, NAINSOOK
not far distant.
We arrived in that
t'viU,,,n
: iiipio ialists.
CHECK,
resolved to attend the service, (initea
8c, I Oc, I 2 I-2c and 15c
city in a drizzling rain and took a oneNineteen cent quality, to close
1
1 huts '.\as a little late in
WHITE DIM. TIES,
a
out at.
reach- ! horse-ear, which had no visible driver, little congregation had gathered there, i
I Oc, 12 I »2c, 15 and 17c
hut we doubted it the anthem “Those
nc
ihlf ist. lot he got here just the' and a conductor
FANCY OPEN WORK STRIPES,
aged nine. The driver
, 5c, , 7c, 25c, ?Qt a„d 50c
who go down to the sea in ships” appeal
'.hi"
ALBATROSS.
at.d with the shoe factory run-, appeared finally and we
progressed
DOUBLE WIDTH CURTAIN MUSLIN,
|()i_
a
-.gain.i wo or three vessels to build, very slowly toward Blossom’s Hotel, ed to any of them as it did to us, for its
Black. Green. Pink,'Light and dark blue,
marked from fifty to.P»'i'
IN ALL I HE NEWEST PATT
OTHERS
was
in
reA.'e iii the
appropriateness
striking.
of
one of
soon
we
RNS,
after
operations
, 2 ,.-,c
arrival.
where,

SHIRTWAIST GINGHAMS.

A STROKE OF GOOD FORTUNE

_

ore

1

■

#

?

v

...it

J

...

...

j

250) Yds. 10 inch Cotton, 6c

!Pc

36

■'

57c"

t Cast!-., Print Remnants, 1c

1

...

Percale, 8c

1500 Yds.

!

4c

25 Fes Hair Crash,

O" me

"t

»

..

25 Pcs, Cotton Buck Crash, 5c

otlii 12 mnnufaeti lies, and other
ueiustries liouri.'hmg, the outlook

hu

or

the

enconiaging.

't

-i

lunched.

continuous

on

•

whose

nominated Jotham Scyvall Lane
•andidate for mayor. "If 1 am

by

cl mayor.” said .Mr.

Mr. Kendall M. Dun-

saymg-

”Vears ago, draw-

.pel
experience in the
of local weeKiy newspapers, i
ime ronvineed that if the press of

ing

own

ad

oi,
o

advance unitedly, sys.■liiiiti.-aiiy. persistently, and it would

M

ne

v

1

ue

to

uh hois to add

truthfully,

in any
vi",
liiicrlion, there is little within
the pale of possibility it might not ac
_!a

from

the

about HO

were

cut out of the

the Homans from four to ten
The !

on

these streets are

bring
curiously day.

15 Pcs, Stark Mills Crash, 5h)

15 Doz.
1

before me the

!

j

j

particular,
glazed
bearing a rude picture in a. anil the refrain:
“For lie’s a jolly good fellow,
darker brown shade, reminded us very
For he's a jolly good fellow,
For lie's a jolly good fellow,
forcibly of the souvenir china of today.
And lie’s goiag to be married tonight!”
The other pieces were quite as impossiThat told the tale! Evidently someble, and we were willing to assert that
had ever seen America, one was celebrating the last hours of
none of it
We
We continued his freedom with a stag dinner.
much less an Indian.
j
reluctantly went up to our room, but
our walk until the “jumping-off place”
rejoiced in the fact that it was directly
was reached, and descending “took in"
the canal before returning to our high over the banqueters, and we got the
and dry promenade. After a short tour full benefit of their songs and instruabout the town, including a walk along mental music: and I must confess that
one of the “rows,” we returned to the our good resolutions about “early to
hotel to dine and spend the evening in bed” came to an unseemly end, for it
the drawing-room before a tiny grate-1 was near midnight when we were finallire in company with some very pleas-1 ly hushed to sleep by the strains of
“He’s a jolly good fellow.”
ant English ladies.
M. D. I’.
The next morning a drive to Eaton !
Hail, the residence of the Duke of j
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Westminster, was in order, but the j
sky was threatening and everyone was; Miss Annie liumney of Eastport. lias been
It
was
thought visiting at A. E. Chase’s.
predicting rain.
best, therefore, not to hurry our | Mrs. A. C. Miles and daughter of Burn-

latmnal government, etc.
It is all
good reading, but we can lind room now

ware, and

tor out one extract:
tbandoneil farms in tlie State of
Maine are rapidly disappearing, as the
nuc.t superficial inquiry and observawill disclose, ini ring the past live
t.-n years scores of unoccupied places
isve
re-echoed to tlie swing of the
.sooilman's axe, the song of the housewife. or perchance, so long had they
oe.cn
silent and deserted, to tlie unwonted hum of modern machinery without, and the melody of a modern rnusi•a! instrument within doors.
These
farms are re-occupied: 1st, by former
esidents of tlie State who might he
iaught by sad experience that a iiveli,it>od anil something more can he as
easily acquired in Maine, with congenial surroundings as elsewhere with no
surroundings; 2d, by returning sons, 1
min daughters, who have won a
•i.iiipetcnce in the centres of trade
.m l commerce, and
re-purchased the
.1 the
homestead
fathers; :!d, by
tbe large and constantly augmeniiug;
which
he more clearly
cannot
class,
ih'-ignati d than by their popular apsummer visitors;” tth by
pi'llatiin
'll
lardy immigrant from other
.amis, oi iven from tin* hopeless couditi
of liis native country to this “land I
in the free.”
| arm after farm, scattered over hillsides the fairest; stretching using valleys the most pleasing;
washed hv waters tlie clearest and

start, and the house
“rows” known as
ace”

was

on

one

of

“Bishop Lloyd's

visited.

It

is

now

the! ham visited Tuesday at 0. W. Lane’s.
Pal- I

oceu-

young ladies’ society, which
holds its meetings there and employs

pied by

a

j
place, I
admired the exquisite carving of !
panels and beams. Returning to

the caretaker.
and

purest—neglected, desolate, dilapidat-

the

ed three, live or ten years since, are tothe homes of
boundless content.
I»ut contemplate, it you will, what
would he the result should the newspapers of this Stale, next week, or next
month, or next spring, present their
thousands of readers with a carefully
compiled list of the unoccupied places
that now remain for sale, each in its
immediate vicinity, accompanying the
same with brief descriptions, and the
figures of the approximate prices at
which they may be purchased. I venture the prediction that the resulting
transfers of real property would be
most
blood, new
gratifying—new
■energy, new lines of thought, new
capital would be injected into many
communities; life would take on a
brighter hue for many localities, and
these quickening influences could rot
■but rebound to the credit and material
benefit of the newspapers themselves.

We went over the

the hotel, it was decided that the threatened rain was not coining, and open carriages were soon at the door for our

day pictures of thrift,
moderate prosperity and

j

distance,
we entered a gateway guarded by the
porter’s lodge and drove through a
magnificent avenue lined with stately

drive.

After

going

some

little

trees, under which herds of deer were
The coachmen’s
peacefully feeding.

Frank Holbrook was at home Saturday
and Sunday, returning to Watcrvilie Mon-

day morning.
The w inter term of school in West Brooks,
South Brooks and the village primary!
closed last week.

Pillow Slips, 12-c
62c
Sheets,

IS in.,

29c., 20

ill

30c., 22 in., 49c.,

no**,

quality, your choice for ^

GREAT \

<

BROS CO.

SPECIAL.

GOOD THINGS

|

NOT STAYING
WITH US LONG.

torchon lace.

\

12&c yard, only

wo t

yards remnant pieces
Hamburg— mostly Ward
pieces, worth from r_v. to
30c. per yd., only
lrfce. per

!'.’20f0

IO

V,1

|I

♦

■

JI

The

GREAT

Gross

The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one (treaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a
Hall’s Catarrh
constitutional treatment.
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surface of the
system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors nave so much faith in its curative powers, that they offer One Hundred
Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo,0.

$10(1

Iti ward

$100.

127,70*' 00
60,00000
908,250 00
09,005 89
2,851 no
2.403 70

152,228 97
2,992 05

assets.$1,676,932 93

Admitted

assets...

.$1,676,932 93

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31, 1901.

In order to reduce my large stock 1 shall sell for
NEXT THIRTY DAYS any goods in my
store at such cut prices as will astonish you.

Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities.

711,885 ol
20,087 24

A

Total
$
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

790,492 25
702 875 00
70,605 08

good Wood Saw ready for use for 45c
■Shovels, 20c., 50c. and * 5c.
Horse Shoes lor 2 l-2c. per lb.
Ho se Nails, 10c. per lb
Skates

Axe

MELVILLE C.

surplus.$1,676,932 93
7
HILL, Agent, Belfast.

Granite State Fire Insurance Co.,
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Handles, 10c.

ASSETS DECEMBER

r>
■

A I
*

lVI’T'C
*

*

A!l Caints, for House

and; carriage

Leads, Oils, Varnishes

Ready

at cut

Real

prices,

....

..

Cross

re-

Total liabilities and

C. BURGESS.

Bargain.

surplus .$589,389 41

Change

Caution Notice.

a

31.1901.

JAS. PATTEE& SON. Agents, Belfast.
FRED ATWOOD, Agent, Wi iterport.
7

Remember-68 Main St., Belfast.

Farm at

$589,339 41

Total.
$287.939 38
Cash capital
200 000 00
all
over
liabilities.
101.400 03
Surplus

3m5

My wife. Sadie E. Brewster, having left my bed
and board without cause, 1 hereby forbid all
persons from trusting her on my account, as I
shall pay no debts of her contracting after this
date.

58,73.4 09
1,489 97

assets...$589,339 4l

LIABILITIES DECEMB T R

ALBS STRICTLY FOR CASH.

A

...

30.3<»<> oo
I3.35ooo
448...5 05
39.'.it n2
25*14 08

Net unpaid losses.$ 30,003 29
Unearned premiums
228,520 18
All other liabilities.
22.765 91

springpaint-

goods to

assets.

Admitted

terials

This is a legitimate sale of good
duce stock.
Come early and avoid the crowd.

...

..

Carpenter and Farming Tools, Field
Fencing, Axle Grease,Locks,Knobs,
Latches, Bol.s and Building Ma-

ALL

31, 1901.

—.$
..

ALSO ALL.

Mow is tin* opportunity to buy for
It will pay you to buy now.

estate.

Mortgage loans..
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Interest and rents
Uncollected premiums
All other assets.

uses,

f’ixed faints at cut prices.

ing.

68,570 00

Total liabilities and

lowest prices
Good Handled Axes, 60c
1 htrmometers at 15c.
at

1

away from buying.

*

j

SHERIFFS SALE.

1

COUNTY OF W A EDO SS.

200.500011

$

..

Our guarantee of money
*** — -~~

STATE OF MAIN E.

31,1901.

estate.

Mortgage loans..
Collate1 al loans.
Stocks and bonds..
Cash in office and in bank.
Rills receivable..
Interest and rents.
Uncollected premiums.
All othei assets.

I

utmost.
The Ladies’ Aid are busy, and intend to ;
remain so.
They are prepared to do any !
kind of plain sewing in a workmanlike
manner and on short notice.
They are
talking of a hulled corn and milk supper
and sociable in the near future.

Coin-

Insurance

ASSETS DECEMBER

Real

F. K. Roberts of Roberts & Son made a
business trip to Boston last w eek in connection with their manufacture of toys and j
novelties. The firm hope to make a good !
contract for tli present year.
The shipments of freight from the station
The apple season is nearly
are very large.
over, but large quantities of hay, potatoes
pine logs and pulp wood are shipped. The
good sleighing is taken advantage of to the

I) la ware

:j

party of ThiUt&efphia.

Deering A Hamlin have bought the Isaiah
Gould farm of Mrs. Abbie Reynolds and
have moved on it.
They will run their
market at the village as before.

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lane gave a wedding
reception and dance at Yankee Blade Hall
Tuesday night. The bridegroom is.a widely known business man of Brooks and
manager of the Union Mutual Life Insurance Co. in Waldo and Aroostook counties.
The bride, formerly Miss Kate Prime, is an
accomplished y<ung lady, daughter of h.
L. Prime, Esq., of South Brooks. She has
lived for several years in California. The
newly married couple have the best
wishes of a large circle of acquaintances fo

*■

JB9k 9G G

JOHNSON.

tJ srr,™,^!J
C. II. Forbes, wlio lias been on the road in
tlie w estern part of the State as general agent
for a mowing machine knife sharpener,
is at home for a few- days.

G I A. G

keepers’ lodges were passed,
turning a corner we drove up beMargaret Barker and the little daughter
fore the finely wrought iron gates, which
Belmont, February 12,1902.
of G. L. Morrill have been quite sick with
are never opened except for the visit of
3w7*
CHARLES M. BREWSTER.
bronchitis, but are now better.
house
and
its
The
adjoining
royalty.
Prince Bessey is having a large lot of
private chapel made a magnificent pic- wood cut on the
Penney lot, and is hauling
ture which will long remain in our mind
it to the village for shipment to Waterville. &ySold by Druggists, 75c.
as one of the “stately homes of EngHall’s Family Pills are the best.
Mrs. W. T. White of Waterville is visiting
land.” We regretted that we could not
her father, T. 1). Jellison. She has been
over 400 cords wood, much
ICfl acres, estimate
Stops the Cough
cedar, some large: good soil; good buildgo through the palace, a privilege cour- out of health, but is now much improved.
well watered—running water to barn: about
ings;
the
Cold,
works
of!
and
teously accorded to tourists; but just at
5 miles to railroad station; quite an orchardI. S. Staples, the noted carriage manufacTO CURE A COLD IN ONE WAY
that time they were preparing for the
axative tSromo-Quinine Tablets cure a cold good chance to increase. Age and poor health
two
sick
for
has
been
of
turer
Brooks,
A bargain for prompt buyer. Adcause of sale.
Tablets.
Bromo
Take Laxative
Quinine
Ail return of his
FRED ATWOOD,
Lordship for the celebra- weeks from an attack of grip, but is able to n one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 dress,
druggists refund the money if it fails to
Winterport, Me.
oents.
which be out.
■cure. E.W. Grove’s Signature on each box tion of his twenty-first birthday,
and deer

and

IIA VP A HABIT OF

2000 YDS.

*

UR

Mrs. F. II. York returned home Tuesday
from a few weeks visit to friends in lioston
and suburban towns.

Lewis Godding cut his foot quite badly
this week and will be obliged to walk with
crutches for a while.

25c and 50c each

*

<
*

per vd

every

-,

Linen Huck Towels. 12'c & 15c

.5O

DON’T bp: TOO late.

twenty-live

corset is our trade-mark
PROOF
HITST
CORSKT’
which means that we authorize you to guarantee
to your customers every >air of Warner ltust
Proof Corsets as absolutely proof against the
severest test of perspiration."

ALU ES 1 N

ides and our prices are
yard, to two yards wide

25c to $ |

TOPS,

|7c each

|3ic

JWARNER

A Few Doz, Damask Towels, 9c.

>-•

INSTRUCTION FHO .I THE

"Stamped on
‘JWARNEK'S

25 Doz. Cotton Huck Towels, tOc

1!. A. Hall, who has been working in
Fairfield the past season at farm work, is at
home for the winter.

to be seriously injured.

OUlt

35 Doz, Cup Towels, 3c each.
■I
25 Doz.
TurkishTowels.12;'

long life and much happiness.

Adelaide Roberts fell down stairs at W.
S. Jones’ Monday night, but is not thought

...

1

Htlkfs.

Fancy

Lull from holiday stock, mostly
cent quality
and

25 Dz, Handsome Damask Towels,
29c., o9c, and

50 SOFA PILLOW

Outing Flannel
30 Doz

l

5OC

fruiu.10c to

in., 59c.

24

lepartment. with tt.basis OB
m-rliaiw. not the greatest values in tin

world. Our claim Is a sensible one ami easi'h
reasonable. Bleached Damask from ftfo <i\
at 81.51, in fact all prl
from....

The lotof sample belts advertised las
is fast disappearing. There are vet "good
values left

—

Quality

TABLE DAMASK.

SAMPLE BELTS.

Silk Floss Down Pillows,

The beautiful

And to a certain extent1
i'iisl
Charles’ Tower—where he witnessed of many feet sounded on the stairs and
> have got together and haveaccom-i
the victory of the parliamentary forces we heard the strains of “God Save the
ud a i.'i«ldeal, although not a tithe
over his own—just outside the city King” through the closed parlor door
d
i.at might he done by earnest, oonlimits. This little place is now used as a I we made up our minds that some soefl'i t. such as yve hope to see at
was in progress and dismuseum and the interior is lilled with a
j ciety banquet
■I'stai.t day. Mr. Dunbar touched !
heterogeneous collection of everything I missed the matter front further con.pi', tiie natural resources of our in
the shape of a curio.
\Ye were sideration. We retired early, and as we
-si .i. her ahundant water
powers, her
to smile at some pottery labeled were passing the open door to ascend
obliged
." is, the movement for
'i
good roads, “American Indian relics.” One
piece. the stairs we heard a fragment of a
ho
free delivery of mails liv the
wedding anecdote, followed by applause
in
a vase of a brown
"I'

Ik

yard

8c $

Union Russia Crash

picture 1 saw that j
carving, the magIn front of the second story nificent stained glass windows admitis a continuous promenade or covered ting only the softest lights, the quaint
gallery, open’ upon the street, where old carved pews, the reverent congrega- 1
there are pillars and steps up from the tion; and above all the measured tones
sidewalk. The upper stories arc occu- of the clergyman and the clear voices
pied as residences, with shops and ware- of the hoy-choir.
After wandering'shout in the cathehouses below, and the chief shops of
the town in the second story. This ar- dral for a while at the close of the
rangement. called “rows,” together service we returned to the hotel, dined, j
with the ancient walls, the half timber- and prepared to spend our last evening
As we
ed construction of many of the houses, I on shore in a very quiet way.
and the quaintly carved ornamental j were ascending the stairs to the drawgables of the sixteenth century, render1 ing room after dinner we noticed the
Chester perhaps the most picturesque double doors at the end of the hall
1
thrown often and tables laden with
city in England.
We
We found the steps leading up to the dainties tilling the large room.
city walls and walked for quite a dis- knew that something unusual must he
tance on tin; smooth promenade, about ! afoot hv the way the maids and waiters
four feet wide, stopping at King j were living about, and when the noise j

.at the Press May do for
mid before the Maine Press
\"'a ation at, its recent meeting in
ho ii.iiid. Mr. Dunbar was certainly
it v

by

buildings
arranged.

ue

oi:■:i,

derived

camp—was founded
B. C.
The

a

Homans

out

Chester,

main streets cross each other at

rock

At

ui

and set

feet below the level of the houses.

\Ye were glad to find in the Portland
ay Times the interesting and in

o.i!

was

right angles, and

ii

M

the

two

l.ane in his

accepting the nomination, ”i
enforce pro! ibition as far as the
ias
oi ihe state and (fod in heaven
a
11 ouBut the chances are that
h e 'Bangor plan” will continue
right
a ai'tei the March
election.

liy

name

“Hut let uit due feet never fail
To v. a Ik the studious cloisters pale,
And love the high embowered roof,
With antique pillars massy proof,
And storied windows richly (light,
(lasting a dim religious light;
Th ere let the pealing organ blow,
To the full voiced choir below,
In service high and anthems clear
As m;ty with sweetness, through mine ear,
Dissolve me into (-('Stacies,
And bring all Heaven before mine eyes.”
These lines of Milton will always

braved

wc

exploration.

Latin w ord cast;

S'

■itmotive essay

drizzle

turn of

a

Bang"! prohibitionists Intend to
e
in the coming campaign, and

t

After luncheon

..

of Firm.

Taken this eighth day of February. A. D. 1902,
execution dated the 18th day of January. A
1902. issued on a judgment 'rendered by th<
Supreme Judicial Court for the t aunty of Wald »
at the term thereof begun ami held on the tirst
Tuesday of January, A. D. long, r<> wit, on the
eleventh day of January, A. D. 1902. in favor of
Ceorge H. Koherts of Brooks, lu the County of
Waldo, and against Wilber ( Knowles of Thorn
dike, m the County of Waldo, for one hundred
and thirty-four dollars and thirty-three cents,
debt or damage, and twelve-dollai s and seventy
eight cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at pub
lie auction al the oftlee of Ceorge E Join sou. ;u
Belfast, in the Comity of Wahlo. to the higher
bidder, on the lift -nth day of March. A. I). r.*o.
Rt ten o’i !oek m the forenoon, tin* following tw
described parcels of teal estate and all the
right, die and interest which the said Wdb. <
Knowles has and had in and to the same on tie21 t day of September. A. I). 1901, at four i.'i-inrk
and teii minutes m tlie afternoon, the time whei
the same was attached on the writ in tie- sane
suit, to wit; The lit » parcel of real estate being
situated in Jackson, in the County of Waldo, am'
hounded ;e follows, to wit: Beginning at ti
southwest corner of lot No. a. them e norther!
by land formerly of Benjamin Tompkins and tie
road leading liy v. hat was formerly the house
.1. Craves. 177 rods to land formerly of sa
Craves; thence easterly by land formerly of s.a
Craves, go rods; thence northerly .to rod> to
banal ground; tle-ncc caster !\
rods by tie
burial ground; thence northerly by the bin'
ground 4 rods, luuice easterly by t he land foi
merly of said Craves sr. rods to laud foimerly o
Benjamin Tompkins; tlienee soutle-riv by I’m
formerly of Cenjamm 1 •nipkin*ro.’K; then,
southerly to uortli line ol' tin- town of Brooks
lie- northeast <• ner of land formerly of Colm.-n
Mali I T rod
tlienee westei ly I<> place of begin
unm by said town line its rods, containing
acres, more or less.
lhe second parcel being situal-d in said Ja.
s"ti. and bound' d and liescrihed as lollows, 1
wit
it being a part oi lot No. no. aeeordimj
the plan of said Jackson and hounded thu>: B
ginning ;>g rods westerly from tie* northeast eoi
ner of the Flume or home i"i tso c
died) on whn
Benjamin Tompkins formerly Ii\■ l .tlienee non
easterly by the line of land formerly >! Beiijam
lompk ills about SO rods ; tlienee by the soul'll I u
of land formei ly o\\ned by Willaid IT*berts. abm
rods; tlienee southwesterly about so rods
the north line of the said Hume or home bit, a ho
named, about .to rods westerly from the place
beginning; thence by said Hume or home lot
the place of beginning, containing li acres, motor less.
Dated tliis eighth dav of February, A. D lee
3w7
SAMUEL G. NEKTON, Sheri IT.

on

D

■

The partnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of L. T. Shales & Co. is dissolved by
All bills du<* the late firm should
h
De settic°nsent.
ed at the store, No. G4 Main street.
L. T. SHALES,
WM. M. WOODS,
The undersigned have formed a partnership in
the main, floor and grocery business, to succeed
he Tate firm of L. T. Shales & Co., under the
name of Shales & Follett.
We invite a continuance of the generous patronage which has been
extended to the late firm in the past.
L. T. S HALES.
C. W. FOLLETT.
Belfast, Jan. 1,1902.—4w4

Caution Notice.
I

hereby forbid all persons trusting i II V

on my account, as I
more bills after this

Belfast, Me.,
2W5*

shall pay no
date.
February 12, 1902.

Hilt

All I UlVL

PERCY C. WEBBER.

CaPI I AL STOCK,

SURPLUS,

$150,000,
33,000.

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
$5.00, $6 50 and $8.00 a year.

at

$3.00,

Our vault is unequalled in Eastern Maine and
UNEXCELLED in security against fire anil
burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive

privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
bank.

>

rHE

NEWS OF BELFAST.

-stvnlay

was

8EAKSMONT.

j FRANKFORT.
Mrs. Jane Moody has returned from
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Mudgett have been
1
and
China.. Mrs. Lucinda Marden
nephew, sick with the grip. They were attended
by
Ernest Marden, ariived from Pittsfield | Dr. Baker of
Winterport, who reports many
Saturday—Mrs. Kacliel Farrar, who has. cases.... Mrs. Chas. Byard is improving
been quite ill, is recovering....A town slowly.
Her niece, Miss Millie Byard of
meeting has been called for Feb. 11th to Orriugton, is taking care of her.The
vote upon the question of a free High many friends of Josie Clark
are pleased to
School_Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Simmons hear that she is
recovering. Dr. Fellows of
At the term
spent last week in Boston
j Winterport is attending her.
of school just closed Miss Nettie Cross was NORTH
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
awarded the prize for deportment and
j Will Jacobs and Charles Lindsey had a
Rev. Win. Berkeley exchang- narrow
attendance
escape while riding to Stockton
ed pulpits with Rev. E. A. Dinslow last
Springs village last Sunday. While driving
Sunday.
rapidly the sleigh runner struck a rook and
the sleigh was upset and Mr. Lindsey was
SWANVILLE.
Schools closed last week, Miss Katherine caught under it. Both were dragged a short
J. Nickerson, teacher in I>ist. 1 and 2, gave distance, but Mr. Jacobs pluckily held the
her pupils a treat of pop-corn and a candy reins and stopped the horse. Mr. Lindsey
pull. Mr. A. T. Nickerson gave his pupils was cut about the face and hands and the
Messrs. Nickerson sieigh was badly damaged_ There was a
appropriate presents
and Damm, J. \Y. Nickerson, A. S. Nicker- very good attendance last Sunday at the
son, Alonzo Damm, A. E. Nickerson, Mrs. Centre Sunday school. Miss Clara Ridley
Mary D. Nickerson, Edwin Small, Will has Miss Jessie Maiden’s class, since Miss
Smart and others harvested their ice last Marden left for Medfield, Mass., where she
week.
Mr. Bowen of Searsport cut the ice has employment in the straw shop_A
Miss party of young people from Clarke’s Corat the rate of 2,000 cakes per day
Agnes Sanders of Boston has been visiting ner visited Miss Bertha Partridge last Satfriends in town... Mr. Albert Cunningham urday evening. Among those present were
and his nephew, Earl Cunningham, have Misses Grace Kingsbury, Josie Ritchie,
gone up river lumbering. Mrs. Ruby Mad- Mertie Clark, Edith Curtis; Messrs. Chester
and Charlie Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Murch
docks w ill stay with Mrs. C. for a while
Work is lively at C. R. Nickerson’s steam- Clark and others from this place. The
mill_The Grange has adopted the follow- evening was pleasantly spent in dancing
and playing games
Mr. Arthur Moore
ing resolutions of respect:
Whereas, God in llis infinite wisdom has was in Monroe on business last week.
seen fit to take from our midst a worthy
brother, John Royal, therefore
Resolved, That we bow in humble submission to Him who doeth all things well.
Resolved, That we tender to the bereaved
family and friends our heartfelt sympathy
in this their great affliction.
Resolved, That a cop of these resolutions
be presented to the family, and that they be
published in The Republican Journal and
Bangor Commercial.
» Com.
A. I. Nickerson,
on
Lm 1 > E (INN Kill AM.
Mary F. Nickerson.) Res.

Ash Wedn.es li\, the first

Lent.

.•]'

for a ear fender has been grantM. Moore of Monroe.

■tent

non

.eld, Iowa, subscriber writes:
t along without The Journal.”

:

“I

Harrimati’s new commission
of President Roosevelt.

.nature

escapes for Odd Fellows’ block
in ole and are being put in place,
Mime

Commissioners
held an
ounty
d meeting Tuesday, for routine

<

|

est

want a hotel.
Every body says
the time is favorable for moving in
i lection.
we

grade

tea

is

...

inexpensive beverage

an

probably the finest of all drinks for

-rtised list of letters in the Belfast
e Feb. llth:
Ladies Mrs. Horace
Mis. F. K. Roberts,

It

cost*
cent

ady Antrim discharged a cargo of
from Roothbay Harbor for L. A.
am A Co. Monday.
i

ate

a

cup,

practically

Halman of Boston was in F.llsworth ^
utrday ifi the interest of the propos-|
« road betw een that
city and Cas- |

unaided.

ttle is laying the sills and has the
arly ready for the new stable for
w It'*!,
ii the rear of the Windsor

less than

costs
—

so

little is

a

quarter of

required!

its
a

It is

—

Ask for Chase &
ORIGINAL

PACKAGE

**

TEAS.
Orloff (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (Eng- Breakfast).
Orange Pbkob (India & Ceylon).

dealers have line displays of valeni-r-tty and inexpensive: and we are
n-'tice that the comic
variety is
nous >\ it> absence.

MOKKILL.

Hr. Kline*- Small and ,J. F Triggs went to
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
for the Probate office
Bui _or yesterday to take to the insane
n
n n- ed
and the sessions of the!
asylum Mr. Triggs' son Holmes, who S ANDYTOINT.
n't
w: 11 be
held in the new;
Forrest Berry is home from Stmr. City of
recently became insane.
as si>on a> it arrives.
j
Mrs. A\ T. Whit** and son Carl of Water- Bangor for a visit with his parents... Will
T C. will meet this,
Thursday, ville and Mrs. T. 1». .Jellison v*f Brooks ar- ( hase and children from White'.-* Corner
odlnck. with Mrs. A. M.
rived Monday night to visit Mrs. K. S. Bow- are here for a visit of several days_rapt,
M. .*■! street
The county union
ker.
George Ginn is convalescent ...A. W.Siiute
n
m ,i citation t<» hold the annual
|
Mi. and Mrs. K. F. ilosmer announce the ! has gone to Bosc-i. to work at painting on
_;n Freedom.
engagement of their daughter. Cl ira Louise, | the B. «\ B. S. S. Co. A steamers ....I \\.
♦
•'
led Sumner Ma
h oj
New Castle, ; Grant is cutting ice for the Duck I rm.
app•»:nt'-d t'* correspond to
Maine.—( amden Herald.
•" ''art!
a cm canning fact»*iy
11 >e\ Retreat, F. s. Harrim.ui,and s«*\ eral
Mi" «L F MeKeen, Mrs. F 0. Pendleton : others
>
n
n_ with encouragement
The hauling A vei y good in this
and expect to have a deli- ami Mr.'. W. W. ( aider went to Augusta * vicinity.
p o <•]
\ number of teams are bringing
:'.. k
•"it
in the near future.
\esterda> to attend th Stat-* I'.ncampmeut i logs to th*1 p >ml at the mill.
Over one
thousand are to be hauled there to be sawed
in tin-general bus: nos of the Woman's Relief ( orps.
}>i >
Fred 1’- rkiiis of Birchville
1 -11:ist has i*-awakened the
F. R. Conner ha* a
urioas musket at his this spring
::
md. and .1. F \\ i '■ >on store. It is of a ver\ old pattern, or rather spent J>unda\ here.
furniture

w

■

■•

|

..

1

the past week from
who wish to take hold of

tiers

*•

-ti*

_i•

j

■

•■■1

liter.
members

t.f Sea.-ule < hunt impia
w ith Mrs. W A
McKenzie,
i*t

p.

m.

February lTth,

\incrica and the Monroe
iuoiations from the t k. S.
i'oetry of Italy.”
Hove

No. i. w ;il hold
it
ball ii
Belfast opera House
>th. The music will be by Meser'rchestra of Rockland. The boys
i:’ iig to exceed their former etforts
the public. They w ill not have a
-'on

1

f

o.

been granted as follows:
1 h-w iiyn K. Hodges, dead, Benton
ha-.e

:n <M.se. restoration, rei>>ue,
etc.,
Ma l'i"rks, dead. North I’n on, ^ 1 it;

i.lows, etc., Mary K. Maddocks,
i"it, jks. Harriet A Hodges, Ben'■ •"■"i Martha A
Heath, Belfast, ss,
i-ksonville. Fla., subscriber writes:
w >h to return to Maine to
live,
7,1
t* posted on Maine matters
•I v.i better way than 1»\
taking
w

•"•

Journal, our home paper,
ib-'
oers say they cannot do witliA
I'
t m>*aii to try.
1 lie last copy
•' •!'''••'
NN e hope t<» hear more
Marjorie M. I>. 1 *.) if not from
i. '1 ward’s
Domain
from
Uncle
In The Journal we get a
good
r a little."
■

Dray have built a tire escape
the Belfast Opera House, and
ii accepted
by the committee ap: > the ( ity ( ouncil.
The exit from
at the south-east corner, through
••!>*d bridge to the annex.
The tire
s ;l bight <if
stairs of strong plank,
ng from the bridge to the platform
carriage shop on Beaver street. A
t,s also been
opened from the rear
vY

:u

to

<■;

the upper corridor.

Waldo County farmers dispose of
lk by a somewhat unusual method,
is kept on the cow until
sold, whether
•! four weeks or three months
old, and
Mg calf is bought to take his place.
Wes grow rapidly and are
always in
n<1 it ion.
When they are kept until
large the milk is supplemented by a
ation.
The calves thus do the work
ing and caring for the milk, reducing
inn labor
materially. Only enough
are milked in the
regular way to sup**
family with milk and butter. Those
actice this plan report that it pays,
w

Bicknell has handed us a photo»f a curious growth of trees.
It
at«-d about 4o rods
easterly from
L. Sleeper's camp on land of Mr.
U.

v

Brewster on the east shore of Tilmd.
Three yellow birch trees are
"ii a pine
The tree, which
stump,
n '_*
feet in diameter, is
thought to
a rut down some
fifty years ago,
a
.-tump :;A feet high.
The seeds of
must have lodged on this
stump,

i

■

1

!"'>

grew they sent their roots
~ales to leach the ground, 'i he
ees are
respectively f>, i; and 7 inches
! r.
1 he central one is dead, and
’■ about ten feet from the
stum]),
roots, varying from A to :U inI .meter, encircling the
stump. Two
w-io removed before
taking the pho•b, f(» show the stump. The picture is
Lena C. Matthews of this city.

■

|

■

i

^

j

i

|
!

|

l

Notes.

The sister steamer to
I'l'im, building at Bath for the Maine
Jl railroad, is
already half framed.
bl be ready to put in commission
opening of the summer season and
"iinect at Rockland with the Pullman
touching at various summer resorts
nobscot bay—It was said in Bangor
uy tiiat the coming season would see
two towboats on the Penobscot actlependently of the Morse fleet, liandl'essels that are owned in the port of
'i and
towing out ail lumber shipped
concerns.
It is asserted that steps
already been taken by three dealers
'■8 mills below the
toll bridge to
*e a tug at one of the
large ports.
■ale of the Ross & Howell fleet was
-'miniated Feb. 5th, when the bill of sale
Wed in the Bangor custom house. The
Mi:n

11

boats

were purchased as follows:
Bis*18,000; Ralph Ross, *15,000; Delta,
l’uo°; Walter Ross, *1,000.
",

combination of oN| patterns, and was dug
P had evidently been
up in Searsport.
buried many years.

j

a

WIN 1

graced the dry goods counters of

this section.

Their

ar-

rival has added much to our beautiful store. The
sale of our winter goods has given us space to
these

display
light and airy spring
fabrics to good advantage. No season has ever introduced such
beautiful wash goods as are shown this year.

lilt TOUT.

The funeral of Hon. Joseph R. Mears
took place last Thursday at 2 p. m., Rev. 11.
1. I Lilt, his pastor, officiating. The.funeral
ceremonies were managed by D. O. Bowen,
Brief exercises were held at the
Kxj.
house of the deceased, the Belfast choir,
led by Mr. E. 5. Hitcher, rendering two fine
The remains were then carried
selections.
to the church on the opposite side of the
street, which was already tilled with an
audience of sincere mourners. After a
selection from the choir, Rev. 11. 1. Holt
delivered a eulogy on the life and character
of the deceased from the standpoint of one
who knew him well. Mr. llo.lt briefly referred to tile many positions of trust and
honor which had been bestowed upon the
deceased by his town, county and State,
and spoke of those characteristics which

Thaicongft
on
Hangs
|

..

Silk

*

is

produce la grippe,:

I pneumonia

or a

39c. to 50c
beautiful

stripes. 12ic

Waistst0

DRESS GOODS WONDERS
BARGAINS TO BE Fol'NIi HERE ONI.V.
NO OTHER STORE IX THIS SECTION CAN EiJI AI. 1TIEM.

Black Canvas Goods. Latest

Novelty,

■

Plaid Dress Goods, worth 50c..

! Cheviots

frcm

Whip Cords worth 75c

:

We shall disci r.tinue

of

our

tterWe
Come and

see

—

children’s Knee Pants for next t<>

and ;;oc, goods..now

.19 4

Roys’ Reefers and Overcoats at a
great saving. —$1.8D to J5.8D

Fine 50e. and Toe. Fleece Lined
Lnderwear, Red Tag price..

.42

and no,., pants, R- i Tag....
S'* and S<* Men's Overcoats.
•'.'V.

Red Tag price..
ST and Ss M-m*. s t »vere.»at'

J
4

3.89
5.95

2

J

^
4
*

pei eeut. lower

s o I, I)

UNDERTAKERS.

Tm

j

<J n

STOCK
c o >1 31

I s s i o \

RECEIVERS OF

Cows, Veal Calves, Beel of
description, and also Hogs.

New Milch
every

R,H. Coombs & Son,

Sheep and Horses.
Special attention

CASKETS,

j

Prepared at all hours to do EMBALMING aud FUNERAL WORK.
Iy7

I

BURIAL GOODS.

...

RHEUMATISM

has
fai
('aim*

ii'-vor

CAN BE CURED

o«l.
I o m
a
•Ifsuit jo
yars ji^o.
< >11 roooipt
ot

TWENTY CENTS
the formula will he forwarded
dress

by

next

mail.

Ad-

II. II. I>El>mJLOW,
44
N. B.

The

Brouthvjiy
This

is on

N

V.

City.

ly to benefit sufferers.

Liverpool

4w7

«f* London tf* Globe

Insurance Co.

_

Burnham,

Me.

NOTICE OF SALE.

72 Main Street, Belfast.

It

to New Mileli Cows.
Veal Calves sold on their merits.
Hogs sold at market price.
Quick returns and market values.
Have had r. years' experience.
Write or telegraph tor information.
'Stock
ff
shipped from Burnham every Monday.
K. |.. LIBBY, B. \ A. stock Yanis,
ly"*
Brighton, Mass.
K. L. LIBBY, Burnham. Me.
Direct all impiiries to

LIBBY IWOVHE^S,

by telephone both day and night.

Connected

STORE,

This!

1

.42

Men’s and Roys’ P ndorweai, Joe.

LIVE

ROBES and

at

19

Clothiers, lailors and Outfitters, 83 Main St., Belfast.

j

j

4

and .toe. Pants, Red Tag

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

j

Tax Collector’s t'otice.

j

nothing:

Your money baek if goods are not
than you ever bought tlieiu before.

Store

A"D New.

^

$(> anil ST Men's Suits, Red Tag
.$.'5.89
price
$7. $8 and >P value in Men's Suits,
5.Do
Red Tag price
£10, SI-and >1.">..'>0 values in Men8.8D
Suits, Red Tag price.
Youths’Suits, 14 to m years, sr>and
«’> SD
St;, Red Tag price...
Children’s Suits at phenomenal
bargains.D8e. 81 2D, 2.2D

—

Perfect

5

-----—

Warranted,

Oily Drug

them

Pointers For Prudent Hen.

—

j

at low p ices.

goods

j

j

•*•

•••

to you new

present

now

.GEORGE W. BURKETT.

strengthens,
j
body strong
Throw
healthy,
only
|
cough,
fortify
system against j

M

FIRE SALE this day, Thursdisposed of the greater part

mammoth stock.

everything

certainly
nourishing

our

day, February 13th, having

j

Look

75c. ant) $| gg
Only $1 00
ppW 25q,
50c. to Sl.00
pCyy /{gQ.

Black Grenadines, worth SI 50.

seri-

nourishes,

|

!0c. per

now

,

Silks for Waivts.

White Goods for

throat affection.
! Y u need something j
; that will give you j
| strength and build j
| up the body.

..

—

12tc.

| cus

!

|

now

yd.
Japanese
only 20c. per yd.
50 Patterns Roman Striped Silks, worth 75c., only 50c. |,eyBra

SCOTT’S !
EMULSION |

j

Ginghams from
Ginghams,

500

liable* to1

more

Dimities, Remnants, worth 25c.,

One Case

You have used all
S sorts of cough reme| dies but it does not.
| yield; it is too deep
(seated. It may wear
j itself out in time, but

made him ><» generally esteemed oy an with
I.
1-itth‘iield left Monday for
Capt. <
whom he came in contact. Tin* casket was
Ne\sWork on a business trip
Mrs. Ellen
beautifully decorated with flowers and
M.
has gone to Bath for a visit of
The petition of ].. h, Mosher and several
draped with a silken memorial banner, sent
others of t nity for the passage of a pure a week or two-... The young people who nut
by Thomas II. Marshall Post, G. A. K
lond hid has been presented to the House '• w ere former students at Bucksport -.*mi- Several members of the Masonic
fratenity
b\ Congressman Littlefield and referred to muy, gave ,t reception at the Methodist veswere seated together and among them Mr.
the committee on agriculture.
Pres.
A.
try Saturday evening.
S. Render
Clifford Pat-tee, Master of Plnenix Lodge
and wife of the Seminary were expected,
The w ork of re-ai ranging the shoe factory
of Belfast.
At the close of the eulogy the
but on arccount of tin* illness ot Mrs. Renis progressing favorably.
The cutting
choir gave another appropriate selection,
dei were unable to attend and Prof. Cooper
room is nearly ready, and F. F
Littlefiel 1,
when the large audience took a last look of
foreman of the stitching room, is arranging can e instead, li was a very pleasant social their deceased brother, friend and highly
occasion.
A
line
of
music
and
program
his department. Workmen are re-setting,
esteemed citizen, after which he was borne
tin machines and changing the shafting in recitations was presented, refreshments to the receiving tomb in our beautiful cemeail the rooms. Mr. Leonard, of the firm of served and after dinner speeches made. At tery by the strong arms of his best friends
;
Leonard a. Barrows, w ill be in Belfast to- the close an alumni association was formed and comrades, who have lived and toiled
will do this when
day, and Mr. Havis, the superintendent, is with W. 11. Lord, president. Much credit is with him in tlie various fields of his labor.
else fails. There is no doubt J
due Misses Harriet Moody and Laura Weed, In the
expected soon.
mourning circle were his afflicted
about it.
It
who had the arrangement of the affair in
The second lecture in the Murray Club
wife, three brothers and one sister, and his
.Pres. Render occupied the pulpit five children, viz: R. F. Clark of Freedom,
charge
:
builds
c >urse at the Lniversalist church
will be ;
up and i
last Sunday, delivering a line sermon in the
Li ida\ evening, Feb. 14th, by Rev. Clias. A. j
George Clark, Mrs. S. S. Adams, Mrs. L. F.
makes
the
and
morning, and in the evening an address on Daggett. Mrs. F. .1. Markle and Carl A.
raue, 1 >. 1)., pastor of the Saratoga street.
not
to
i
“The
Vision
of
of
No
Personality."-Some
M. F. church, Boston: subject, “T e Mod- !
Mears, Esq., all of New Haven, Conn.
ladies of the M. K. Circle decided last week man ever lived in this town who has exertoff this hard
but to
•in
Hero.”
Zion’s Herald says of Mr.
ti. it they would take a hand in “making it
;
I rane: "He
ed so wide an influence for good in so many
speaks with the k enness and 1
the
hot for the minister"’; so, after due con- different
force of Wendell Phillips.”
Tin- Boston
ways. No man ever left us who
further
attacks.
If you are 5
blobe says: “Audience was electrified by sideration, they called in a man to assist, was more missed than lie will be. Mr.
with
tlie
result
that
a
line
run
new
stove
down
or
emaciated
of
the
in
interested
town
die breezy eloquence.
Mears early became
Most effective and
you
latest pattei n, “with all the modern imshould
take this
nteresting.”
affairs, and while comparatively young was
was
sent
provements,"
down, and they at honored with the office of first selectman,
New Advertisements.
food medicine,
(ieorge W. once proceeded to make
things warm for Hie which lie filled acceptably for several years.
Burkett is receiving new goods constantly
=.
a::.! ci.00, all druggists.
C
inhabitants of the parsonage. No sympa- He bad held almost every office in the gift
T
SCOT
*.
liOWNE, Chemists, New York
and now lias a line line of spring goods disIll
H»
—_J
thy was expressed foi Mr. Hatch on this! of the town, and at his decease was superplaced in his newly renovated stole in Odd occasion, as ,t was the
general verdict that ! intendent of schools, collector and conbellows block. llis lire sale will be dir*-! he deserved
what he got... There is talk stable. When tie* Grange was instituted
continued to-day, Feb. l.itli_Carle A of
organizing a trust company here w ith a here. *J7 years ago, he was its first Master
Jones have something to say this week
luipital of >.">o,ouo... (Been hard wood is 8-1 and held that office several
years, and was
about room papers and borders. They have a cord, and scarce.
also Master ol toe County Council m its
su patterns of live cent
alone...
See
paper
STOCKTON SI-KINGS.
early days. A strong temperance man, lie
advt. of Libby Brothers, Burnham. They
Mrs. J. L. Lancaster arrived Feb.5thfrom was a leader in tile Sons of
Temperance
sell live stock on commission and have had
Camden for a two weeks’ stay with her par- and Good
Tempters. In tlie dark days of
!•> years’ experience
Tax Collector Hill
and
Mis.
Horace
ents, t'apt.
Urirtin_M ss the civil war he enlisted in the 1st Maine
gives notice that all taxes for 1901 are now Leora
ALL GOODS AT
Partridge went to Kocklaud lust Heavy Artillery, Co. L., and was wounded
due and liable to cost... See card of R. II.
Thursday for a brief visit.... Miss liilla in the fierce and bloody battle of SpottsylCoombs A Son. undertakers. They are pi eStowell, who has been ill for some montlis, vania Court House, Va. At the organpared at all hours to do embalming and fu- has
sulHciently recovered to go out of doo rs. ization of the G. A. If. he united with
neral work....K. H. Denslow, 44 Broadway,
Mr. Libbeus Wardwell and wife cane Thomas 11. Marshall Post of Belfast, and
Nev\ \ ork City, will send a formula for the
from Camden last Friday to visit his unc.e- was one of the oldest members of Phoenix
cure of rheumatism on
receipt of 20 cents. Mr. John Lancaster,
In
returning Sunday_ Lodge, F. & A. M., of Belfast.
-Harry W. Clarke A Co., 88 Main street, ! Miss Ann
Thompson has been confined to politics he was a strong Republican and
Belfast, clothiers, tailors and outfitters,
the house for two weeks suffering from neu- active in the propagation of the principles
present this week some “Pointers for ITu-1
.TO BE.
ralgia. ..-Mr. F. II. Cousens has received of that party. But perhaps with many of
dent Men.”
Percy C. Webber, Belfast, his spring line of Thibeau’s and Peat’s wa 1 us we shall miss him most in moral and reand Charles M. Brewster, Belmont, publish
papers, w hich he considers more than usual
ligious work. Very early in life he was
caution notices.
ly fine. He has this year a new feature ill trained in the Sunday school, his father beThe Rialto Dramatic Cllil A large room mouldings,
matching his papers, to all ing a Free Baptist minister, and was a
*****
audience greeted the Belfast amateurs at of which lie wishes to call the attention of teacher of various classes until elected
the Belfast Opera House Tuesday evening \ customers....Mr. E. F.
• HE PRICES AS LOW AS ANY
Staples is putting a Supt., which position he held for nearly 20
in the four-act drama, “A Daughter’s Devo- two story addition, U1x28
ft., on the rear o’ years, and in which was very successful,
PLACE IN THE CITY.
tion,” expecting a good entertainment, and j his store on the south side of Main street lie experienced religion while a
young
were not disappointed.
*****
The scenic effects j formerly the Henry Staples store. He ex- man and united with the M. E. church in
w ere good and the
KV*Customers waited on promptly
specialties fine, includ- pects the building will he ready for occu- this place and has been its class leader for
and money returned on anything bought
ing a hit on the new fire escapes on the opera pancy by Hie first of May, when he will re- forty years. He was a kind husband and
here not giving satisfaction.
house. The cast was assigned to those move liis stock of goods from the Masonic father, a good
a
Christian
citizen,
gentlej
Remember the Place:
having a natural adaptability to their j Block to tile new store ...The ladies of the man, and the afflicted family have the symseveral parts and every thing went off’ w ith “Eastern Star” recently bought in Belfast a ! pathy of our own community, and of hunCITY DRUG
the ease of professionals. Mr. and Mrs. square piano for use in their order_The 1 dreds of friends
beyond our borders_
(
( has. Sherman are new in the
are
still
work, but mumps
prevailing in the village,1 Mrs. li. A. Achorn passed away last Sunday
Opposite Belfast National Bank.
handled their parts well, Mr. Sherman’s though in a mild form in most eases
morning after a brief illness from pneuj
j
Mrs.
F.
A. Patterson arrived home Satuirequiring considerable tact in certain posi- ;
monia. She was a member of our Sunday
tions. Osborne Lord as Jack Worthington duy from Now Bedford, where she spent school and of the Methodist
church, and
j two
was a successful lover and
months during the illness of her (laugh
died in me triumphs of faith. She leaves a
polished gentle- j
man:
while Fred (I. Spinney succeeded! ter, Mrs. Ji. \\. Gritfin, who inis now re-1 husband and three children—all married
admirably w ith the more difficult rendering j covered from a surgical operation... A very and a large circle of relatives and mourning
All taxes for 1901 are now due and liable to
ol the villain.
Miss Mae MaxlieJd is bright enjoyable afternoon was spent at Miss friends. The funeral was at the church eost. Taxes on real estate not paid before
duly
j
ami breezy in her part of the servant, and Emily Overlook’s last Friday, when a Lal'.Hhi, will be returned t(* the City Solicitor for
Tuesday at 1 p. m. Rev. il. I. Holt officiat- 1,
suit per order of the city government. 1 will be
was also line in the
specialty with W. .). , dies’ Afternoon Whist Club of three tables ing-Mr. S. S. Adams and Mrs. L. F. Dag- in my office in Vrmorial building daily from S.db
Havner Mrs. Madeline Neal Lord and Mr. I hours, 2.30 to 4.30), w as organized, wi th gett returned to New Haven last Saturday
to 11.30 a. ai., and Saturdays from l.ao to4.3u i*. m
and Carl A. Meats, Esq., and Mrs. F. j.
M. C. MILL, Collector.
(
H. MaxlieJd are deserving of high com- i Miss Overlook as president.
After two Markle expected to return
Tuesday.
liquidation. They entered into the spirit of hours of play dainty refreshments ware!
their difficult parts with a zeal that was served, and the company wended its
way
surprising. Mrs. Lord has a line stage ap- homeward, anticipating the next regular j
pearance, a very clear enunciation, and meeting with Miss Emma Ilichborn, Fricould hold her own with many of tlm proday, Feb. 14th-A Sewing Club of young
fessionals. Mr. Maxfield’s best friends
married ladies was recently formed ; and an
would not recognize him in his tramp
guise,
and he took his part to perfection.
evening Whist Club called the “Olivettes.”
D
□ n C D C at same price as WALL PAPERS. C
Our young dentist, Dr. 11. B. Devereaux,
I w b■% w
14 yards 9 inch Border for. .OC*
l-ttter to M. L. Stearns
who recently opened an office in Searsport,
Last year ttiis same number of yards would cost 28c. Just
stop a minute and think
what a discount this really means. This year
you can buy for 50 cents a border that
(in addition to his work here) intending to
Belfast, Maine.
would cost you last year $2.00 or more. For this
same cut price extends through our
it
on
has
occupy
Thursdays only,
been
entire line, excepting borders with plain papers.
Dear Sir: It is your business to know obliged to open it on
Mondays as well, in
OF PAPERS AND BORDERS JUST RECEIVED.
what materials to put into a house as weil order to meet his engagements_Mrs.
■ UllS
as to plan it.
THESE ARE ALL NEW 1902 GOODS
Of course, you know the ef- Winnie Foster and children of Orrington
We
have
fect of zinc on lead in paint—toughens it
bought too many wall papers this season and are going to commence early
have been visiting her brother, Mr. S. B.
to
1
close out the entire 111 e.
Do you also know the greater effect of zinc Merrithew for two week,
returning home on
Borders with fie. Papers will be 6c. per roll.
ground in ?
Tuesday.... Miss Anna L. Wildes of Belfast
For a painter can’t grind ; he can
«
.«
.<
<■
o
a,.
only- is the guest of Miss Emma Ilichborn_
6c
mix.
Devoe lead and zinc is thoroughly West Main street is planning for a minstrel
And in this same way up through the entire line. We have the
largest and best line
ground in oil. The result is an intimate mix- show and dance in Denslow Hall the eventhis season we ever had.
ture.
Mrs. F. E. West entering of Eeb. 21st
We Have 50 Patterns of 5c. Paper Alone.
Your painter can only mix; he can’t tained the Current Events Club
Wednesday
We cannot tell how long this price will last, but is good now. This is the bonanza year
grind ; there's no need of grinding by hand
afternoon.
for the person who uses the paper. It never was so cheap before and it may never be so
He should buy lead and zinc ground together
cheap again.
in oil.
PLEASE NOTICE that this cut price Is for OUR NEW GOODS, bought for this season’s
Devoe lead and zinc is that; the proportrade. [gp-Sale on new goods continues until further notice.
tions are right besides. It outlasts lead and
oil two to one, for hand-work can’t
couipete
with machine-work.
VOURSXRULV
This signature is on every box of the
Yours truly,
genuine
F. w. Devoe & Co.
Laxative
Tablets
I S.
J. W. Jones sells our paiut.
the remedy that cues a coM la eae
day

yfeioi.i

One Case Fine

j

| it

WASH GOODS. 4

4

—

Sanborn's Tea.

■ting ladies of the Murray Club
1 with tin- I'niversalist Church,will
th Mrs. Herbert Ellis,* on High
Primrose Hill.

never

—

food for it will support life
Once give it a trial and nothing
you*

Constantly Arriving.

We have devoted every
day the past week to the careful purchase
of SPUING GOODS.
A finer, grander or more beautif ul lot has

—

a

else will suit

New Goods

—

Chase & Sanborn is the largest distributor
in the world of high grade teas* The
high-

several case* of mumps in
of the patients are serious-

are
tic;

j

I^VERY Tea Merchant in China will
1
tell you that the American house of

Fannie Louise Hunt of Portland has
;>d $25 for the Girls' Home,

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S

Pursuant to a lieen-e from the Honorable
•fudge of Probate for the Count! of Waldo, m the
State of Maine, 1 shall s.-|l at publie .met on on
the premises, hei einaflei desert bed, on Sat urd v
the ir.th day of omch. v |>. pur. at a
the forenoon, all tin right, title and intei -i w i, ril
•fame- K Cross, lap- of 1' mirndike. m
<1 «
m
1 in a lid t o t tl«- a
t> of \N aldo, deream.I.
low
ing described real --i n
umidv: a eertain lot.
or pare.-I of laud with tin- ’»;iihliiigs thereof, -anated in Thorndike, In-ml t 'oiini! of Wal.i.i, hi !
hounded and described a- follows, vi,,nd
lying on ea -t I ly side o| ro id lead u g I rom I hook s
village to Thonidik mi- i, beginning at a
»,ni
neai Idaeksmitli -di i> am
runii a
ui-tm.v
land o!vned by Alum o II. I i eggip -. h -u«-.- u.">rt lierly to the land owned by I*'red
asty; ih-m-r
easterly to land owm-d l»v Fred lla
th m.r
soutIn-rly about --ix 1 v rods'; th.-m-c a-t.T i\ to the
t'oad leading from Ivnov line to Trm l-oru -i
thence soutln ly along said load to poim n...
at. '-ontainlng about -ixty acres umi. .,|
Also one other lot of land si mated in Thorndike and hounded s follows, viz; on the w -1 !>v
land of Cilman Ci ley on the nortli bv lami of
Joseph Heath; on the smith by land owm-d by
Ward, and an the east by land owned by
(Jeorge Ward, containing about seven acres, more
or I* ss.
Dated this loth day of February, A. D. pur.
BURTON |{. CROSS.
Executor of the will of James R. Cross,deceased.
..

,.

(jeorge

...

5TAna

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1901
estate..$ 1,806 833 00
Mortgage Loans.
3,0 9,050 00
Stocks and bonds.
3,823,346 88
Cash in office and in bank.
930,0o3 36
Interest and rents....
46,848 07
Uncollected premiums—
<H 2,609 00

Real

...._

All other

assets.

Admitted

970 39

assets.$10,137,600

89

31, 1901.
Net unpaid losses..$
582.91404
Unearned premiums.
4,303,780 22
All other liabilities.
660,098 73
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

—

_—

Bromo Quinine

CARLE & JONES.

Total..
$ 5,637,398 99
Surplus over all liabilities. 4,000,101 90
Total liabilities and

The

(iret tnrich

of

puny

Jnsurtmce l < wthe City of Mur Ioj A

ASSETS DECEMBER

31. 1301

Real estate.ft 340.0(H)
Stocks and bonds.
1,388 825
Cash in office and bank.
10.2N)
Bil's receivable.
13J 02
Agents’balances.
883)40
and
Interest,
rents..
Y>oo
Uncollected premiums.
218,052
...

surplus.$10,137,600 89
SON, Agents, Belfast.

7

Admitted

assets.

..$2,063,643

oo
80

2

31, 1301.

Net unpaid losses. .$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities
...

INVESTMENT.

00
50
57
53

Gross assets.$2,0(58.640 52
Deduct items not admitted
5,001100

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

JAMES PATTEE &

OO

238,436 45

1,307',355

40

181,54128

Total .—$1,727.933 13
Cash capital.
200,000 OO
limited amount of high grade stocks paying a Surplus over all liabilities.
135,65(5 33
good rate of interest, subject to previous sale in
Total liabilities and surplus .$2,063,643 52
blocks of #100 and upward.
4W4
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
JAMBS PATTEE & BON, Agents. Belfast. 7
A

....

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.

MUNYON’S !
RHEUMATISM
CORE

Henry Loomis Nelson opens the February.Uhiiitic with an appreciative arti-

cle on Three Months of Theodore Roosevelt. in which lie critically examines
the events of the first three months of
the new administration in the light of
President Roosevelt’s well known character and characteristics.
lie sees very
much to praise in what has already
been accomplished, and boldly prophesies that the President “will influence
for good the politics of the country,
help the blind to see the value of public chastity, and the deaf to hear the
voices of the people greeting unselfish
service in their behalf.”

No

what

the

you eat.

j
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New Jersey, ip a paper which recommends the employment of systems of
conditional pardon and parole, and the
institution of reformatories for young

B. Streeter.

sport.
The February issue of The Ladies’
Home Journal opens with the first part

of Miss Porter’s new romance of tiie

South, "Those Days in Old Virginia,”
illustrated by W. L. Taylor. This is
followed by Joseph Blethen’s story of
“The Girls of Flat G,” a tale of four
girls who established “bachelors’ hall,”
and the third installment of “The Bussells in Chicago," a clever satire on the
way they do things in the Western me-

soon

we

and CMldren.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

& s/x 'ROSfPS TEASPOONS. A
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charming w< man who was a strong Believer in cieaniatiou, lost three successive
husbands by death, and in each case she
had the remains cremated. This called out
from an old school IrB ml who had remained single the lemai k : “Isn’t it strange that
1 have never married, while you have husbands to burn?”

25 TAGS
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ktgister of jDeep Water; Vessels.
SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, arrived at Cape Town
r. <;. 11., Dec. a, from Port Townsend.
A G Ropes, I). Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Dec <5 lor Queenstown.
A .1 Fuller, sailed form Newcastle. X. S.
AY. Dec 11 for Honolulu.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, sailed from San
Francisco Dec 27 for Queenstow n.
Bangalore, Blanchard, arrived at Port
Tow nsend Oct 2<» from Xagaski.
F B Sutton, J P Butman,sailed from IIiogo
Dec. Mo for New York.
Fort George, Chas. C. McClure, sailed
from Pint Townsend Oct 7from Chemainus,
for Port Pirie.
Gov Robie, from Everett, Wash. Sept 1
for Sydney, X. S. W., arrived at Cape Town
Jan <>.
Henry B Hyde, arrived at San Francisco
June 13 from Baltimore.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Newcastle, X.
S W. Dec. 23, for Manila.
Mary L Cushing, arrived at Newcastle,
N. S. W. Nov. 25 from Cape Town.
Manuel Llaguno, i) C Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong Oct 25 for New York; passed
St. Helena Jan 13.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Honolulu Jan. 10 for Tacoma.
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from Manila
Nov. 18 for Seattle.
State of Maine, LA Colcord, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov 10 for New' York; passed
St. Helena prior to Feb. 4.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at Honolulu Jan. 15 from San Francisco.
Wm II Mac} sailed from Port Gamble
Dec. 20 for Algoa Bay.
Wm 1! Conner, B F Colcord, sailed from
Hong Kong Nov 30 for Baltimore and New
York.

BARKS.
tropolis. A most interesting and timeAlice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
ly contribution is “My Impressions of Montevideo
4 for New York.
Dec
American Women,” by His Excellency,
Edward May, arrived at San Francisco
\\ u Ting-fang, Chinese Minister to the
17 from Honolulu.
I 11 ited States. CliHord Howard de- Aug.
Ethel, Dodge,sailed from Frey Bentos Dec
scribes Madame Modjeska’s paradise of 20 for Paysandu.
a home in Southern California, 'and
Mabel 1 Meyers, N Meyers, arrived at
Franklin B. Wiley writes of “The Sum- New York Dec 22 from Montevideo.
arrived at Philadelphia Dec 3
Matanzas,
mer Homes of Well-Known
People,” from Havana.
telling and showing where such famous
Olive Thurlow, an ived at Baltimore Jan.
folk as Paderewski and Marion Craw- 28 from
Mobile.
ford and a dozen others spend the warm
j Penobscot, sailed from Cape Town Jan 17
months.
For the children are “The for Singapore to load for U. S.
Journal’s Puzzle School,” a new game, 1
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
and a description of how to make New York Jan. 17 from Stonington, Me.
Rose Jnnis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
“smoke pictures.” The editorial page
is given up to the first of the “Mothers’ New Y ork Jan 11 for Port Natal.
j! Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New Y'ork
Meetings,” a new department which Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
will appear at intervals hereafter, and I
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Boston
several clever poems and short stories Jan 12 for Buenos Ayres.
are printed in “Under the
Evening
SCHOONERS.
Lamp.” In the departmental section
Georgia Gilkey, W E Gilkey, sailed from
Edward Howard Grigg’s talks on education continue; Mrs. Sangster has a New' York Feb. 4 for Brunswick, Ga.
Ilenry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Boston
special page for “When Hays of Illness Feb.
4 for Fernandina.
Gome,” and all the regular departments
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Brunsmaintain the high standard of the mag- wick, Ga. Feb. 2 from Havana.
azine. The Valentine cover is by Henry
John C Smith, McDonald, cleared from
Ilutt; and the pictorial features include Jacksonville Jan 3 for Guadaloupe.
a page of most attractive
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at San
pictures of
P R, Jan 27 from New York.
dogs, and a double page showing “The Juan,
Lucia
Farrow, cleared from JackCollege Girl in Music and Drama.” By sonville Porter,
Jan 8 for Martinique.
The Curtis Publishing Company, PhilaR W Hopkins, Iliohborn, arrived at
delphia. One dollar a year; ten cents a Ponce, P. R., Jan 19 from Norfolk.
R F Pettigrew, arrived at Newport News
copy.
Jan 28 from Boston.
The leading article in the February
Willie L Newton sailed from Key West
Forum is a discussion of “The Settle- Dec 6 for
Tampa.
ment with China” by Mark B. Dunnell,
who is not very optimistic as the outThe more a woman loves a man the

RAZOR STROP.
-mg*-,a

Fverybody’s liable

to itching piles.
Licit
poor, old and \oung— terrible the
torture they suffer.
Only one sure cure.
Doan's Ointment. Absolutely safe; can't
fail.

s—

60 TAOS.

“And how are you off for
police protection over here'.'’ asked the New Yorker.

i*o

“Oh, our policemen are pretty decent," replied the Philadelphian. “We don’t need
much protection from them.”
l*ot a
Constant
Headache?
Ten
chances to one the secret of your suffering
is that “white man’s burden,’’ Catarrh.
Here’s a sentence from one man's evidence
for Dr. Agnew s Catarrhal Powder—“One
application gave me instant relief, cleared
the nasal passages and stopped the pain in
my head.” It’s a quick, sale and sure treatment, and it never fails to cure. 50 cents.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes
A Co.—73

Hixon—Young

a

Pellets tells

me
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'rows'

6c mes

he makes

Hixon—How’s that?
have nine lives.—Chi-

Hixon—They each
cago Daily News.
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60 TAUS

Apoplexy.—Hr. Agnew’s Cure for the
Heart is effective in apopletic symptoms.
If you have unpleasant dizziness, lightness
or sudden rush of blood to the head, take
precaution against a recurrence. This great
remedy will remove the cause. The press
of the land has daily a list of sudden deaths

which would not be chronicled if Hr. AgCure for the Heart was used.
Sold
by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes A
Co.—74
new’s
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“Johnnie,” said his mother, to the incorrigible. "1 am going to have your father
whip you when lie comes Imine to-niglit.”
“Please don't, mamma,” replied Johnnie,
penitently, “paw is alius so tired when he

$PL 7BAMBOO f/SH/HG RQO
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home!”—Poston Post.
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Hiii-Paine.—10 cents

a vial for Dr. AgLiver Pills would not make them the
fame they enjoy to-day if the curative powers were not in them.
Worth w ill get to the
top and that accounts for the wonderful demand for tlmse little gems. They positively
fine Consumption, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
loo pills in 25 et. size.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes A Co.—75
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100 TAGS.

FOUNTAIN P£N
MATCH OCX

25 TAG

ARE OF EQUAL
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HANDLES

Our New Illustrated
700

is tags

CHILD'S

CATALOGUE OF

jj^TAGS*

PRESENTS

FOR 1902
iucludes many articles not shown here.
It contains the most attractive
List of Presents ever offered tor Tags, aud will be sent by mail on receipt of

SCT

postage—two cents.
Our offer of Presents for

Tags

will

expire Nov. 30th,

aso rACs

1902.

rite your name and address plainly on outside of package
containing
aud forward Tags by registered mail, or
He
express prepaid
to have your package securely
so that Tags will not be
wrapped,
lost in transit. Send Tags aud requests for Preseuts (also requests for
catalogues) to
W

Tags,

rational way to

25 TAGS.
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TAGS.

mine.

MAR UN MAGAZINE

RiFLE

MAHUH

JO/JO CALIBER.
r

7S TAGS.
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J?£fi£ATING

'SNOT GUN.

i.OOO TAGS.
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REMINGTON DOUBLE-BARREL
HAMMERLESS SHOT GUN.
3000 TAGS.

MAHUN MACAZ/HC

R/fL£.

/6 S/fOr.

?£CaI-3£*

1300 TAGS.
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»etf Chief of OrJrr.ncf,

In Brigadier General Crozier, who
was recently appointed chief of ord-

$1C0 l>r. f Detchon’s Anti-Diuretic
may be worth to you more than $100 if you
have a child w ho soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Ilowes A Co.,
l y 47
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
—

“Wherein

31

.-vyrrtR

man

who was shot by a burglar, and the bullet
lodged in his pocketbook.
Mr Binks—What of it?
Mrs. Binks—Nothing: only I was thinking that a bullet would go right through

photography

C-

7S TAGS.

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
W'oolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes A Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy47
a

C. Hy. BROWN,
4241 Folsom Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo.

}
200

Brown—You never know the worth of a
wife until some great trouble befalls you.
Merrit—Yes, it’s so nice to lay the blame
on her.—Tit-Bits.

Mrs. Binks—The paper tells of

y

CONTINENTAL TOBACCO CO

sure
one

EMC/*.

QUCSHORH

treat nasal
catarrh: the medicine is applied direct to
the affected membrane, the remedy is
Ely’s Cream Balm. It restores the inliamed
tissues to a healthy state without drying all
jlie life out of them and it gives back the
lost senses of taste and smell. The sufferer
who is tired of vain experiments should use
Cream Balm. Druggists sell it for 50 cts.
Ely Brothers, 50 W arren Street, New York,
will mail it.

softly.

GO CART

I

''VfS AND SOARS

draught!”

1 here Is

AND'FLORODO RA BANDS

TAGS
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40
TAGS.

VALUE AND MAY BE ASSORTED.

Jones is a notorious hypochondriac. The
other day a friend said to him: “Old fellow, ] had a strange dream about you last
night. I dreamed that you died and were
cremated. V\ hen the process was about
half completed, some one opened the door
of the furnace a crack, to look in.
You
immediately sat up in you coffin and said,
“Please shut that door; 1 think 1 feel a

Relief in Six

■
Census Bulletin Mo. 127, just issued
from Washington, is of particular interest because it brings the statistics
of manufacturing and mechanical industries of the vState of Maine for the
year 1900. First comes a table showing

IU

( ■

rm.nently
by
ON. KUNE'S GREAT

.11 UNERVE restorer
H
■

No > ita after first day • uae
C’onauffafion, porsaaal ar bv mail; treatise and
ti trial bottle free

patients who pay expressafte only «■ drliyary.
Permanent I'ure. not only temporary relief, far all HerDitorderi. Bpilepsy. Spasms St. Titus Dance,
Debility. Kxhaustion. OR. R. II KLINE.Ld.
931 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
Founded isn.
to Fit

Winter Service.

vou*

the growth of manufactures in- the
State for the half century terminating
in 1900. The population during these
years increased from 583,169 to 694,466,
LAWYER
while the average number of wage
earners
in manufacturing establishments increased from 28,020 to 74,816.
In the same time the number of establishments increased from 3,974 to
Offices, Chestnut St., opp. Bay View,
6.702, their capital from $14,(>99,125 to
$122,918,820, total wages from $7,485,588
CAMDEN, MAINE.
to $28,527,849, and value of products
from $24,601,057 to $127,301,485 —roughly
Will attend to any collecting or other law business you may have in Knox or Waldo
counties,
speaking, a five-fold increase in product i and
huying, selling or leasing real estate, renting
and wages and eight-fold in capital.
j cottages, looking up titles of real estate, making
These are the ligures for the maim-! wills or conveyances, negotiating loans, etc.
31113
factures proper. Including the hand i
trades and the small shops with a j
product of less than $500 a year, the
Truly Wonderful How Quickly
figures show 8,356
establishments,
with a capital of $129,922,852, employCBAPHAN’S
ing 75,675 hands, paying wages of
$29,020,133, and turning out a yearly
product valued at $128,017,181. From
which some idea of the importance of
RELIEVES AND CURES
manufacturing in Maine may be gath-

T. R. SIMONTON,
And Real Estate

Hours.

lies the difference between
and courtship?” he asked

STOPPED FREE
IBIII
■ m" Ft
Cured

Manufactures of Maine.

brigadier general crozier.

nance, Uncle Sam has an officer who
“1 don’t know,” she replied.
“In photography,” he explained, “the Jfor years has been demonstrating his
negative is developed in the dark room, ^ability in nearly every department of ered.
But the comparative summary of
while in courtship that is where the aftima- ordnance.
tive is developed.”
the ten leading industries is perhaps
She blushed, but made no answer.
of most interest. These industries in
“Let us,” he suggested, proceed to deFor Over Sixty Yearn.
the order of their importance are
velop an affirmative!”—Chicago Post.
An Oi,i> and Weed-Tried Remedy. cotton goods, lumber, woolen goods,
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been paper and wood pulp, fish canning and
A Card.
used for over sixty years by millions of preserving, Hour and grist mills, foundmothers for their children while teething, ries and machine
shops, ship and boat
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to with
perfect success. It soothes the child,
leather and printing.
refund the money on a SO-cent bottle of
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind building,
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
and is the best remedy for Diarrhea.
to cure your cough or cold. We also guar- colic,
Is
to the taste. Sold by druggists
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory in pleasant
every part of the world. Twenty-five
or money refunded.
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
A. A. Howes & Co.,
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
6m45
W. 0. Poor & Son.
Syrup, and take no other kind.

-i

BueacApcjcm/qa ft.to cur ros^cco

specialty of doctoring cats.
Hixon—Well, his patients are fortunate.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Diseases
relieved in six hours by“NTEW Great Sot tji
American Kidney Cure.” It is a great
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female. Believes retention of water almost immediately. If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes A Co., Druggists, Belfast Me.
Iy47

action taken by the West- more she pities other people for lackafter the Boxer rising. ing the discrimination to
appreciate
Major J. H. Parker answers the ques- his good qualities as she does.

rAGs

—

It was the young daughter of an East
Side saloon-keeper, innocent of any theories about “Sunday opening,” hot perfectly
familiar with the practice.
In her class at
the mission Sunday school the question
came to her.
“Who made the world ?”
“God did,” was her prompt answer. “He
made the world in six days, and was arrested on the seventh.”—N. Y. Evening
Post.

come of the
ern nations

s'

and

Salt Rheum < ured Quick.—Hr.Agnew ’s
Ointment cures Salt Rheum and all itching!
or burning skin diseases in a day.
One application gives almost instant relief. For
Itching, Blind, or Bleeding Piles it stands
without a peer. Cures in three to six nights.
35 cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A.
I [owes A Co.—70

Signature of

--„

are

“John, when you came home last night
talked and acted very queerly. You
were lifting your feet and trying*to step
over imaginary obstacles.
“Oh! Yes, my dear. All the evening I
felt a^ if 1 were walking on clouds. You
remember we had angel cake for supper.
—Yonkers Statesman.

CASTOR
IA
For Infants

TAGS.

650
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as

you

February Outing

for little money in the land of the Czar.
Henry Webster Palmer tells of ''Coasting Along Labrador,” R. B. Seager of
“Tarpon and Sharks on the Florida
Fast Coast,” and Chester Wells Purington of “Hunting and Fishing in the
Altai Mountains” ot
Siberia
and
-Mongolia, where big game is plentiful
and unprotected. There are two notable pieces of fiction, “The Alarm Bell,”
by II. ii. Marriott Watson, and “The
Haunter of the Pine Gloom,” by
Charles G. I). Roberts, with drawings
by Charles Livingston Bull. A. C.
Laut continues the “Story of tiie Trapper” series, with the “spinster moose”
as the central figure of the present
sketch, and Lynn Tew Sprague finds
the fox an interesting character in fact
and fable.
There are many
other
features of equal interest.
Caspar
’Whitney’s regular department, “The
Sportsman’s View point,” takes care
of tiie current matters in the world of

As

Washington

S£T.

r^r--

x;

No man can cure consumption. You can
prevent it though. Dr. Wood’s Norway
j Pine Fxrup clues coughs, colds, bronchitis,
: sore throat.
Never fails.

•Table I iilh, Philadelphia, is always
tiie friend of the household, with its
helpful suggestions on what to eat and offenders. Merrill A.
Teague, assistant
how to prepare it. The ever recurring
to Admiral Schley's counsel, writes on
meal time, three times a day, three
“Errors
the
Touching
Schley Court of
hi,ndr d and sixty-five days in the year,
and maintains that ti e piiuall the years of one's life, presents oue inquiry.”
error
was
a
"fatal
misconception,
ol the most monotonous and perplexing cipal
confusion of duty” respectproblems to the housekeeper. Yet, or, lather,
the
function
of
the
ing
Court. Other
people must eat. Table Talk brings articles are: "The
Young Man with
with it each mouth so many new and
but Brains,” by Truman A.
attractive ideas in this direction, that Nothing
the preparation of the daily meals may lie Weese; “Wanted—An < Ipposition,”
Alan I’. Gilmuur: and Ti.e Care of
easily become a pleasure instead ol a by
burden. '1 able Talk is full of interest- Dependent Children in Indiana” by W.

is the midwinter
it contains some
number.
specially illustrated articles on travel
in Mexico, California and the nearer
South, and the description of a threethousand mile trip in Russia for $15—a
revelation of wonderful experiences

vy
s.soo Ties

my wife and i get to
going to’put Jennie
into the Smithsonian Institute.”

tage.

j

travel

TOOL

ALSO

“Yes,” said the newly elected member of
Congress from the hack woods, “1 shall
give my daughter everv educational advan-

good

request.

with

Cures croup, son* throat, pulmonary
troubles—Monarch over pain of every sort.
Dr. Thomas’ Kcltctric (Ml.

help

articles
ing
relating to household
management and domestic topics. The
February number lias an article entitled “A \\ inter Scene on a Southern
Plantation. It vividly describes a hogkilling time on one of those large plantations where the help is colored.
It is
amusing and interesting. Many other
excellent articles are in this number,
which will be sent you for ten cents,
and preceding numbers sent free upon

bothered

First Politician—They want to introduce
voting-machines dow n in my ward.
Second Politician—We've had them w alking around in our ward for years.—Baltimore American.

following: ••The Governors of Mas- j ach. relieving ail distress after eating.
sachusetts," Alfred s>. Roe: “Captain I Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
Miles Standish," George Hodges; “The
It can’t
Story of a New England Canal,"
but ho you
Helena Smith; “New England Ship
only by F. L I »e W itt a Go., < im ago.
Canals,” Alexander Hume Ford; Prepared
l. bottle contains Wz times the 50c. size.
Tbo
f
"Washington Greene Correspondence,"
R II. MOODY.
"Homes and Haunts of the Pequots,”
Calista Potter Thresher; and "An Old
Time Pilgrimage in Pursuit of Science.”
There are four admirable sho''i stories. tion, “What shall we do with the PhilipThis magazine is printed on a fine qual- pines?” by recommending their cession
ity of paper, and its illustrations will to some European or Asiatic power.
rank with those of any magazine in ex- An account is given by Prof. Kelly
Miller of “The Expansion of the Negro
cellence.
Population,” with abundant statistical
The February National lias a varied information respecting the
present
and pleasing table ot contents. As condition and distribution of the colorusual the place of honor is accorded to ed race in this
country. President E.
Joe Mitchell Chappie’s always interest- I’. Graves of the
University of Washing and entertaining department, “Af- ington, emphasizes “The Need of Trainfairs m Washington.”
This depart- ing for the College Presidency." John
ment is profusely illustrated by por T. Buchanan,
dealing with the problem
traits of people now before the public “How to Assimilate the
Foreign Eleeye. Senator Hanna contributes the ment in our Population,” regards the
second paper of his valuable series on education of the children of
alien
“William McKinley as I Knew Ilim.” immigrants as the only method likely to
The
department, “Phases of the be effectual. “The Sinking Fund and
World’s Affairs," takes up a number of the Public Debt” is the subject of an
subjects that are just now receiving important financial article by II. S.
general attention. This department is Boutell, Member of Congress for Illialso illustrated. A leading feature is nois, who traces the history of the
pay|
the discussion of "Phases of the Irriga- ment of the national debt from the
tion Problem” in which Charles W. establishment of the Government to the
Hall, Maj. .1. W. Powell, K. Ii. Newell, (present time. Hr. Gilbert Reid conHon. c. 1). Walcott. 11. I. Cleveland tributes a character sketch of the late
and Hon. James Wilson participate. Hi flung Chang. “The Reformation of
There is a large amount of choice Criminals” is discussed by J. Franklin
fiction and poetry, and all in all this is Fort, Justice of the Supreme Court of
attractive number.

be

lates'the stomach and bowels.

This preparation contains all of the
digestuMs and digits all kinds of
food. It gives instant iel,el and never
fails to cur--. It aliens you to it ail
i the fo«>d you want. Tin- om-i ■■.usiiive
take it J.-. m use many
| stomachs can
of dyspeptics b-ve been
| thousands
Retired after everything else failed. It
'prevents formation of gason thestom-

I'he February number of the New
Li.gkti 1 magazine admirably fulfils its
It is brim
promises for the new year.
ful of special illustrated articles, and
entertaii iug fiction and poetry. Among
the a.ost important contributions art

would ever

one

-——

1

constipation if everyone knew' how naturally
and quickly Burdock Blood Bitters regu-

Cure
Dyspepsia
Digests

the title of a Western story in Rret
llarte’s happiest vein, and” the Fish”
is one of L. W. Kemble's best humorous
skits.

exceedingly

Louisiana Pmchsae,” L. L. Workman; ;
the*!
“Our Debt to the Religion of
Bible.” Charles F. McKoy: “Westward I
Trend of Civilization.” A. L. Goodwin;
“The Period of Exclusion is Past,” W.
11. Rock wood: “A Twice Told Tale,”
Miss Edith Williams; “Some Birds of
Poets,” Miss Marion Reed; “Character
Delineation in ’Les Miserables’,” Miss
Nina Grace Poor; “Loves of the Poets,”
Miss Edna M. Owen.

Kotiol

English girl whose race prejudice
triumphs over her nobler feelings. In
“The Valley of the Dead" Thomas A.
Janvier pictures the struggle of a dashing young engineer between love and
duty. "Mr Mac*llowrie’s Widow” is

an

The parts for the Colby senior exhibition have been announced as follows:
“Another Real President.” William
The Diplomacy of the
Winter Drew;

When Prof. Munyon says his ltkemnufi*m
fare will cure rheumatism there isn’t any guesswork about it—there isn't any false statement about
it. It cures without leaving any ill effects. It is a
splendid stomach and nerve tonic, as well as a positive ewe for rheumatism.
All the Munvon remedies are just as reliable. 25c.
rial. The Guide to Health is free. Munyon, New
York and Philadelphia.
MU.WO VN I >H iI.EB CUBES CaTABBH-

'I'he Cosmopolitan is fortunate in its
fiction for February. Stories of love,
adventure and humor from the pens of
famous authors make the “Midwinter
Fiction Number” vitally interesting.
“S Cohn iv Son” bvZangwill deals with
the Anglicizatinn of a Jew and the
inevitable tragedy of his love for an

Senior Exhibition.

Colby

Agent.

Golden Crown Oil

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
CROUP and all LUNG TROUBLES.
85o.

PER

BOTTLE

AT THE DRUG

STORES.

»\IQKE

:u.t
Steamers leave Belfast. •. w.m;
I%*• k1:11
For Boston, via. Camden m
.!'•'■>•*
and
I
:i
m■.
2.do
Mondays
(about)
-n.i \\'i e.
For Searsport. Buekspoii
*hi
"out
Wednesdays ami Satuniay** at
<***1 »u
or upon arrival ol steamer from
>

1

It ET t U M N

Boston Terrier
So. Cigar,
GEO. S. HARRIS & CO.,
...BOSTON, MASS.

<:

From Boston. Tuesdays ami F ai
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_■ commissioners, just completed. I
and board and janitors’ services was : all the records, to get the reminisTotal.$244,227 P»
total resources of tbe county are <
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1901.
$1,136,542. The amount expended for cences of alumni who were promiSurplus over all liabilities.$422,451 *5
total liabilities, $33,205; balance
nent in athletics, and to make the
tree text books was $85,459.
Real estate.
$ 281 315 07
1
mid, $04,500.1. II. Purington,
Stocks and bonds
1,538,200 00 Total liabilities and surplus..$666 679 i*4
The whole number of schools was volume as interesting and authoritaCash in office and bank..
69,354 :;o
6
JAM KS I’ATTEE & Son, Agents, Belfast
agent for the Society of Preveu4245, of which 1349 were graded. The tive as possible.
Bills
do
in
receivable.
That
believe
094 73
is,
signs?
4 Cruelty to Animals, has preparyou
number of schoolhouses was 4018, of
Interest and rents
12,120 80 Traders and fTechanics Mutual InsurYou will if you ever have signs
annual report, which in brief is
Uncollected premiums
which 3153 were reported in good con161,597 47
Building Boom at Seal Harbor.
All other assets.
lows: Number of cases investi2,555 86
ance Company of Lowell, Mass.
SUlUiENLEE I EEE, SAN JUAN HILL.
dition. There were 66 new schoolof indigestion. If you want to
log: number of animals not
houses built during the year at a cost
prepGross assets.$1,865,818 89
Uncle Sam lias secured stands the faremove both signs and indigesThere is a brisk building boom at Seal
ared for. 5S0; number of animals
of $103,458. The value of all school
ASSETS !>K« I'M I’.EK 31, 1901.
mous surrender tree under which the
Admitted assets.$1,865,818 89
Harbor. At present six cottages are
for work, 46; number of animals
tion take
property in the State is estimated to he
Real estate
$ 14,250 00
doned, 3; number of animals terms of surrender of the Spanish ar- $4,588,018. The sum of $56,880 was being built, to cost in the aggregate
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1901.
loans.. 90.540 60
Mortgage
about *125,000.
R. M. Hoe of New
Collateral and personal.
yeti, 40; number of animals my to the Americans were agreed upon paid by towns for superintendence.
16,(hh)UI
Net unpaid losses..
$ 160,284 36
Rev. John S. Penman of Bangor;
532.136 75
h
or
whipped, 5; number of after the famous battle. It is a ceiba,
Unearned premiums.” 794.659 57 Stocks and bonds
The number of free high schools re- York;
Cash
in
office
and
bank
43
10,062
nls
All other liabilities.
73.335 72 Interest and rents.
overdriven, 2; number of or silk cotton, tree and tbe largest for ceiving aid from the State was 211. C. E. Bodman of New York; A. E.
for a few days and watch the
3.785 20
Lawrence of Boston; Mrs. Wright of
ils galled or lame, 11; number of
44
Uncollected premiums
17,0*25
The total number of pupils registered
miles around.
Total. $1,028,279 67
result.
N. J., are building cottages to
als not blanketed, 9; number of
Surplus over all liabilities.
837.539 22
i was 13,183 and the average attendance i Newark,
Gross assets..$< 83,800 42
cost from *5,000 to *12,000. On Pierce’s
prosecuttd, 11.Fx-J)eputy Marwas
i
The
whole
examount
10,677.
|
Maine Men in Massachusetts.
Total liabilities and surplus...$1,805,818 89
Rev. A. McKay Smith of WashI.I A I*.11 IT KS 1H < EMBER 31, 1901.
i'esse II. Crowell of Portland died
bluff,
pended for the maintenance of free ;
C. A. POST, U. S. Manager.
ington, 1). C., is having a cottage built
nly. February 1st, being found
Unearned premiums
schools
.i305.*64 *5
was $231,599.50. The towns
high
Massachusetts
of
the
The records
Emerson Ladd,
in bed by tbe family,
1 that will cost *45.000.
All other liabilities.
lie was
6,s27 76
the 40 senators, and districts provided $202,361.33 and
and
resiOtto
James
ol liosworth Post, No, 2, (1. A. legislature show that of
Varnum,
Harry
St.
Paul
Fire
and
darine Insurance Co.
of the the State $42,102.27.
I Ota ...S.'i J.tiWJ m
while
of
two
natives
are
Maine,
dents of Seal Harbor, are also building
:nig a war record of which any
Surplus over all liability s .sjti.ius 41
In all its stages there
13 claim the Pine
OF ST. PAUL. MINN.
cottages.
eight well be proud. Mr. Crowell 240 representatives,
Motors for the Fishing Fleet.
!{ should be cleanliness.
as the place of their nativity.
State
Tree
Total liabilities and surplus.$i;$;{,.Si)u 42
have
Plans
been made for a large
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1901.
'o
a member of Figouia
Lodge
the place of birth
Cream Balm
for J. F. Rhodes, the historian,
Ely’s
istern Star Fncanipment. of Odd The list follows, with
cottage
Heal
U JAMES PATTEE & SON Agents, Belfast.
I
82
lie
i
estate.$
575,882
of
two
seasons
experience
hardly
following the present residence: Sena- has been
of Beacon street, Boston, to be built cleanses, soothes and heals
■.In
tbe storm
Mortgage loans
402,150 00
February I tors:
1
sufficient to demonstrate near Raven’s
R. Jones, Melrose, Lebathe diseased membrane,
loans
Collateral
08
George
to
be
59,202
Lisbon
Cliff,
three
completed
houses were1
Stocks and bonds
Isles- i beyond question the value of auxiliary
1,474,132 70
i It cures catarrh and drives
1903.
and a farm building two miles | non; Eugene II. Sprague, Quincy,
< ash in office and bank
in the fishing fleet, says the April 1,
288,77." 37 !
away a cold in the head
boro.
Representatives: Charles I. Al- power
The
church plans
Kills receivable.
the village was destroyed.
Congregational
The \
17,440 05*;
Charles P, Motor Review, aid though there may soon will be
out for bids. The quickly.
Agents' balances.
285,720 40 1
put
ing Hashed incessantly and one bee, Boston, Monhegan;
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
Chelsea, Bristol; Daniel W. also be a place in the American fisheries, church is to be ready for service at tire
A DV11NIST CVTOR’S NOTICE.
The suhscnb r
damaged houses was struck Brewer,Ames
Gross
assets.
Relief is im$3,003,314 01 A hereby gives notice that he has been du!v
over the membrane and is absorbed.
bury, Shapleigh; Fred ('. as in Great Britain, for such a full-pow- opening of the summer season.
times in live, minutes.Indict- Davis,
administrator with the will annexed ,»f
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
! ered steamer as is now building to reMartin
pointed
P.
1
Admitted
assets.*.
01
$3,003,314
werenol pressed in the Kennebec Gilpatrick,Boston,Biddeford;
the estate of
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at DrugBangor; George F. place the largest of the gasoline auxilLIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 15)01.
WILLI V M S. DODGE, late of Islesboro,
New Chief Justice of Arizona.
superior court at Augusta Iliggins, Boston,Machias;
Robert Luce, i iaries, there is little chance of the sailgists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
Leslie,Waltham,
ist against Prank A. McClench
Net unpaid losses....$ 217,425 68 in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
with or without power, being
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New York.
ing
vessel,
Edward
Auburn;
L.Osgood,
1 liarles
Somerville,
bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having de•
Unearned premiums.—
F. Payson of Ilallovvell,
1,412,735 06
superseded. With all the disadvantages
Edward Kent of Colorado, who has
All other liabilities.
37,008 96' mands against the estate of said deceased are
ted at the September term for Hopedale.Fiyeburg; Joseph C.Rantllett, due to
defects
of
the
desired
to
same
for settlement, and
the
Wtilexisting
explosive
present
T. Sleeper,
been appointed by the President to be
laughter in tbe death of F. II. Lynn, Bangor; George N.
Total.
$1,667,770 30 j all indebted thereto are requested to ma e payth rop, Dixmont; James
Thompson, motor, and with others arising from its Chief justice of "Arizona, is a son of
•
ment
innuediatelv.
am July 2 by plying him with
Cash
oo
capital. 500,000
Regulator has brought happiness to
LINCOLN N. GILKEY.
Boston, Ellsworth; James 1. Wingate, application to a r.ew service, and to lack that famous old Whig who was a candi- Monthly
Surplus over all liabilities.
835,543 71
o.
The jury disagreed.
hundreds or anxious women. There is posiIslesboro, .January 14, 1902-f)
Boston, Gorham; Eben II. Googins, of experience in its use, the auxiliary date of his party for the. Governorship tively no other remedy known to medical science
Total liabilities and surplus.$3,003,314 01
have ttiis season given good of Maine in the
fishermen
do
the
work.
that
will
so
and
Lamoine.
quickly
safely
Cambridge,
Taylor campaign and
■'Hington Whisperings.
The
evidence of their superiority to the old whose success at the
NOTICE. The subscriber
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
M. C. HILL, Agent, Belfast, Me.
6
September elec- any
Success guarcause relieved immediately.
u/t of gold in the Treasury Jan.
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apcraft dependent upon sail alone. Not tion
that
Years
Old.
Wooden
Schooner
inspired
stirring
64
campaign anteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or interpointed administrator of the estat e of
"as $545,876,395, the highest point
in
the
of
the
fishing fleet, cry:
only
largest
ference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
U. S. Branch Sun Insurance Ofitce.
A KG ELI A J. GETCHE LL, late or Troy,
reached in the history of the
but in all classes down to the
cases where others have failed. The most diffithe
Have you heard from Maine?
Bolina,
Topsail schooner
Capt. explosive motor has made a dory, for
ASSETS DECEMCER 31, 1901.
cult cases successfully treated by mail,and benein the County of Waldo, deceased, amt given
lament.A new Catholic moverplace
Tt
went hell bent for Governor Kent.
the
instance.
No
Ernest
arrived
other
ficial
in
results
bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having deevery
Gamier,
guaranteed
day
's to be established here at a cost
itself within a remarkably short time.
Ileal estate..$ 250.000 00 mands
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
the estate of said deceased are
at Sydney, Cape Breton. The Bolina
Although the election took place more whom we never see. Write for further particulars Mortgage loans.. 188.000 00 desired against
»i-''0,000, with funds obtained by the
The experiment thus far has been
to present the same for settlement, amt
Stocks and bonds
1,698.447 50 j all indebted thereto are requested to m.ke pay"'bers of the Paulist fathers to is one of the oldest craft afloat, having largely in the line of installing motors than 60 years ago, the present Mr. Kent and free confidential advice. Do not put off too Cash
in office and bank.
248,066 16 1 ment immediately.
long. All letters truthfully answered. Remem■de young priests for missionary been built at Jersey in 1837, and subse- in old boats and vessels
balances.
built looks to be not more than 45 years old.
Agents’
171,884 61 1j
originally
this
safe
under
is
ber,
every
I)\RIITS GETCHELL.
remedy
absolutely
rebuilt in 1880. A year ago
is
k
He
a
of
quently
as
tvas
and
his
Interest
rents
graduate
Harvard,
the
19,912 18
non-Catholics of the
with no idea of the
of an
among
Troy Center, Jan. 14, 1902.—5
possible condition and positively leaves no after Uncollected premiums.
5*9
and is a man of high standing in
Capt. Gamier bad the Bolina repaired engine or screw, butemployment
81,643
>-s and for missions in the colonies.
ill
effect
the
health.
Sent
father,
mail,
upon
by
securely
one result of the
sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be registered.
where he is a successful practiNOTICE. The'subscriber herebe ways and means committee of at North Sydney to the extent of over
Admitted assets. $2,657,954 44
adoption of the new power will be the Colorado,
DR. J W. EMMONS CO., 170TremontSt., Boston.
by gives notice that he has been duly apbouse by a unanimous vote Feb. 2d $500. The Bolina,. during her long construction of new vessels specially tioner at the Denver bar. Mr. Kent
executor of the last will and testament
LIABILITIES DECEMCER 31, 1901.
pointed
of
was
never
wrecked
t ied a
or
service,
of
favorable report on the war period
to meet the altered conditions was in Washington recently, and was
suffered any serious mishap. She is designed
Net unpaid losses.$ 193,691 93
greeted by several Senators and others,
‘eduction bill.
ELIZA J. BARLOW, late of Freedom,
of the service.
Unearned premiums. 1,518,752 50
built of pitch pine and oak, and is
who have revived personal recollections
Ali other liabilities.
13,367 10 in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given
sheathed and fastened with pure copper.
of the campaign in which Ma'ne went
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
OASTOHIA,
OAHTOM.1A,
In the matter of speed, the Bolina is
“hell bent” and thus set the pace for
Total.$1,725,811 53 demands against the estate of said deceased
The undersigned has picked up a number of
The Kind You Have Always BouiM
The Kind Ymi Hate Always Bought
932,142 91 are desired to present the same for settlement,
Inn the
other States at the Presidential elec- logs adrift in the bay, of various marks, which I Surplus over all liabilities.
equal to the general run of sailing ves.1
and all indebted thereto are requested t-> make
“War#
sels. Her tonnage is 83; length, 82 feet;
tion in November.—Washington Corre- the owners can have by proving property and Total liabilities and surplus..$2,657,954 44 payment immediately.
of
j
GEO. M. KELLEY,
paying charges.
HENRY G. BARLOW.
breadth, 20 feet; depth of hold, 10 feet.
spondence in the New York Sun.
I
3w5*
6
East Northport, Maine.
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
Freedom, January 14,1902.

|

Sick Eight Years with Female Trouble and
Finally
Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
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MONTVILEE.

People here were pained to learn of the
illness, with typhoid fever, of Rev. Geo. C.
His father, H. M.
Howard in Chicago.
Howard, received a telegram to that effect,

[Corrected Weekly for The Journal.}
Prices,Paid Producer.
Produce Market.
10.00412.00
Apples Pbu.,
40 to 75 Hay # ton,
6;
lb,
dried, p tb, &&6 Hides#
1*2
lb,
#
Lamb
Feb. 8th. We trust we may hear of his Beans, pea,
2.00to2.25
5041.00 ;
2.25 Lamb Skins,
medium,
speedy recovery—Karl Luce has gone to
7
Mutton # It).
YeVeyes, 2.35to2 50 Oats
50
# bu., 32 lt>,
Miss Geneva A. Varney is at Butter p tb,
Oakland
l3to2o;
70
bu..
Potatoes#
6^.7
Beef,
sides,
ft,
p
home from Belfast_Mr. and Mrs. John
7
0.1 Hound Hog,
Beef fore quarters.
ig.0o
40,645 Straw # ton,
Myrick of Belfast were atF. A. Cushman’s Barley p bu.,
#
lb,
18419
Turkey
12
Cheese
p tb,
Feb. 8th_Nahum Piper of Beliast was in
IA43
Chicken p ft,
lOtolJ Tallow # lb,
647
town last week and bought some spars of ; Calf Skins, per lb. 9,610| Veal # lb,
13
14615 Wool, unwashed.
M. C. Gordon
Mrs. C. H. Clement is in Duck P ft.
hard.
Wood,
3.5044.00
22j
Fggspdoz.,
home
from
Davis
is
at
soft,
3.00
health_W.
S.
Wood,
Fowl p ft,
8 a 151
poor
14 a 15;
E. O. Clement, who Geese p ft,
Camden for a week
i
Retail Market.
Pet nn price
has been in Oldtown since last fall, is at
9041.00
Beef, corned, p ft. 8 610 Lime # bbl..
Meal
Oat
home, ill.
#
lb,
445
Butter Salt, 14 ft, I8to20
5
77 Onions # lb,
Corn p bu.,
Cracked Corn p bu., 77 (Ml. Kerosene, gal.,1.3414
44 4*
77 Pollock # lb,
Corn Meal p bu.,
SHIP NEWS.
12
Cheese p ft,
istolO Pork p lb.
1.13
Cotton Seed p cwt.. 1..W Plaster 0 bbl.,
3
5a8 Kve Meal # lb.
Codfish, dry, p It.,
1.25
l'Otii OF BEDFAST.
Cranberries p qt., stolft Shorts # cwt.,
5
Clover Seed,
15 Sugar # lb.
13a
ARRIVED.
33 j
Flour p bhl., 4.75to5.25 Salt. T. I., p bu.,
3 !
2.5ft Sweet Potatoes.
H.G.Seedpbu..
Jan. 8. Sch. Lady Antrim, Johnson, Lard
Meal.
5
Wheat
13
p ft.
Boothbay Harbor.

is ROYAL
Baking Powder bet-

Why

dient and

to test every

solutely

pure,
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|
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.,

100 WILLIAM

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

Ben Robertson and wife of Belfast visited
Mrs. Charles Robertson last week.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Tonsilitis is quite prevalent in town.

in

Mrs. F. A. Curtis is visiting lier daughter
in Bangor.

Fred M. Nickerson has closed his school
Maehiasport and returned home.

Miss Lena George is in West Frankfort
visiting her mother, Mrs. Will Curtis.

T. Read of Belfast is piping the
spool mill and placing the new boiler.
Geo.

Treat left by steamer Penobscot
Monday to visit his daughter in Boston.

A. B. Gray and wife and Leona Buck of
Bucksport visited at A. Stinson’s last Sunday.

Wm. R. Miller, architect, of Lewiston
in town Tuesday on a business trip.

Delmont Moody of Prospect was in town
Feb. 4th, the guest of his brother. Augustus

C.

F.

was

Moody.

Sch. Ivanhoe is loading stave stuff at
Nickerson's wharf for a western market.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Blanchard of Sandywere in
town last Sunday, visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Janies M. Nicker-

steamer

Colby Howard received by the Boston
a gasolene engine which is said to

steamer
one

of the finest made.

farmers says he never saw
crows so numerous in February as they are
now, unless we had an'early spring.
our

The Belfast Hay A- Fuel Co. secured some
very tine hay here recently, and loaded
schooner Minnie Chace the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Cushman of Winslow,
formerly parishioners of Rev. T. P. Williams, have been visiting at the parsonage. I

M., will confer
the Pa>t and Most Excellent degrees on can- j
•iidates at a special meeting next Saturday j
evening.
I
>earsp<»rt Chapter, R.

A.

Ifa,:.. WR„ Rave collected the ten cent
church calendar fund are requested to hand
the amounts to the treasurer, Miss Ella A.

Hopkins.

more

W.

M. Parse has put an engine in his
clothing manufactory, and proposes to
iucrea.-e tin* business, largely increasing
his force.

Christian Endeavor Valentine sociable !
ill be entertained by Miss Jessie Morison
and Miss Gladys Butman in the upper
A

w

vestry, Friday evening.

Tuesday evening, Feb. lXth, the ladies of
the M. E. Society are to have a unique entertainment at their vestrj entitled a “Shoe
Social.” It promises to be a very enjoyable
affair.

on

:

probation.

Mr. End. C. Havener announces to his 1
friends and business associates that he has
identified himself with the firm of Thayer
Williams of Boston, who have made a
specialty of investment securities for many
years. Mr. Havener’s business office is 507
Main street, Worcester, Mass.

Wagons

are

about

as numerous as

sleighs.

The services of Hon. Herbert M. Heath
of Augusta have been secured to deliver
the memorial address in Searsport May 30th.
»Searsport ought, with such an orator of the
day, to have one of the best memorial services ever held here.
“Lincoln’s Day” will be observed at the
M. E. church Sunday, Feb. 10th. All veterans of the civil war are cordially invited to
the morning service. The pastor will take
as his subject The Great Emancipator and
the itesuits of his Work. An offering will
be taken for the Freedmen’s Aid Society.
Geo. P. Carter met with a singular accident last week. He went down to the flats
to dig clams and had a pair of gold bowed
spectacles in an inside pocket. The motion
of digging while stooping over must have
worked the case out, for on arriving home
he found he was minus the glasses. He
concludes that the mess of clams was
rather an expensive luxury, as the glasses
cost $6.

There

very pleasant incident at the
meeting of Freeman McGilvery
Post last Thursday evening. Some time
ago it was voted by the Post, in recognition
of ihe painstaking endeavors of II. G.
Scribner, last year’s commander, to present
him with a past commander’s badge, and
after the regular business of the Post
Thursday evening the presentation took i
place, Past Commander Scribner respond-:
nig in a handsome manner to the presents
tion speech of E. J. Wentworth, who was I
was a

regular

detailed for the purpose.

NORTH SEARSFORT ITEMS.

Mrs. A. 0. Spaulding is slowly improving.
Mrs. Nelson Dow is in very poor health.

George E. Chapin is quite sick at this
writing.
Fred Black is on the sick list, but is slowly improving.
Mary Plummer has arrived home from

a

visit in Monroe.
Chester Trundy is hauling wood for Ed.
Perkins of Frankfort.
The farmers are now housing their ice
while the sledding lasts.
There will be a social hop at Marden’s
hall Friday night, Feb. 14th.

Evelyn T. Lowe is quite sick, but her
friends hope to see her out soon.

a

Francis for San Francisco.
Ponce, P. R., Feb. f>. Sld, sch. Wellfleet,
Zaza, to load loi N. of H.
St. Vincent, C. V., Jan. 22. Sld, sch Lilian
Woodruff, Famhaui < from Boston), Axim,
W. C. A.
Kobe, Feb. 4. Ar, ship Arthur Sewall,

year,

Henry Dawson and Charles1
131 days.
Ritchie of Monroe, and many others whom Philadelphia,
[
Macoris, Jan. 28/ In port, schs. Jennie
lie was glad to see.
A. Stubbs, to sail Jan. :;<> for N. V.; Carrie
A. Bucknam, for New York Feb. 5.
Point-a-Pitre, Jan. 19. Ar, sch. Carrie F.
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Look, New York.
Demerara, Feb. 6. Ar, sell. Humarock,
Shaw, Norfolk.
I N I TV.
Turks Island, Jan. 27. Ar. Bark C. I\
'1 he tenth wedding
annhersa'y of Mr Dixon. Surinam, to sail Feb. 1 for Baltimore.
and Mrs. Charles A. Means was held at
Port Spain, Jan. 28. Sid, sch. Ella M.
their home in Unity village on the
afternoon Willey, A palachicola.
Black River, Ja., Feb. 1, arrived, schr.
and evening of
January noth. About 100 Herald, Kevs, St. Croix, to load for New
persons were present.
Those present in York.
the afternoon had a treat of
MARINE MISCELLANY.
candy, nuts i
and apples.
At six o’clock a roast chicken
Spoken. Sch. Helen G. Moseley, Burch,
dinner was served. The evening was spent Pascagoula for New York, Feb. 1, 70 miles
N. W. by W. from Tortugas.
in social conversation and
dancing. At 12
Baltimore, Feb. 4. Sehs. Sagamore and
o'clock an oyster supper was served to 05 Charlotte T.
Sibley, before reported ashore
couples. At half past two the party broke at Sparrows Point, were towed off to-day
without damage and proceeded.
up, pronouncing it a perfect success, and
Boston, Feb. 5. Bark James II. Ilamlen,
wishing the host and hostess many happy from Buenos Ayres for Philadelphia, which
returns for.
They received a great many put into Savannah in a leaky condition, also
has steering gear damaged and needs new
handsome and useful presents.
pump. It may be necessary to haul the
TIIIIKMUKK.
vessel out at Savannah to effect necessary repairs. She is loaded with a cargo of dry
The funeral of the late
Joseph F. lleath bones.
was held at his home Feb.
1st, Revs. I).
Shipbuilding, ( apt. Peter Kennedy,
Hrackett and \Y. A. Luce
officiating, with the well-known mariner of Rockland, Me.,
v. N. Higgins undertaker. Messrs. N. A. : intends to build a four-master and isgetting
figures from builders in Rockland and Bath,
\\ ebb and L. L. Rartlett
sang appropaiate but has not yet awarded the contract.
selections.
Mr.
Luce read comforting : Frank S. Bowker of Phippsburg, Me., expassages from the 2nd Psalm, with sermon : pects to launch the three-masted sch. he is
building for Scranton, Miss., parties, the
from these words:
“Re thou faithful i last
of this month. As soon as she goes
unto death, and ,1 w ill give thee a crown overboard he will start
building a threeof life.” The deceased leaves a
widow, two master of 500 tons for ( apt. C. A. Small of
Me.
daughters and one son—Mrs. Clarence Machiasport,
Launched. The three-masted centreGurney ;of Helfast, Airs. Fred Hasty and board
schooner Marion N. Cobb was
Charles Heath of Thorndike. Air. Heath launched
Monday from the Cobb-Butler
was a man of deep intellectual
in
Rockland.
The Marion N. Cobb is
power, a yard
writer of some note, and will be missed in named after the daughter of N. Cobb, and
is owned by ('apt. Charles II. Saunders of
the community where he has lived for
many Orland, Cobb-Butler Co. and others.
Her
He also leaves one brother, John C. ke^l was laid last October. Capt. Saunders
years.
will be in command, and on Monday next
Heath of AA oonsocket, R. I., who was
present at the funeral.Airs. Clara Gordon the vessel is due at Rockport, to load ice at
$1 a ton. The Cobb is of 150.7 registered
Pi Hey died at the home of her
She is
parents, Air. length; 84.9 beam and 11.8 in depth.
and Airs. Joseph Gordon, Feb. lid, after a of 459 gross and 860 net tonnage. Her frame
is
of
hard
wood
and
and
the
hackmatack,
and
long
painful illness.
The funeral
is of hard
She is a single
services were held Feb. fl, Rev. W. A. Luce plankingwith a short pine. deck
to
take
in
decker,
poop
of Unity officiating. Air. Frank Fairbanks the mizzenmast. The three masts are of
undertaker. Ileautiful selections of music Oregon pine, each 88 feet long, one 25 in.
and two 24 in. in diameter.
The topmasts
were rendered
by Air. Luce ami Air. Fair- are of spruce, 48 feet long, one 15 in. and
banks with Mrs. Fairbanks as
two
14
in
in.
diameter; her spanker boom is
organist.
The floral offerings were as follows: floral 60 feet, main and foreboom 41 feet, jibboom
51 feet 15i inches in the cap.
She is fitted
pillow with the word “sister” by her w ith a double drum
hoister, 7x10 in. cylinsisters, Mrs. Joseph. Sayward and Mrs. der engine, 42 in. boiler and 4-inch suction
She has the KnowlFrank Harding and Mr. and Mrs. Kben pump and feed pump.
Gordon of Clinton; basket of flowers and ton Bros' windlass, castings and blocks.
There are iso fathoms of Usteel link chains
bouquet of white pinks and smilax, Mrs. on-her 2,800 and 2,600 anchors and her 400
Mosher of Unity, and a beautiful floral pound kedge.
wreath from the Rebekali Lodge, 1. O. O.
F.,
of Unity, of which Mrs.
Pilley was a member. The deceased leaves a
Mr.
husband,
Alton Pilley, her father and mother, two
sisters and two brothers
Charles Patterson passed
Sunday in Swanville_V. N.
Belfast Readers Will Appreciate This
Higgins passed
in

Swanville,

Sell. F L. Warren, which discharged a
of grain last week, hauled over to the
point and will he loaded by Trundy with
timber for Boston.

At the M. E. church last Sunday morning
the ordinance of baptism was administered
to live candidates, and three were received
into the church, one in full connection and

than

A. Stinson
confined to the house with
rheumatism. He lias received calls from
A
K. Nickerson and Xehemiah Smart of

cargo

two

Tacoma, Feb. 5. Sld, bark Puritan, Amsbury, Queenstown.
Fali River, Feb. 6. Sld, sch. I). D. Haskell, Southern port.
Salem, Feb. 7. Sld, sch. F. C. Pendleton,
p_ort, .lastlThuiMlaj and had a very interest Ferguson, Stonington for N. Y.
inglmeeting.
k
Brunswick, Ga., Feb. (». Ar, sch. TheoBoston; 8, sld, sch. Wm. H. Sumner,
fc 'j he school in this place is badly broken liue,
New' York ; 10, ar. sell. Georgia Gilkey, New
with
up
mumps.
Every scholar but one York.
has had them, and they are still raging in
C’haleston, S. C., Feb. 7, ar. bark Edward L. Mayberry, Boston.
the vicinity.
Jacksonville, Feb. 7. Cld, sell. MetheHollis Black has gone to Boston to attend besec, Norton, New York.
:
Norfolk, FeO. 7. Ar, schs. Hattie II. Bar
the funeral of his brother, Austin Black.
hour and Levi Hart, New York; ar. sch.
Mr. Black was formerly of this
and
place
Daylight, New London.
w ill be missed
by his many friends.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Feb. l<>. Ar,
sch. Sadie Willcutt, Elizabetbport for Bel- ;
One of our young ladies, who is
I
fast.
attending
the High school in
.Searsporl village, had' Newport News, Feb. S, sld. schs. Jacob M. |
her hat blown off while riding to school
Haskell, Portland; Geo. W Wells, Boston, j
one
FOREIGN PORTS.
morning, but did not notice her loss until
she had arrived at the school room.
Yokahama, Feb. 3. Ar, ship Shenandoah,
New York, 140 days
JIl. and Mrs. Luther George wish to ex- Watts,
Rosario, Jan. t Ar, schs. Edward T
tend their thanks to the neighbors who so Stotesbui v, Parrah, Mobile via Buenos
Ayres: George <.. Thomas, Kent, Pensacola
generously turned out last Wednesday and via
Buenos A\ res.
hauled their fire-wood to their door. Mr. ,
Nev. rustle, N S. \V,, Pec. 23. Sid, ship
George has been confined to the house for Luzon. Manila: Jan. 7, in port, ship St.
The Waldo County Veteran Association
met at Granite Grange hall, North Sears-

ser.

One of

New York.

son.

The Book and Thimble Club will meet
p. m.. Feb. 18th, with J. B. Sweet-

Tuesday

be

Amboy.
Key West, Feb. 9, ar. sch. Ella G. Eel Is,

point

Henry Carr and family left byMonday for a short visit in Boston.

Mrs.

New York, Feb. 4. Sid, sells. Georgia
Gilkey, Brunswick ; J. 1>. Jordan, Port Arthur; K. J. Pendleton, Mobile; Maggie G.
Hart, Sierra Leone; 5, ar, seh. Edith L.
Alien, Brunswick; sld, sch. Tufa, Fernaudina; eld, sell. Arthur V. S. Woodruff,
Snowman, Cayenne; it, ar, soli. Flora Rogers. Virginia; 7, ar, ship L. Sehepp, Hong
Kong (lias been aslior -1; sohs. Clifford^ N.
Carver, Brunswick: Win. K. Downes, Fernam!ilia; 8, eld, sells. Isaiah K. Stetson,
Trask, Guanica, P. R.; Susan N. Pickering,
Haskell, San Juan, 1’. K.; ar. bark Manuie
Swan, Pernambuco, 86 days; 0, ar, sch.
Ebeneier Hackett, Warren. Brunswick; 10,
ar, sch. Melrssa A. \\ mey, ih'Uiiswick : cm,
sch. Celia F., Guanica, P. R.; sld, bark Rebecca Crowell, Savannah.
Boston, Feb. 4. Sld, sells. Senator SulliMalcom Baxter, Jr.,
van, Fernandina;
Baltimore; 5, ar, barks Addie Morrill,
South Amboy; J. II. Bowers, Buenos
Ayres; cld, bark Willard Mudgett, Portland ; sld. schs. Henry B. Fiske, Brunswick,
Ga.; Ellen M. Golden, Sargentvilie and
Baltimore; (5, sld, sch. Wm. K. Park, Portland; 8. ar, sch. Lucy E. Friend, Thomas,
Philadelphia: 9, ar, sch. J. C. Strawbridge,
Coombs, Turks Island.
Portland, Feb. 7. Ar, sch. Wm. K. Park,
Baltimore; 8, ar, bark Willard Mudgett,
Boston; 11, cld,sch. Lyman M. Law, Pensacola.
Fernandina, Feb. 4. Sld, sch. Penobscot,
Norwood, New York ; 10, ar. sell. Tofa, New
York; sld. sch. Edward Blake, Perth

1
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I
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Monday
Unity_Mrs.
Clarence Gurney returned to her home in
Belfast Feb. 8th....N. A. Webb will
begin
a term of high school in East
Thorndike
Feb. 17th-II. J. Stevens of Bangor and
L. L. Higgins were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
V. N. Higgins Friday night....Mrs. Bert
Stevens has been very sick, but is improvEben Gordon was in town last
ing now
week cutting and packing ice for Mr.
Jaynes’ creamery.Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Harding came near meeting with a serious
—

s mjii.
Advice.

C ANi'AiiE. Iii urooklin. January 31. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Candage. a son. Arthur Eugene.
Marriner. In Fa<i Searsmont. January 24,
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Marriner. a daughter.
w kssf.r.
In South Cnion, January 30, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert E. Messer, a son.

Ella M. Littlefield of Prospect vilcorrespondent of the Belfast Journal,
who has been spending several months in

town, will leave next week for
Portland Su nday Times.

Boston.-—

...

South Ninth
Philadelstreet,
phia, Pa:
4‘
I had a bad attack of la grippe
last December
which
more
than throe
months, an d
left me
w h i c h
with catarrh, and
several of my
friends advised
m<‘ to try Peruna.
1441

j

throat, headache,

V-

♦

}
♦

j
j

lasted^

|

mains taken to Union for interment.
Fkkethy. In Brooklin. January 31. Captain
month and !
Elwell \\
t reel by, aged 75 years,
19 days.
Howard. In PoUland, February 7. Mrs.Susan
(Beckett) Howard, formerly of Belfast, ag d 92
years.
Haney.
In Belfast. February 10, Charles
Haney, aged 21 years, io months and 15 days.
Havener,
in Med field. Mass.. February s,
George \V. Havener, formerly of Belfast, aged 42
years, 5 months and 16 days.
Long. In Tenant’s Harbor, January 26, Sallie
Long, widow of the late John H. Long, aged 75
years, 5 months and l day.
Lowe.
In Northport, February 9, Louisa
Lowe of Hampden, aged 86 years.
Palfrey. In Milton, Mass., February 11, Mary
Cazneau Palfrey, aged 61 years.
Partridge.’ In Pratt City Ala., February 2,
Capt. John A. Partridge, formerly of North
Searsport, aged 59 years, 3 months and 21 days.
Springer.
In ’Gardiner, February 4 Mrs.
Mary S. Springer, sister of Rev. Smith Baker, 1).
I)., of Portland.
staples. In Atlantic, January 29, Nellie, wife
of Freeman Staples, aged 24 years, 6 months and
21 days.
Wilson. In Madison, January 28, Am >s Wilson, a former resident of Washington, aged 78
years.
Waterman. In East Benton, February l.
Mrs. Hannah E. Waterman, formerly of Hope,
aged 82 years. 3 months and 14 da>s.
Walls.
In Belfast, February 7, Piudeuce
Walls, aged 72 years.

a

V.

1”“v"

DIME

Mrs.

sore

Unless Peruna is taken it will be
weeks or months before a person regains his usual health. If the victim ia
fortunate enough to begin the use of
Peruna at the commencement of the
attack the course of the grip is much
shortened, and the system is left in a
natural state.
People who have had la grippe, but
are still suffering from the after-effects,
should not neglect to take Peruna, as it
will promptly restore them t<> health.
Henry Distin, the inventor and maker
of all the band instrumentsof the Henry
Distin Manufacturing Co., writes the

Dow-Trendy In Southwest Harbor, January
31. " illis Edward imw ot we>t Tremont and
viss Aguen Mav Truiidy t Souihwest Harbor.
French- ;la'st<>u. In Hoekland, February l. !
Edwin W. French of Somerville and Addie M. \
Blastow of Camden.
Smith Perkins. In Penobscot, February
Harry M. Smith ot r.uek.sport and Miss Amber
Perkins of Penobscot.

lage,

the beginning a severe
cold spell is followed by

or

Its course
may be quite slight or severe, but in
either case it nearly always leaves one
in a miserable condition.

MAKhiin.

Ai'horn. In Morrill. February 9, Amanda, A.
Achorn. aged 59 years and 15 days.
13h.km.ike. In Tenant’s Harbor. January 19,
Capr Roger Bickmore, aged 75 years.
Bi kti»
In Rockland. January 31, Benjamin
Burton, aged 63 years, month and 19 days. Re-

what in
A chill

aching bones,

MOK>.

Antrim, Johnson,

AMERICAS' PORTS.

made

digestible food are
Royal Baking Powder.

It.

Is having !*
It resembles some-

everybody

grippe again.

cough, and general weakness.

ED.

Sch. Lady
Boothbay Harbor.
Jan.

and

food

most

with

SAll

a

in every respect.
The most wholesome
the

ingre-

product abwholesome and perfect

manufacture to insure

cold.

—

every process of

supervise

li
*

—

Because in its mammoth works a
corps of chemical experts is con-

stantly employed

VTEARLY

—

ter than any otKer ?

GRIPPE.!

A SPANISH COUNT CURED OF LA

COUNT
DE

OVIEj

Count Segundo de Ovies was a Carlist exile. The signature of his uncle,
Louis De Ovies, is found with that of John Quincy Adams ceding Florida to the
United States in a treaty with Spain. The Count is forty-six years of age, an exile
from Orietto, situated in the northern part of Spain, and has been exiled since 1876;
he is wealthy, and has traveled and studied the customs, habits and languages of
twenty-five different nations.
In a recent letter to The Peruna Medicine Co., of Columbus, Ohio, the Count
gives his endorsement to their great catarrh remedy, Peruna, in the following

words:
The Canfield, Atlantic
The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, Ohio:
Gentlemen—“ Last winter my secretary had

City,

a severe

N. J.

attack of

la grippe which was cured effectually by the use of four bottles of
Peruna, so when I contracted the same unpleasant sickness last fall
I at

once

sent for a bottlM*

Jt truly worked wonders, and removed

I would not
the sickening and sore feeling l had within a few days.
be without it now for any money, and when I go away I carry
Peruna as a valuable perquisite
SEGUNDO, CONDE DE OVIES.

to my

traveling outfit.”—JULIAN

?

>

^

Henry Distin.

I began with a hot tie the lirst week o
March and it certainly did me a great
I was so well satisfied
deal of good.
that I purchased another bottle and followed the directions, and rail say that it
has cured me.”—Henry Distin.
A large per cent of those who are
afflicted with this epidemic, instead of
getting well as they ought to, will have
chronic catarrh as the result. This is
almost invariably the case unless Peruna is taken as soon as possible after
the grip begins.
Every one who has observed the effect
of Peruna during the last three epidemics of la grippe positively knows that
this remedy will cure it permanently.
The fact is, however, that a great multitude of people will not tako Peruna,
and a foundation for chronic catarrh
will be laid.
Even in cases where chronic catarrh
has affected the lungs, and the early
stages of catarrhal consumption hav<*
been developed, Peruna can be relied
upon as a prompt and lasting cure. La
grippe and catarrh are at present the
two great enemies of life in the land.
Peruna is a cure for either.
If you do not derive prompt and satisfactory results from the use of Peruna
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving
full statement of your ease and lie win
j bo pleased to give you his valuable ad
vice gratis.
I Address Dr. Hartman, President of
| The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus, 0.

Free to All Who Suffer
Belfast Druggists Instructed to Give a Trial
Bottle of Blood Wine to Anyone Asking Fori
Many people who suffer from kidney complaint or its direct result, rheumatism, or whose lives are made m; serabV In rhronie stomach and liver troubles,
tried so many medicines without
securing any relief that they are unwilling to put out more money without some .'iss'uranee iiat the expense will resuii
benefit to them.
1"or this reason the manufacturers of
Blood Wine” have determined to give the public an opportunity to try tins wonderfuI reined\ A Bs< »I.r I 1 I. V l'l
Of ( 'HARGE. Their agent lias made a careful canvass of the
city and lias placed in various well known'drug stores sample bottles of Blood Wine, with inslions to druggists to give a bottle to each adult
asking for one.
Xo charge whatever is made for tiiis bottle, the idea
being that hundreds who would otherwise not know of the medicine will in tins wav have a cliu:
know by actual experience that it is
worthy a place in every household.
Blood Wine is not a new remedy nor ah untried medicine. It is carefully compounded from the
purest materials, and its use in all diseases of the ston
liver and kidneys is
invariably followed by the most beneficial results. Blood Wine contains neither wine nor opiates. If is a mild cathartic, an excellent to
strength builder, and is invaluable in putting the system into a normally perfect condition. For convalescents it has no cijiiul. as it invigorates and strengi
without the bad after effects of
drugs commonly given to the physically weak.
Letters which we receive by every mail tell of what Blood Wine will d!> for others. We print a few that vou mav sec for vourself
just what cures Blood \\
lias effected. Read them
carefully and see if Blood Wine is not just the medicine you need.
tio to the nearest druggist in the list
given below and ask for a free sample bottle. Try it and see what a pleasant medicine it is to take and how inline
its effects are.
M. lseuberg, American Mandolin
Cily Marshal Odlln, Lewiston, Me
School, 10 K. Merrimack St.. Lowell, Mass.—
“Some months ago I noticed your Blond Wine upon the market, and as
"Blood Wine is one-of the greatest blood purifiers in the world. My face was i
covered with small blotches that oftentimes
developed into small boils, and after advertised as being particularly good for elderly people. 1 took home a hot'
trying hundreds of medicines with no favorable results, 1 was persuaded to take my wife’s father, W. ('. Walton, who was suffering from the general inlirn
Blood \V ine. It has purified my blood to such an extent that a pimple seldom of old age. lie declared he had never seen its equal. It built him up and
orated him rapidly. He claims he feels ten years younger than he did a yeaappears on my skin.”
and now he would not he without it. for in ease of a sudden attack of indigo
Warren Allen, Veterinary
Surgeon, Gardiner, Me.—
or biliousness it is invaluable."
"I have taken four bottles of Blood Wine and have never taken a medicine
Mrs. M C. Walton, Homr for Aged ('minion. Hath, Mo.
that did me so much good. It has
strengthened me and built me up wonderfully.
"I have taken six bottles of Blood Wine and know that it is exeellen
Not only that, but I found it excellent in case of nervousness.”
aged people. I was greatly benefited by one bottle."
h
Mrs. M.
Stevens, 22 Isabella St., Boston, Mass.—
•lames Robinson, 314 Lisbon SI., Lewiston, Mo.
“I have been troubled with my
kidneys for more than ten years: been treated
“For rheumatism your medicine cannot ho equaled. I have had rheum
without much help. My back ached until I was almost crazy, with swelling of
the feet and limbs. I tried your Blood Wine, and the first bottle helped me, after for years in my limbs, severe pains in my knees, which almost drove me t
spair. When Blood Wine came before my notice. 1 did not take much inten
taking the second bottle my back is done aching, and l feel like a new person.”
it, as I had tried so many different medicines without receiving any hem-lit
Mr. Kd. W. Grey, Water St., Augusta, Me.—
ever.
Finally I heard so much in regard to its merits, 1 thought I would c
“1 am pleased to say I have used several bottles of Blood Wine in my family, atrial. I was surprised at the results; intact. 1 could hardly believe that
with best results. Especially is this the case with my children, who, when they really being cured. Today 1 am cured, and I owe it all to your wonderful ren
were pale, weak and rundown, were not able to take Cod Liver Oil,
though the Mrs. T. Foster, 117 Salem St., Providence. It I
doctor ordered them to do so. Blood Wine is so pleasant to take they do not mind
“I have used six bottles of Blood Wine for rheumatism and backaelu*
it in the least.”
feel it my duty to let you know what your medicine lias done for me. 1 am
pletely cured, and owe my recovery wholly to your Blood Wine."
Mrs. H. A. Hatch, 8 A Park Ave., Forest Hills, Mass.—
F. Harrington, Biddcford, Me.
Sam.
“I was in a bad state for a long time with female troubles, which physicians
“I have had chronic constipation for two years and have tried luindn
called by different names. 1 dreaded my monthly periods, and was very irregular. Hearing from my friends such good reports of Blood Wine, I tried that. It cures, but failed to get any permanent benefit. My druggist recommended !
I was surpris.
was the dawning of a new life for me.
1 used several bottles before I was cured, Wine, and although 1 did iiot have any faith in it, I tried it.
but when they were taken I was a well woman.
Blood Wine is certainly a won- find that by taking it every night before retiring, I would have an easy ai-c.
the bowels in the morning.”
derful remedy.”

j

Miss Georgia Hale, 15 K. Central St.. Natick, Mass.
Mrs. H. K. Young, 34 Ferry St., Everett, Mass.—
“For two years I suffered w ith nervousness and dyspepsia, which so
“I am 64 years of age, and have suffered for years with rheumatism.
I bad
to attend to my daily duties.
I tried
never taken a medicine Unit seemed to do me any good until my son brought my entire system that I was unlit
home a bottle of Blood Wine. It helped my lameness and put new vigor and so-called cures, hut nothing seemed to help me permanently. I decided
surprised to find that in a few days I
activity into my system. I have taken 12 bottles, and would not be without it.” Blood Wine a trial, and was happily
I became well, and am now wiiimg
to enjoy and properly digest my food.
any one what your medicine lias done for me.”
Mrs. H. L. Coburn, 24 Vale St., Koxbury, Mass.—

“Have used several bottles of Blood Wine for a stubborn case of skin disease Jhiiips If. Floyd, President Advanced Cooking School, -11 X Trcmont SI., Boston. M;«-impure blood. Have been greatly helped by your medicine.”
”1 was a terrible sufferer from yellow jaundice for more than six month
was treated by some of the best physicians of the city, without any benefit
Mrs. M. E. Th«yer, North Brookfield, Mass.—
Dougherty recommended Blood Wine, and after taking two bottles I was
“I have been troubled for several years with my stomach, rheumatism and
ly cured.”
kidney trouble. I have taken four bottles of your Blood Wine, and I am pleased
Remember that Blood Wine is sold at the uniform price of ,10 cents a h
to say that my aches have all disappeared, and I am enjoying very good health.
There is no substitute for Blood Wine. Nothing just as good.
Too much cannot be said in praise of your wonderful medicine.”
and

A constant

itching tries your patience.
annoying. Nothing so irritating
As itching piles or eczema.
To scratch the irritation makes it worse.
To leave it alone means misery.
Some citizens can tell you how to be free from

Nothing

so

these troubles.

Read the

following:

Mrs. L. Boody of 21 Court street, says: “I saw
Doan’s Ointment advertised and highly recommended. I got a box at Edmund Wilson’s drug
store and gave it a trial. I am pleased to say that
It gave me great relief. I used salves and oint-

accident last Thursday. While following
the remains of Mrs. Alton Pilley to the
cemetery their horse took fright at the ments almost without number, but none of them
train. Mrs. Harding was thrown from the brought anything like the satisfactory results obfrom Doan’s Ointment.”
sleigh, but fortunately was not hurt. The tained
Sold for fifty cents per box by all dealers. Fossleigh was badly damaged—H. J. Stevens
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
and F. L. Philbrick and family and V. N.
United States.
Higgins and wife passed Feb. 9th with Ross
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
C. Higgins and mother.
substitute.

Free Sample Bottle at A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists,
BELMONT.

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Mullen of Lincolnville
were in town Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Morse....Virgil L. Hall of Belfast
was in town Sunday and called on the

scribe—H. P. Farrow, Esq., was in Camden Saturday on business—Ernest Piper
was cutting ice on Til den Pond last week
for himself and the neighboring farmers.
He cut and loaded it on their sleds for two
cents per cake.
The following farmers
have filled their ice houses: Miles Pease,

Edmund Brewster, Alfred Crockett, W. S.
Foss, Ernest Piper, H. P. Farrow, Geo. W.
Morse, Lewis Young, Isaac A. Flagg, L. F.
and F. O. Allenwood. The ice is about 14
inches in thickness and of fine quality— A
meeting of the inhabitants of the town
interested in better school accommodations
will he held at Mystic Grange Hall Saturday evening, Feb. 15th, for the purpose of
discussing the best method of obtaining the
same—The traveling is very good about
town.

BURNHAM.

The Burnham Dramatic Club will repeat
their comedy-drama entitled “Our Jim” in
Burnham town hall, Tuesday evening, Feb.
Admission to hall ten cents. The
18th.
proceeds will be for the benefit of Rev. G.
H. Gray_The singing school at Grange
Hall, conducted by the popular teacher, Mr.
R. A. Conant of Pittsfield, is progressing
Wm. 11.t
with a very good attendance
Kimball has been on the sick list the pas
week with a very severe cold.Mrs.
—

Almira Morgan of Lewiston is at \m«
Mrs. James Say ward in the souther;
of the town
John Bassler has been
ping the past few weeks with Mr. ami
Elmer Flye in Bangor-Lemuel 1*. K u
ami his sister, Mrs. Prescott Ilolt of M
land, visited Mr. and Mrs. Win. 11. Km
last Saturday
George Pike of Del;
cutting fire wood and logs for Wm. II
ball
Mr. 0. A. Dodge is haulm,
—
—

—

—

i

